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JANUARY 6, 1994. VOL VII, NO 1 • GREATER PORTLAND'S WEEKLY JOURNAL OF NEWS, ARTS AND OPINIOh ""'-
Award-winning violinist 
brings the fire of 
Paganini to the PSO 
Jan. 11 
Outside looking In at Portland High School. 
Should condoms be freely available to 
Portland high school students? The 
Portland School Department evidently doesn't 
think 50, and 15 taking steps to stop the debate 
without asking students, parents or the public. 
• By Andrew Hosch 
• Photo illustrations by ronee Harbert 
Portland high school students in search of condoms 
have several options. Free condoms are available from 
local, off-campus organizations, including Planned 
Parenthood and ACT UP, as well as from shelters and the 
public health department. Condoms can also be pur-
chased in any number of shops around town, including 
drugstores, convenience stores, supermarkets and a well-
stocked specialty shop in the Old Port. 
But there's one place they won't get a condom: from a 
health-care worker in a public high school in Portland. 
Advocates for condom distribution say that free 
distribution in the schools is a senaible and effecti v~ way 
to protect students from :hc :;preaJ of sexually transmit-
ted diseases, includjng HIV. They claim that teenagers' 
lives may be saved by distributing condoms. Opponents 
say that the schools shouldn't be in the business of social 
welfare, and that educators should focus instead on 
improving the quality of education. They fear that 
distributing condoms may send the wrong message to 
teenagers. 
The argument between the opposing sides has grown 
louder in recent months, especially after a school depart-
ment advisory committee suddenly postponed a vote on 
the issue in October. But it may soon be drowned out by 
squabbling over how the whole condom debate - or lack 
of it - has been managed by the Portland School Depart-
ment. 
More than a year ago, the department created a 
committee to explore ways of slowing the spread of 
sexually transmitted diseases. After compiling two reports 
on the subject, the committee was still unable to decide 
whether condom distribution made sense for Portland 
and recommended further research on the matter. Toward 
this end, the committee opted to create and circulate 
surveys to students and parents to better gauge the need 
for condoms. 
But those surveys may never see the light of day. 
Superintendent of Portland Schools Tom Edwards is said 
to oppose circulating it, and he is expected to make a 
formal announcement later this month that his depart-
ment has abandoned the survey. Many believe this will 
effectively kill the current efforts to permit condom 
distribution in the public schools. And those who support 
condom distribution are frustrated that such steps are 
taking place without open forums or informed public 
debate. 
At a time when more and more high schools across the 
country are freely distributing condoms - including in 
Bar Harbor and Readfield, Maine - the question has 
come up, why can't Portland move forward or openly 
discuss the pros and cons of condoms in the school 
system. 
Continued on page 8 
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White Food & White Wine 
Save. Yum. Save! 
atahdfn 
774-1740 Spring & High M-Jh,S-lO F-Sa,S-11 
O Tuesdays On A Different Note 'Pen Jam Hosted BySyd's Kids 
$1 PBRs & $2 Well Drinks Till 11:30 Doors 9 PM No Cover (21+) 
Thursdays Decade: Disco Inferno 
The Best & Worst of the 70s, Wear Polyester Againl 
Dance Under The Mirror 8011 To All Your 70s Faves 
Beat The Clock, $1 Well Drinks T;1110:301 No Cover (21+) 
Sundays All Request Night 
DJ Bob Look, Dancing Till 3 AM No Cover 
. : 
Know- Your Rights 
Free Seminar 
With 2 licensed attorneys present 
to answer your questions. 
• Do you need an 
attorney? 
• Should you request 
a hearing with the 
Secretary of State? 
• Might your license 
be suspended? 
• What about fines? 
• Will your blood 
alcohol content affect 
your case? 
• Free information packet 
with the latest laws & 
updates . 
To be held in Downtown Portland 
Wednesday, Jan. 12th Be 19th, 1994, 7-9pm 
Call: 772-9053 to register 
15 % OFF 
OUR ENTIRE STOCK 
- . - . 
• Our futons are 40%-50% thicker than others· All are f~led with "Joy" 100% 
pure cotton batting· Firmly tied tufts every 12" ensure no shifting. Written 
workmanship guarantee· Futons made especially for us by C{j2ld 8o;;;V 
... _." ... _ ..... 
lWIN39X75" FUU.54X75" QUEEN 60 X 80" 
REG. SALE REG. SALE REG. SALE 
8~ ~ 75.65 ;i~it'1 
. '.,', 
6" FOAM CORE 'U9 101.15 139 118.15 ik'C'" 
.', C1 
7112" FOAM CORE 
~ 
109 ... 92.65 j J39;:, 118.15 159 l 135.15 
9" ULTRA THICK 
, 
c 1: 
199J 169.15 149., 126.65 179 ~ 152.15 
Futons in colors: Add $8.50 
FUTON FURNISHINGS 
The Futon Store 
343 Fo.restAwnue, Portland, Maine 871-0578 
Monday- Friday 10-7, Satuniay9-6, Sunday 12-5 
v.-" MastwGznJ.Amelw" Expn;ss, Discover -a penonaJ checks weImme 
F..>.:d6B IlL 295 • PIenJy o.fR-ee Parking 
January 6, 1994 3 
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Josle Conte: "I met up with a couple of other Portland belly dancers and we're going to form a troupe. There's strength In numbers. To be a 
single belly dancer In Portland Is a sad affair. W 
A conversation with Josie Conte L I 
Josie Conte has been a dancer for 29 of her 33 
years. She has trained in a variety of dance tech-
niques, from tap to modern, but focused on the art of 
talk 
belly dancing eight 
years ago after she 
developed knee 
problems. Conte moved to Portland from New York 
City in late 1992; she currently teaches belly dancing 
classes three times a week and has performed at 
various venues around Portland, including the 
Children's Museum and area schools. 
So just what Is belly dancing? 
It's the earliest form of dance. It started in the 
Stone Age with birthing and death. Birthing was a 
tremendously sacred event - it still is. The dance 
centers around the pelviS. Some people say this is 
where your creative energy lies. 
There's a lot of controversy about the history of 
belly dancing. Some say the dance was to help a 
birthing person. The movements encourage flow, 
contractions. Belly dancing was also a way of 
celebrating. I think some people even danced with 
live snakes. The snake is a strong image in dance 
because of its sinuous movements - there are no 
angles, there are just curves ... Your spine is like a 
snake; it's constantly moving. And when a snake 
sheds its skin, it's like a rebirth. 
Tell me about the beaded costume and the 
painted toenails? 
[The first dancers) hung coins and beads and 
stones from their outfits. The nomadic tribes would 
often have to sew their jewelry and coins onto their 
clothes just to keep them. And that developed into 
sequins. Sequins were easier to sew on. 
The painted toenails? They're just another part of 
the decoration. And I decorate my feet sometimes 
with henna. It's a vegetable dye; if you put layers 
and layers on your skin you can dye it a kind of 
orangey color for a while. 
Why should anyone take up belly dancing 
today? 
For one thing, it's a gentle and effective way to 
exercise. It encourages flexibility ... It also improves 
your sex life. It unlocks everything so you become 
more in touch with yourself. 
I get a lot of nondancers coming to my classes, 
and they just love to be able to learn that their bodies 
move like that. They don't know that their hips can 
move separately from their rib cage. It's amazing to 
be living in a body so long and then to learn new 
ways of moving it. 
By Richard Rust; photo by Matthew Robbins 
Direct from 
Ireland 
Jan. 16th Swinging Steaks, Boneheads, Darien Brahms 
Jan. 28th Koko Taylor & Ronnie Earl 
IN CONCERT 
Sat. Jan. 15th 
Doors open .t 6 p.m. for Dining 
Speel.11y e .... t.d Irish m.nu 
Showtlme .t 8 p.m. 
Feb. 3rd Capitol Steps (musical, political satire) 
Feb. 4th Emo Philips 
Feb. 5th Four Bitchin' Babes (Vol.2) 
Feb. 14th Ladysmith Black Mambazo 
Feb. 19th Radical Radio 
Reserve tickets by calling 879·1112 
Please call about our volunteer usher program 773·5540 
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Write the Book of Love! 
Chapter 1: 
Compose your valentine and send it 
to Casco Bay Weekly by 
February 4, 1994. 
We will publish your love notes 
FOR ONLY $5! 
Keep it short and sweet -
no more than 50 worJs. 
Chapter 2: 
Fax your valentine 
to 775-1615, or mail 
it to: Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St., Portland ME 04101. 
Include your name, address, and phone # along with check, money order, 
or VISA/MC for $5 per Valentine. Your love note will appear in Casco 
Bay Weekly's "Book of Love" on February 10, 1994. 
VISA/MC# expo ___ _ 
*if faxing please photocopy your form first 
NAME PHONE ___ _ 
ADDRESS 
Stop by soon to see our 
new collection of 
Luscious Art Glass! 
Main Street 
North Conway Village, NH 
(Directly across from the train station 
above Campbell's Books) 
tel: 603-356-7608 
499 Forest Ave. 
(2nd floor of Forest Ave. Plaza) 
Portland, ME 04101 
761-2503 
Toll-free in Maine: 1-800-761-2503 
Fax: 874-2664 
---Both nores open daily.---
Soft, Conditioned, Healthy Hair, 
Naturally 
Is the cold weather robbing 
your hair of needed moisture? 
Moisture Scentsation ™ returns 
moisture, strength and flexibility 
10 hair. Feel it working! 
Hours 
8:30-7 M-F 08:30-5 Sal 010-4 Sun 
775 - 2555 




Maine's Leading Two-Year College of Business 







Explore your options at Andover 
classes start January 24th 
For information call: 
Admissions Office . Andover College 
1-800-639-3110· (207) 774-6126 
--
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland December 29 through January 4 
Bridge workers will have access to a novel child-care 
program. The federal government and the Maine Department of Transporta-
tion (MOOT) are creating an on-site child-care program to attract more 
women to work on the new Portland bridge project. The program, which is 
the first of its kind in the country, aims to knock down barriers that have 
kept women out of construction jobs. Because the hours of such jobs are 
irregular - sometimes running from sunrise to sunset - men and women 
responsible for child-care often don't apply, said Jane Gilbert, MOOT's 
director of employee relations. Less than 3 percent of construction workers in 
Maine are women, she added. 
"The unpredictability of long or short days is such a barrier that women 
screen themselves out from employment opportunities," Gilbert explained. 
"We're really interested in making sure these construction projects are 
designed to create more job opportunities. We have a real window with a 
five-year bridge project that will employ hundreds of people." 
Bridge workers will have to pay for their child-care, she added. But the 
federal government will spring for a mobile child-care 
facility, which will initially serve 25 children but 
may be expanded to handle up to 75 kids. 
More snow ban signs will go up in 
Portland, but notice of a parking ban still won't be 
flashing on the city's largest electronic message 
board - the time and temperature sign located 
high atop the downtown skyline. 
Five new electronic signs will soon be erected at 
key entrance points to Portland, according to city 
traffic engineer Mary Theriault. The signs - 2 feet 
by 2 feet in size - will be similar to one installed 
last year in Congress Square. But the new signs 
will be positioned at eye level, which should 
make them easier to see than the Congress Square 
sign, which stands about 15 feet above the 
ground. "1 think that prototype is seen only by 
people on the second floor of Channel 6," 
Theriault quipped. The new signs cost about $1,500 
each, she added, and the city hopes to put up 
another five signs in 1995. 
Theriault noted that the city will still not be 
utilizing the most visible message board in Portland 
- the time and temp sign operated by the Greater 
Portland Chamber of CommercE!. Marilyn Sell of the 
chamber explained that the sign hasn't been used for 
parking bans because new messages are programmed 
into the sign during business hours, and parking bans 
aren't usually announced until 6 p.m. Sell also worried 
that if a parking ban notice failed to be programmed 
just once, it would prompt complaints to the city and the chamber. 
Even if those obstacles were cleared, she added, advertisers wouldn't 
want their messages interrupted by a parking ban notice. 
The NRA lost the first round of its battIe over the Portland Housing 
Authority's ban on guns. Judge Sidney Wernick ruled that the ban - which 
prohibits tenants in the authority's 10 hOUSing projects from keeping guns in 
their apartments - was constitutional. The decision garnered national 
attention because the Maine Constitution contains strong language protect-
ing every citizen's "right to keep and bear arms." 
The NRA is expected to appeal Wernick's decision to the Maine Supreme 
Court, according to Jeff Jones, their attorney. 
Wernick said the ban was justified for public safety reasons in the housing 
projects, which are particularly prone to violence and crime. Jones main-
tained that the authority's ban amounts to discrimination against 
low-income people. "That's getting close to the belief that low-income 
people have violent genes that don't exist in other people," Jones said. 
"This issue is a hard one for liberals," he added. "On one hand, they don't 
like guns. On the other hand, they see the discrimination. So they try to walk 
this politically correct line and, unfortunately, that's what the judge did." 
Westbrook's mayor died. Fred Wescott, 61, died Dec. 29 of cancer. 
Wescott was diagnosed as having tumors in his lungs and brain just before 
he was re-elected Nov. 2. Wescott had served 10 years on the city's school 
committee, six years as a city councilor and four years as mayor. 
City Council President Ken Lefebvre assumed the office of acting mayor. 
(See AI Diamon, page 7). He'll hold the post until a special election is held 
this spring. 
JanWlry 6, 1994 5 
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The controversial Tracy-Causer Building was sold, and its 
new owner hopes to renovate the historic structure on Fore Street. The 
building, erected just after the Great Fire of 1866 leveled one-third of Port-
land, has been tied up in a legal battle for several years. Its owners, the 
Fineberg Companies of Boston, had sought to raze the building but were 
thwarted by the city. In 1991, the city ordered the owners to repair the 
building. But the owners balked and became the targets of a city suit. 
Although a judge ruled for the owners this October, the city said it would 
appeal the decision. So the Fineberg Companies sold the building and its 
surrounding parking lot on Dec. 30. "Basically, my clients suffered a tremen-
dous loss and wanted to put an end to their liability for the property," 
explained Portland attorney Gary Vogel. 
In a complex deal, Portland developer Bill Dowd paid $1 for the building. 
At the same time, the 100-car parking lot was leased by two of the owners of 
the Brian Boru Public House on Center Street, who hope to put together the 
finanCing to buy the lot. 
Martha Deprez, executive director of Greater Portland Landmarks, met 
with Dowd Jan. 3 and was impressed by his commitment to renovate the 
building. "He knows how to put together a deal and rehab a building," 
Deprez said. 
Dowd, who has rehabbed 10 Exchange 5t. and the 
building that houses 'Three Dollar Deweys, said he 
plans to work with the city to get "their lawsuit 
released." Ideally, Dowd said he'd like to lease the first 
floor for retail or restaurant use, and the upper floors 
for office space or apartments. 
"It's obviously a great building and a great loca-
tion," he added. ''I'm gambling it can be done. The 
question of whether rents could service the cost [of 
rehab work) remains to be seen." 
The Fineberg Companies had estimated that it 
would cost $1.5 million to renovate the building. 
Sharky's was denied a liquor license again 
by the Portland City Council. For the second consecu-
tive year, the Old Port bar was reprimanded by 
councilors. And this time, the council's action might 
shut down Sharky's. 
In a testy public hearing on Jan. 3, councilors 
scolded owner Jim Albert for the bar's police 
record, which included six alleged fights and 
seven assaults. Peter O'Donnell compared the 
bar's record to a "horror movie" and accused 
Albert of being in "complete denial" about 
problems at 5harky's. Before O'Donnell finished, 
Albert stonned out of the council chambers. 
Earlier, Albert provided statistics shOwing that 
Sharky's record was similar to other Old Port 
~ bars. He also asked how councilors could approve 
a license for Rickey's tavern, which had five fights 
and two assaults, and whose clientele was described as 
a "who's who of state prisons and jails" by police Lt. Richard Rizzo. 
Albert's attorney, David Wood, said his client was trying to sell the bar. 
He also said Albert might appeal the council's decision to the state liquor 
commission. The state had overturned the city's decision last year, allowing 
Sharky's to stay in business. 
Islanders will get free parking in a gravel lot near Bath Iron Works 
(BIW) that was recently purchased by the city of Portland. The lot will hold 
100 to 150 cars, according to the city's transportation director Tom Valleau. 
For the time being, the lot will not be policed, Valleau said. But if non-
islanders are using the space, then the city might create a sticker program 
that reserves the lot for islanders. 
The city bought the 4.5 acre parcel for $318,000 as part of a deal to create 
an Eastern Promenade trail. About half of the parcel will be used for the trail. 
Another 1.4 acre part of it will be leased to BIW for 200 parking spaces. BIW 
will pay $66,667 for the first 16 months of the lease. In subsequent years, the 
company will pay about $50,000 annually. 
weird news 
Pundits are eagerly waiting to examine President 
Clinton's tax returns to see if the commander in chief will 
once again donate his used underwear to charity and then write it off as a 
deduction. Several times during his tenure as governor of Arkansas, Clinton 
deducted clothing gifts on tax returns. The president donated underwear, 
which he valued at $2 a pair; long underwear ($15); ripped pants ($75); and a 
sports jacket ($100). 
Reported by Bob Young and The Associated Press; 
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HYDE 
SCHOOL 
All students are encouraged to see themselves as 
athletes and performers, academicians and wilder-
ness explorers. At Hyde, talent does't determine the 
most valued member of a team or classroom. Here, 
attitude is valued over aptitude, effort over ability, 
and character over talent. 
• co-ed, grades 8-12 and PG 
• day and boarding programs 
• college prep curriculum 
• dynamic family growth program 
• 6-week Summer Challenge 
For more information or to schedule a campus vi;it, contact: 
Jeffrey Burroughs 
Director of Admissions 
Hyde School 
616 High Street 
Bath, Maine 04530 
207-443-5584 
H(Jl1J much cW you kn(Jl1J about the 
Family and Medical 
Leave Act? 
If you work at least 1,250 hours annually for a company 
with 50 or more employees, you're entitled to up to 
12 weeks off without pay for one of the following: 
• The birth of a baby 
• The adoption of a baby 
• To care for a sick parent or spouse 
• Because of your own illness 
9to5, National Association of Working Women wants you 
to KNOW YOUR RIGlITS! 
Call the 9to5 Job Problem Hotline 
1-800-522-0925 
-m 
Plastic Surgery Center of Maine. 
We build confidence with confidential service. 
Members: Ameriam Society of Plastic and R«oPlstntctivt Su'Xt'OJlS, Inc. 
Verne Weisberg, M.D .. Stephen P. Fox, M.D. 
• Facial Rejuvenation and Cosmetic Surgery, Eye/ids, Ears, Chins 
• Breast Augmentation, Breast Reduction, Breast Reconstruction 
• Body Sculpturing, Liposuction 
• Dermnbrasion, Facial Peel, Mole Removal 
• Surgery of the Hand and Wrist 
• Rhinoplasty, Deviated Septum, Nasal and Sinus Surgery 
• Surgery for Control of Pattern Baldness, Scalp Reduction 




Alternative Financing Available 
232 St. John Street, Suite 321, Portland 
62 Portland Road, Post Road Center, Kennebunk, Maine 
@ap 
No fRIT LUNCH, BUT (LOS(! 
Bring a frimd to lunch and saw! 
Their frllSh baqel sandwich is half price with this ad. OJoose from 16 varieties of bag~s. 
and W(>'II customizl' a sandwKfi-anYf/1mq hUm prime roast beef to tIlIditionallox 
to turkey bfl'ast Plus thr(l(l varil'tles of frllSh salads! 
IS rfmple Strrft, Portland Hlinf, 2011819-HZ5 
Good fllml«ins, frifRds,hsillfSSIlSodilts, PfIl pils,!I(. "BntBi9f1 In i, Old Port"-PortllAd Prm HfUI4 




January is when students and families should 
begin completing student financial aid and 
scholarship applications for the academic year that 
begins in September of 1994. 
To ensure that students and families receive the 
help they need in applying for college aid in a timely 
and accurate manner, the Finance Authority of 
Maine (FAME) and the Maine Association of Student 
Financial Aid Administrators (MASFAA) will be 
available to answer your Questions about college 
financial aid from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Monday 
and Thursday evenings throughout the month of 
January. Volunteers from the financial aid 
community will be available to answer your 
questions during these expanded hours. 
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FINANCE AUTHORITY OF MAINE 
MAINE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE OIVISION 
Typically, FAME's Financial Aid Hotline is open 
from 8:00 to 5:00, Monday through Friday. 
However, on Monday and Thursday evenings during 
the month of January, these hours will be expanded 
to provide you more opportunities to get answers to 
your important questions as well as more convenient 
calling times. 
If you have questions about financial aid for 
college, or if you require help in completing your 
financial aid and scholarship applications, make 
plans to call the Finance Authority of Maine's 
Financial Aid Hotline at 1-800·228-3734 in January. 
WE LOOK FORWARD 
10 YOUR CALL. 
43 Silver Street, across from Regency, 
Old Port, Portland 0772-8180 L ________________________ I CLIP & SAYE L..I 
& other 
mistakes 
• By Al Diamon 
Gutterball 
Westbrook politics are getting ugly . 
The mill city's campaigns have always 
had a certain bare-knuckled quality, 
but this latest round of intrigue and 
backstabbing shows signs of being lots 
nastier than anything in the past. 
Normally, this would be a quiet 
time on the Westbrook political scene 
with the new City Council just settling 
in after the November election. But the 
expected season of calm never had a 
chance to develop. Instead, behind-the-
scenes maneuvering is at an all-time 
high, and somebody has launched an 
anonymous smear campaign against 
the council president. 
The mayor of Westbrook, Democrat 
Fred Wescott, died last week. Wescott 
had been a fixture in the city's politics 
for two decades. He'd been mayor for 
four years, and had just been elected to 
a new term. But Wescott was in failing 
health, and that stirred up the baser 
instincts in the city's various political 
factions. None of them wanted to miss 
an opportunity to make gains out of 
the mayor's misfortune. 
A word or two about those factions. 
Westbrook has partisan city elections, 
but the City Council usually splits 
along ideological, rather than party 
lines. While Democrats hold a clear 
majority, the last election left the 
council closely divided between 
moderates and conservatives. Wescott 
was a moderate, and his replacement 
will have the opportunity to tilt the 
council toward either camp. 
Westbrook's charter calls for the 
president of the City Council to 
become acting mayor until a special 
election can be held, probably in 
March. Council President Kenneth 
Lefebvre, a Democrat and a moderate, 
is already considered the clear front-
runner for mayor, and serving as 
acting mayor will only enhance his 
chances. Lefebvre said he's done no 
campaigning for the job, and is 
uncertain whether he could fit the 
demands of the position around his 
family and work responsibilities. 
"But," he says, "I certainly wouldn't 
rule (a run for mayor] out." 
That's enough to make somebody 
nervous. An unsigned letter was sent 
to this column in December, making a 
variety of allegations against Lefebvre_ 
None of the charges in the letter could 
be verified, but none could be dis-
proved either. 
Informed of the letter's contents, 
Lefebvre denied there was any truth to 
its claims. "This really bothers me," he 
said. "There are people around town 
who don't want me to be president of 
the council again, and certainly don't 
want me to be mayor, even in an acting 
capacity. But the anonymous nature of 
this letter shocks me." 
Other potential candidates for 
mayor include Democratic City 
Councilor Paul LeConte, Republican 
City Councilor Lionel Dumond, 
unsuccessful Republican mayoral 
candidate Robert Smith and unsuccess-
ful independent mayoral candidate 
Alfred Porell. All are conservatives. 
LeConte is considered the most 
likely to run. If he goes head to head 
with Lefebvre, it would match two of 
Westbrook's most popular politicians 
in a contest that already shows signs of 
blackening both the city's and their 
reputations. 
My man, I love him so 
State Rep. Annette Hoglund of 
Portland has sent a letter to some of 
her colleagues, attempting to explain 
the $1,000 fine she paid recently for 
illegally filling wetlands. Her excuse: It 
was all her husband's fault. 
"He assured me that he was han-
dling the matter capably and 
competently in the required manner," 
the letter reads. "I placed complete 
faith in my husband and trusted his 
judgment. Later on 1 learned that court 
action had been taken against us. This 
action was later resolved by agree-
ment.I knew that a $1,000 fine was 
involved in the settlement, and I was 
assured by my husband that the fine 
had been paid . Trusting him once 
again, 1 presumed he had told me the 
truth. The first time I learned that the 
fine had not been paid as agreed was 
when the nonpayment was called to 
my attention by the media. As soon as 
I learned that the fine had not been 
paid, I immediately went to my 
husband about it." 
Hoglund, a Democrat, is consider-




Democratic state Rep. Donnell 
Carroll of Gray is an also-ran in the 
gubernatorial race, but a strong 
contender for whatever high honors 
they give to the most accomplished of 
spin doctors. Carroll is a member of 
the Legislature'S Appropriations 
Committee, which, since 1990, has 
floundered through a string of un-
workable budgets filled with disguised 
deficit spending and other funny 
money schemes. These budgets have 
failed to fund essential state services 
while increasing taxes by near-record 
amounts. As basic material for attract-
ing voters, that sort of thing, to put it 
as politely as pOSSible, sucks. 
But that hasn't stopped Carroll. In a 
recent fund-raising letter he claims, 
"We have been able to maintain a solid 
foundation upon which to rebuild the 
programs and services we care so 
deeply about." 
That's not just spin, that's puree. 
They were just garden slugs until a nudellr 
accident transformed them into government 
leaders. Can the process be reversed? Send 
ideas to this column, care of Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 
04101, or call the pest control hotline at 
775-6601. 
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REALLY GOOD FOOD 
in a 
REALLY GOOD RESTAURANT 
That's what Portlalld Staee CompaIlY·. THREE POSTCAJUJS 
and The We.t Side Re.taurallt is all about. 
Show your receipt {ram dinneT at The We.t Side and take $2..00 OFF 
your ticket (regulaTly $13-$28) to this musical production by Craig Lucas 
(Author of PRELUDE TO A KISS), 
about friends and an evening of dining out • 
Serving Dinner Tuo·Sun at 5:00 p.m. Reservations welcome 
Parking Available. 58 Pine Street· Portland. 773·822.3 
BANGOR 
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 
Bangor • Hanover • Portland 
Open House 
Thursday, January 13, 1994 
5:00 - 7:30 p.m. 
(Snow date: January 20,5 - 7:30 p.m.) 
SPRING 1994 COURSES 
Introduction to Christian Worship - 4 credits 
Instructor: Walter Dickhaut 
Self, Church and Culture - 3 credits 
Instructor: Suzanne Nelis 
The View From Below:' An Introduction to Christian 
Ethics - 4 credits 
Instructor: Marvin Ellison 
Romans - 4 credits 
Instructor: Anne Katherine Grieb 
The Book of Revelation, Exegesis - 3 credits 
Instructor: John Yieh 
For more information contact: 
Bangor Theological Seminary in Portland 
159 State Street 











JANUARY 23, 1994 
7:30 PM 
FIRST PARISH CHURCH 
CONGRESS ST. 
PORTLAND 
As New England 
as Apple Pie 
That's what our hand 
braided wool rugs are. And 
they're so frugally priced 
you'll want to rush right in 
here to see them. Most folks 
just love the six color 
combination. And lots of 
sizes: ovals up to 10 x 14, 
rounds up to 7 1/2 feet. 
Also stairtreads, runners, 
and chair pads. Custom 
sizes by special order. 
Discover ... 
"The Maine Source of 
Oriental Rugs .•• and 
hand braided, too." 
All at unbeatable prices. 
Since \ Y' ~ t 1974 
HARD CIDER 
FARM Oriental Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt.9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Appointments: (207) 775-1600 
In Maine 1-8oo-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat. 
Beth Huntley is a parent with two children in the Port-
land school system. She's also the chair of the Human 
Sexuality and Family Living Advisory Board, which advises 
Superintendent Edwards on sex and health education 
matters but has no control over Edwards' decisions. 
Huntley, a full-time student at USM, hoped the schools 
would institute an expanded sex and health education 
curriculum in the schools. And she also hoped to make 
condoms available to students by the end of the school year, 
a step she deemed essential in protecting the health of 
Portland's students. 
Others disagree that such a step is needed. Among them 
is Nick Nadzo, chair of the Portland School Committee, the 
elected body that oversees the Portland School Department. 
Nadzo thinks the schools should first look at other ways of 
slowing the spread of disease. "Sexually transmitted disease 
is an incredibly important issue that won't go away," he 
said . But he added condoms are widely available through-
out Portland. 
That's true, said Sandy Lovell, an educator for Planned 
Parenthood and a member of the Edwards'.sexuality 
advisory board. But she argued that obtaining condoms is 
"not as easy as it seems. The student has to decide what 
contraception to use, where to get it, how to get it, when to 
get it. The student may be embarrassed to get it or to use it 
or to make their partner feel comfortable about using it." 
National surveys confirm Lovell's assessment. According 
to the Washington, D.C.-based Center for Population 
Options' Teen Council, students cite any number of reasons 
for not buying condoms from stores, induding confidential-
ity, cost and lack of transportation. A 1988 survey by the 
center looked into accessibility of condoms at drugstores 
and convenience stores around Washington, D.C. Research-
ers found that one-third of the stores kept condoms behind 
the counter, requiring customers to ask for them. And 
adolescent girls asking for help encountered resistance or 
condemnation from clerks 40 percent of the time. 
Lovell believes it would be easier and better for all if 
high school students could talk about condoms and condom 
use on campus with a "thoughtful, trained adult" who 
could provide clear information about their options, 
including the postponement of sexual activity. But if the 
student decides not to postpone sex, easy access to informa-
tion about protective steps could be a matter of life and 
death, Lovell said . 
Study, then study some more 
The debate over condom distribution arrived late in 
Portland. Starting in the mid-1980s, urban schools nation-
wide began wrangling over the merits of handing out 
condoms to combat the spread of HIV and other sexually 
transmitted diseases (STDs). In the fall of 1990, Baltimore 
began distributing condoms free of charge in seven city 
schools; soon after, New York City launched a free-condom 
distribution program in its public schools. (The courts ruled 
New York's program illegal last week, and its future is 
unclear.) Other cities followed, including Chicago, Philadel-
phia, Portland (Ore.), Los Angeles, San Francisco and 
Seattle. 
Condom programs soon cropped up in suburbs and in 
smaller locales. Massachusetts became the first state in the 
nation where the board of education recommended that 
high schools make condoms easily available to students. The 
Massachusetts towns of Falmouth, Cambridge, Somerville, 
Chelsea and Martha's Vineyard have approved condom 
distribution programs since 1991 . By 1993, both Mount 
Desert High School in Bar Harbor and Maranacook Com-
munity School in Readfield had established condom 
programs. 
The issue of condom distribution in Portland's schools 
first went public in November 1992, when the Human 
Sexuality and Family Living Advisory Board created an 
SID subcommittee to study the various ways the school 
system might address concerns about the spread of SIDs. 
The subcommittee weighed the merits of various ap-
proaches, including more sex education courses and various 
methods of distributing condoms at the schools. (Currently, 
students in the ninth grade attend eight hours of sexuality 
seminars, which cover such topics as SID prevention, 
abstinence and menstruation . Eleventh graders attend four 
hours of similar seminars. High school sophomores and 
seniors receive no sex education.) 
The subcommittee issued two reports, in April and 
September of 1993. Both reports counseled against the 
distribution of condoms. 
Huntley, who serves on the SID subcommittee, said the 
recommendation against condoms did not arise from any 
moral objections, but rather because "we needed to continue 
studying. We wanted to make additional preparation before 
putting condoms in schools." As a result, the full advisory 
board delayed a vote over whether to recommend condom 
distribution in October, and requested that the SID subcom-
mittee further study the issue. 
During the course of its research, the subcommittee had 
amassed national statistics about teens, sexuality and the 
spread of SIDs. To learn whether Portland reflected na-
tional trends, the subcommittee sought to obtain local data 
by drawing up a survey to be filled out voluntarily by 
Portland students. The committee also planned other 
questionnaires for parents and staff. The survey was 
necessary, said Lovell, "because each community is unique 
and must come up with its own solution." 
Once the surveys were collected and the results tabu-
lated, the sexuality committee planned to host public 
forums for parents, students and the public to discuss the 
results and debate the best course for the future. 
The student survey, as drafted, asked about sexual 
activity and attitudes towards condoms. The survey queried 
how students felt about condom availability; if they ever 
used condoms; would they be more likely to become 
sexually active if condoms were available in school; had 
they ever been diagnosed with an SID; and whom they 
talked to about sexuality issues. The survey also offered a 
comments section for students to add any other details they 
wanted . 
The draft survey for parents sought to learn the opinion 
of parents about condoms in schools and summarized the 
SID and HIV prevention lessons already in place. 
In November, after a half-dozen revisions to the surveys, 
the advisory board approved them. The surveys then 
landed on Edwards' desk for final approval. 
Dropping the issue 
Edwards reportedly plans to formally announce his 
position on the surveys at the end of this month, during the 
advisory committee's first meeting of 1994. But according to 
members of the school committee, Edwards has already 
circulated a draft of his announcement, in which he calls for 
ending research on the impact of condoms in the schools 
and for refOCUSing efforts on the main task at hand: improv-
ing education. 
Others agree that the whole issue should be dropped. 
"We need to get students out of the bedroom and into the 
classroom," said David Ripley, a school committee member. 
"I 've reached a point where I want more discussion about 
education and less about social issues. We shouldn't be 
dealing with health and social issues ." 
Ripley laid blame for this venture into social issues in 
part on the sexuality advisory board, which he compared to 
a political action committee. "It' s a one-sided sword made 
up of groups with something to gain by putting social issues 
ahead of educational ones." 
Some parents agree with Ripley, although opposition has 
been fairly scattered and low-key. While no local group has 
arisen to speCifically oppose condom distribution, parents 
have loosely organized under a local chapter of a national 
group called Citizens for Excellence in Education .. (This 
should not be confused with the Maine Coalition for 
Excellence in Education, a blue chip group of Maine 
businesspeople and educators seeking to improve schools.) 
The organizer of the citizens' group, Noreen May of 
Falmouth, said she has shared statistics and research about 
condom reliability, teen pregnancy and SID transmission 
with Portland parents. She said several meetings have been 
held, but organizing has been by and large limited to word-
of-mouth efforts. "We should let families deal with this," 
she said. "I think Superintendent Edwards made a wise 
decision [in stopping the condom surveys) . Condoms aren't 
effective, and there could be a problem with students 
thinking they are relatively safe." 
Another group supporting Edwards' anticipated decision 
is Concerned Maine Families (CMF), headed by Carolyn 
Cosby of Portland. The group has been pressing parents into 
action on a wide range of social issues, encouraging them to 
speak at school committee 
meetings and at advisory 
board meetings. "I'm 
happy the Portland public 
schools retreated from 
trying to distribute 
condoms," said Jonathan 
Malamude, an advisor for 
CMF. 
He added CMF not only 
is against condom avail-
ability but also opposes 
comprehensive sex 
education. "Families 
cannot trust the schools to 
deal with value-laden 
issues. The [current 
practices I of the schools, 
such as teaching about 
alternative lifestyles, are 
offensive to us." 
School Committee member MIke Roland: "ThIs school 
admlnstratlon and school committee have the tendency to 
avoId open dIscussIon of Issues that appear politIcal, 
controversial or sensitIve." 
herring," and "the debate disguises the schools' attempt to 
outflank families and impose comprehensive sex educa-
tion." 
Not dead yet 
Those who favor condom distribution say the torpedoing 
of the surveys doesn't mean that condom distribution is 
dead . Huntley said members of the SID subcommittee are 
talking among themselves to d.ecide what, if anything, to do 
next. "There is a lot of interest to see this process through," 
she said. 
Members of the advisory board are talking about work-
ing outside the system by taking the issue directly to the 
school committee, thus going over the superintendent's 
head. But, the members will wait for a formal statement 
from Edwards before taking action. 
Nadzo said if enough parents are upset about Edwards' 
decision, the school committee might take up the issue. 
"[Condom availability) may get further review by the school 
committee," he said . "After Edwards' announcement, we'll 
have a better understanding of where to go." 
Meanwhile, the argument over Edwards' handling of the 
condom debate may become more raucous than the debate 
itself. 
Bee Bell is a member of ACT UP, a gay-rights organization 
that has staged" condom crusades" in public high schools 
around the state since 1991. (During crusades, ACT UP 
Malamude doesn't 
believe there should even 
be a debate about condom 
availability, since the 
discussion is a H red 
Beth Huntley, chaIr of the Portland School Department's Human Sexuality and Family Uvlng 
Advisory Board, had hoped that condoms would be available at Portland hlp schools by the 
end of this year. 
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Thanks to all 
of our 
customers 
for a great 1993! 
The best 
to all of you 
in 1994. 
May you have 
many homeruns & 
few strikeouts! 
FREE 
Roll of Film 
FREE 






60 Minute service available! 
30 City Center· Portland· 772-7296 
Refresh and update 
your 11Ulkeup with a 
Natural Color Cosmetic 
Lesson. 
Through January 1 S 
receive a natural jlavar 





ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STREETS 
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41 Exchange Street, Portland 





iVit?'1i,!tQY· Sell • Trade· Repair. Lessons 
Martin, Taylor, Gibson &: 
Alvarez Warranty Station 
Station Plaza, 270 Sl jolm St, 
Ponland. ME 04102 774-2219 
800-734-2219 
Plenty 01 F'REE ParkIng 
~~ 
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Why are you 
still paying 
a monthly fee 
for checking? 
"It's only $6, or $7, maybe it's $8 a month." 
Well that's $72, $84, or a whopping $96 a year 
you could put to better use. That's why it's time 
to open a Citibank Checking Account. 
No Monthly Fee with Direct Deposit 
It's easy to enjoy Citibank checking with no 
monthly fee. Simply have your payor pension 
directly deposited to your Regular Checking 
Account, we'll waive the monthly service 
charge plus your first order of checks will be 
free. Then write as many checks as you like, 
because there are no per check charges. Plus, 
there's no charge to use your 
Citicard® to make purchases 
and get up to $200 cash back 
from checking at your nearby 
Shop 'n Save Supermarket. 
No Monthly Fee 
Just For Trying Citibank 
If your employer doesn't offer Direct 
Deposit, it's still easy to enjoy Citibank 
checking with no monthly fee. Right now 
we're offering six months of checking with 
no monthly fee plus your first order of 
checks free. After that, we'll waive the 
monthly service charge every month you 
maintain a combined average balance of 
$1,500 in your Citibank accounts. And 
there's no monthly fee for your money 
market and savings when they're linked 
to your checking account. 
Try Us! 
We're sure you'" like us, and the 
sooner you open a Citibank check-
ing account, the sooner you can 
say goodbye to monthly fees. 
THE CITI NEVER SLEEPS ~ 
South Portland 
Mill Creek 
170 Ocean St. 
767-5573 
Citicorp Park 




362 Allen Ave. 
878-8655 
Old Port 
176 Middle St. 
761-5926 
Kennebunk 
Downtown Route I 
102 Lafayette Center 
985-4731 
Falmouth 
200 U.S. Rt. I 
781-4292 
With Direct Depositofyour pay. pension or Social Security benefit to yourCitibank Regular Checking account the $6 monthly service charge will be w.1ived, Fee waiver is guaranteed 
for at least one year. For accounts without Direct Deposit. the $6 Regular Checking monthly service charge will be waived for the first six months and then waived each month you 
maintain a combined average balance of $1 .500 for the statement period in your checking. savings. money market. CD. IRA Money Market and IRA CD accounts. When linked to 
a checking account. there is no monthly service charge for money market or savings accounts. Six month trial offer and first order of 200 standard checks free offer valid only for 
new customers thru 6/30/9 .... Monthly service charges and fee waiver polIcies are subject to change. No cha rge for withdrawals from Citibank AlMs worldwide. $1 fee for cash 
withdrawals from shared network AlMs. Citibank (Maine), N.A. Member FDIC 
Waynflete School 
Students lead effort 
for safer sexuality 
Portland's Waynflete School on Spring Street has offered comprehensive sex 
and health education to its high school students for some time. Yet, some stu-
dents felt that wasn't enough. In November 1992, a small group banded together 
to raise awareness of sexuality issues, and Students for Safer Sexuality was born. 
The students felt traditional sex education methods - in which adults teach 
teenagers - had its limitations. So they launched a "peer facilitator" program, in 
which students teach other students about such topics as HIV and SID preven-
tion, using skits and role-playing exercises. Three adults and about 20 students 
are involved in the program. 
The information they distribute comes from a wide variety of sources, said 
Pam Wright, a science teacher involved in the group. "We try to provide a buffet 
of information so kids can pick and choose. This is an ongoing learning process to 
help people make decisions that are healthier." 
The group provides information on contraception and safe sex but doesn't 
limit itself to these topics. Members of the group support students who are 
abstinent and educate those who are not. Homosexuality and bisexuality are 
often discussed. Peer facilitators also teach communication skills. For example, 
students discuss ways to say" no," and how to follow up on those words. 
Last year, students in the group attended the Maine State Educators confer-
ence to teach educators how to launch similar programs elsewhere. They've also 
attended an educational conference at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and have visited several junior and senior high schools in the area. 
"I admire the kids thinking these things out," said State Rep. Fred Richardson, 
whose daughter Reba attends Waynflete and is a member of Students for Safer 
Sexuality. "Schools must embark on a more realistic program where students 
learn the consequences of their behavior." 
As for condom distribution, it's as politically volatile at Waynflete as it is at 
Portland's public schools. Students in the group are currently researching 
distribution methods elsewhere and may press for a condom distribution 
program at the school in the near future. 
Continued from page 9 
members dislribuie condoms and 
literature about condom use in front of 
schools until the local police are called 
to evict them.) Bell said the group is 
pushing condom availability because 
"the school board is incredibly timid 
about this issue." Bell thinks there's a 
problem in getting the debate before 
the public: "This has corne down to 
those who are pro-open discussion and 
those who are anti-open discussion." 
"We haven't heard from both sides," 
said Lovell of Planned Parenthood. She 
interpreted the superintendent's 
decision to stop the discussion as a 
result of pressure from conservative 
elements. 
Lovell thinks no matter what the 
ultimate decision is about condoms, the 
research and debate should be allowed 
to run its full course: "Many are waiting 
for a chance to speak at public forums. 
Others are confused or ambivalent. We 
should put the information out there 
and talk about it. This becomes divisive 
without the public being able to speak." 
State Rep. Fred Richardson, a former 
school committee member, agreed . "I'm 
dismayed with the Portland public 
school administration's lack of courage. 
They have their heads in the sand. They 
should get serious about [dealing with 
the issue], face the consequences of 
inevitable public dispute, go through it 
and deal with it." 
"The issue is going to corne to a head 
whether we want it to or not," said 
Mike Roland, a school committee 
-AH. 
member who has no "particular 
objection to condoms." Roland believes 
this is the type of issue the Portland 
School Committee should have taken 
on in the first place. 
"I'm not blaming Edwards, but this 
school administration and school 
committee have the tendency to avoid 
open discussion of issues that appear 
political, controversial or sensitive," he 
said. 
Andrew Hosch is a Portland-based freelance 
writer. 
Free condoms 
Condoms may not be available at 
Portland public high schools, but free 
condoms may be obtained elsewhere in 
Portland. 
The AIDS Project 
22 Monument Square 
774-6877 
Hours: 9-5 weekdays 
Planned Parenthood 
970 Forest A venue 
874-1095 
Hours: 
M-W, 8:30-7:30; Th, 8-4:30; F, 9-4:30 
Teen Walk-In Clinic 
F, 1-4:30; Sat, 9-noon 
Preble Street Resource Center 
5 Portland Street 
874-6560 
Hours: 
M-Th, 8-1 and 6-7; F, 8-12:30 and 6-7 
Weekends, 11-5 
Portland STD Clinic 
City Hall, Room 303 
389 Congress Street 
874-8446 
Hours: T, Th, 3:30-6 
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$34.95 a dozen 
Long Stemmed Roses 
in Assorted Colors. 
HARMON'S ~~"'- BARTON'S 
584 Congress Street 
Portland' 774-5946 F,..P"kin •• tboth Joc •• "'.... 117 Brown Street 
1-800-SUN-LIL'" All .... jo, credit c"d b .1 acceptedonpJw""o'<krs. West rook' 854-2518 
you will 
keep your 
New Year's -Aerobic and Step classes 
available 7 days a week 
-One-on-one Training 





included with all 
Memberships 
196 U.S. Route 1 





12 Casal Bay Weekly 
NOW ON DRAUGHT 
IN PORTLAND 
Black Bear Porter is available at: 
• Foodces 
• Free St. Taverna 
• Hops N Barley (So. Portland) 
• Great Lost Bear 
• Crickets (Freeport) 
• The Baker's Table 
• Tom's Northshore 
Also pouring Suntltry River All gl: 
• Shamrock 
• Nappi's Pizza 
• The Big Easy 
• Jamie's 
• Gilberts Chowder House 
• Pizza Villa 
• Carbur's 
• Seaman's Club 
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HUGE PARTY! 
Beer S ecials all do • 
FriJan 7 Will Turner 
Apm Ski Music 4-7 pm 
SatJan 8 Kroin & Ed 
Apm Ski Music 4-7 pm 
SunJan9 
Lex Romaine 5-1.0 pm 
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You gn have a natural, permanent hairline again, thanks to the 
most advanced techniques of surgical hair replacement. 
Most surgery done painlessly, in-office. 
Mini-grafts, micro-grafts, strip grafts, scalp reductions, scalp 
flaps. 
VERNE WEISBERG, M.D. F.A.C.S. 
CcTt;fie<l. American Boml.r PlanK: SurgC'J' 
STEPHEN P. FOX, M.D. 
Plastic Surgery Center of Maine. 
Members. American Socidy of Plastic and Recorutrucuvc Surpns, Inc. 
232 St. John St. Suite 321 Portland, ME 04102 1-800-688-9133 (U.S .A.) 
VISa, Mastercard' Alternative Financing Available 
Why You Should Buy Your 
Diamond Engagement Ring From 
Cross Jewelers 
C Portland's oldesl family-owned jewelry store, has a tradition of excellence which spans roor generations. The philosophy.which guides our ~ore is that all ttWelr:t mu~1 
be ma~,:~~a; me best precious metals, designed for beauty, designed to last. set with the finest gems and accurately represented. Ou~ philoso~y an~com~nl(m~nllto;.~ce ence Iii your 
greatest assurance that anything you buy from Cross will represent true value and provide maximum satisfaclion. The benefit. . of bUYing your dlamo at ross inC u . 
Ideal Cutting: Ideal Cutting is simply the most beautiful way ~o cut a dia~d. Only 
one out of every thousand diamonds cut in the world today achieves the exacting s~an­
dards of the Cross Ideal Cut diamond. Your choice of a Cross Ideal Cut diamond gives 
you the optimal combination of brilliance. dispersion (rainbow colors) and scintillation 
(sparkle) ... a lifetime of extraordinary beauty. 
lMamond HaUman: All of Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut diamonds come with a unique 
form of identification: a laser-inscribed registry number on the girdle (outside edge) of 
the gem, which positively idenlifies the diamond and authenticates your own~ip. ~is 
registry number, called a hallmarlc is just 4 microns (4-ten thousandths .of an lOch) high. 
and is visible only under magnification. Registered to the new owner JO the pennancnt 
records of Cross Jewelers. the quality grades (cut, color and clarity), as well as the carat 
weight are also listed in an international diamond registry in New York City. Only 
Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut diamonds offer this additional guarantee of quality. 
Finest Diamond Mounting: A Cross Diamond solitaire mounting startS with ~he part 
which holds the diamond. called the head, Forged from a single block of 18K white gold 
alloyed with platinum. the head goes through 12 individual die striking-Ci, using 55 tons 
of pressure in each step. The result is the strongest. most durable ~ e\ler made. TIle 
part of the ring which encircles the finger is called the shank. and IS c~flcd from two 
rectangular blocks of 18K yellow gold. Like the head, the shank sections go through 
multiple die-suikings. The 55 tons of pressure squeeze out all the air bubbles. den~ly 
compacting the atoms of gold. After the head and shank secti~ns an: assembled. the nng 
mounting is ready for finishing. The die striking results in a nng which ~ep,,:, an extra-
ordinarily high poliSh, for a beautiful ring which will hold Cross' most beautiful diamonds. 
the quality represented is exactly correct. Each Cross Ideal Cut diamond has been hand 
selected from hundreds. to provide the very best quality and value. 
Cross' Diamond Setting Shop: Cross' Diamond Setting Shop is staffed by A~rica's 
finest diamond setters. and is visible from our show room. The first rule of our diamond 
selling shop is, "take whatever amount of time is necessary to set the diamond most 
secu rely and most beautifully:' Few people realize that. at the moment a properl.y 
weighted prong is pu.~hed over the edge of a diamond, over 45 pound~ of pressu,: IS 
exerted on the diamond. Careful preparutions are required to ensure that the prcclo.us 
metal on which the diamond rests is perfectly smooth, and properly suppons the dia-
mond. Because of their value. diamonds are never set "while you wait" at Cross 
Jewelers. Any time pressure on a diamond setter increases the nsk to t~e ~iamond. For 
the sarety of your diamond. selling in our shop is aJways scheduled Within ~ block or 
time. allowing maximum time for all preparation details. The safety and ~unty of y~r 
diamond depends on the quality of the mounting, the philosophy of the diamond seums 
shop. and most importantly. the skills and attention to detail by the diamo~ scn.er. If 
you would like to learn more about diamond seuing, ask for a copy of our Qualny of 
Slone Seuing" guide, written by Cross Jewelers. 
Cross Dlamoad Prkes arc Real: For over three quarters of a century. Cross Jewelers 
has maintained a consistent, conservative pricing philosophy that allows you to shop 
with the "real price" on every piece of jewelry in our store. Items are priced acco~ing to 
their true value _ we never have <;ales or offer discounts, because pnces an: not Infla!ed 
to allow for these types of artificial sales techniques. We find that people enJoy shoppmg 
in a store where quality is accurately represented and the values are reaJ - 365 days of 
the year. When non- ideal cut discount and sale diamonds ~ accu.ra~IY ~rad,~d for CUl, 
color and clarity and accurately weighed for their carat weight. their ~vmgs often. 00( 
Cross' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying your diamond from Cross Jewelers only vanish when compared to an (deal Cut diamond, but may be pnccd at a premIUm 
',s the assurance that '-'our diamond has been weighed, and the quality grading checked 
J over the Ideal Cut. 
and verified by a registered jeweler. By acquiring our diamonds loose. we can guarantee . . . . 
Cross is a Teachino Jewelry Store" We have always found that whenever consumers have the facts, they make infonned decisions a~ have the highest level of aksatlsfac:dectl~~, 10 their 
'". . stions and give you the background mformatlon necessary to mea ISion con· 
purchase. Our entire staff is commin~d 10 taking any amount °boof u~e n~~:,s!2" to ~~w~~~r.:::: World 's Most Beautiful Oiamonds." If you have been thinking of the purchase of a 
ceming gems and jewelry. Cross has Just completed a 24-page el til ross s UI 
diamond, we invite you to stop and receive your free copy. 
Cross Jewelers 
11le Upstairs Jewelry Store 
570 Congress Street. Portland, Maine 04101 TeL 773-3107 
Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.. Thursday '1118:30 p.m. 
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Condom distribution deserves a rowdy debate 
The debate over whether condoms should be distributed in Portland's 
public high schools has been curiously quiet. There haven't been any shrill 
calls for school officials to be fired, no protests or counterprotests, no groups 
with strangled acronyms handing out leaflets about the collapse of civiliza-
tion. 
The reason for this is simple: There really hasn't been any public debate at 
all over the issue. The issue has been kept confined to school department 
committees and subcommittees, never quite making it into the public realm to 
be argued by parents, students and citizens. 
The issue has lived in committee rooms -
and it now appears it will die there as well. As 
we report in this week's cover story, the Port-
land School Department's exploration of 
condom distribution in public schools - an effort that was to include a survey 
of students and parents - is likely to be quashed by Superintendent Tom 
Edwards before the end of the month. That puts Portland behind the curve, 
lagging behind cities like Seattle, San Francisco, Portland (Ore.) and Chicago, 
where successful condom distribution programs have been established. 
Letting the issue of condom distribution just fade away does an injustice to 
Portland students and the community as a whole. It's an issue that deserves to 
be wrangled over loudly and raucously. 
Here are the facts: According to a 1991 survey by the Maine Department of 
Education, 90 percent of Maine students are sexually active by the age of 16. 
Of these, some 70 percent have had multiple partners. Of those who have had 
three or more partners in a year, 63 percent said they had never used a 
condom. 
Another figure, this from the Maine Department of Human Services: Some 
27 percent of persons diagnosed with AIDS in Maine are in their 20s. Because 
there's often a 10-year gap between the time of HIV infection and the appear-
ance of AIDS symptoms, most of those 27 percent became infected as 
teenagers. 
That's the reality. And figures such as these deserve to be widely publicized 
to ensure infonned public debate. 
CBWalso welcomes the debate over whether schools are the proper place to 
distribute condoms. Opponents say the practice sends the wrong message, that it 
creates the wrong environment. We should be encouraging abstinence, oppo-
nents say, not tacitly condoning sexual activity by making condoms available. 
CBWknows that condoms aren't the entire solution to the problems of 
sexually transmitted diseases. But we don't see any conflict in both encourag-
ing abstinence while distributing condoms. Teenagers should know all the 
options open to them. As the statistics indicate, most teenagers have already 
engaged in sexual activity, and messages of abstinence aren't likely to take 
hold. It's more important to maintain an environment that encourages the use 
of condoms to save lives. 
As for the -rightM message to send teenagers, CBW feels the best message is 
this: that the community cares enough about the health of its teenagers to act 
on what's known rather than to blindly impose its beliefs on them. 
What steps are needed to get condoms in schools? For starters, we could 
use a freewheeling, wholesome debate on the issue. If the school department 
isn't willing to lead the charge on this, then it's up to students, parents and 
teachers to demand that the issue be openly and fairly discussed Those who 
support condom distribution can't sit idly by and wait for others to take 
action. 
CBWbelieves Portlanders would support condom distribution in the 
schools if they knew all the facts. But they need to make some noise if the 
school system is to get the programs it deserves. (Wq 
Ch-ch-ct..nges: On another note, we have a few changes to report at CBW. 
Sometime in the late winter or early spring, we'll be consolidating with our 
sister paper, the Maine Times, in new offices in downtown Portland. The idea 
behind the move is to save money by combining forces in areas where we 
currently duplicate efforts, like administration, accounting and production. 
What does that mean for readers of CBW and Maine Times? Not much. The 
two papers will continue to exist independently. Each paper will have its own 
editorial staff and its own advertising department. The papers should only 
get stronger. 
As part of the consolidation, Dodge Morgan, the chainnan of Maine 
Publishing Corp., has appointed Bill Rawlings president and publisher of 
Maine Publishing, which oversees both papers as well as a third paper, the 
Pennysaver. Rawlings, who has been president of American Maize Products 
Company and a vice president at Gillette and General Foods, plans to use his 
corporate experience to improve the financial perfonnance of both papers. 
Island secession debate Is over much more than taxes 
Understanding the spirit of place 
• By L.M. Burke 
Sometime this month, the Maine Legislature will 
consider a bill to allow three Casco Bay islands -
Cushing, Little Diamond and Great Diamond - to 
conduct referendums over whether they wish to 
secede from Portland and become part of the new 
town of Long Island. 
If the secession occurs, residents of these islands 
know not to expect any appreciable drop in property 
taxes right away, at least if Long Island is any 
example. So what could Long Island - a town of 
indetenninate finances struggling so greatly with 
citizen 
mandates and 
ordinances that it 
seems like a person 
trying to climb a 
ladder in snowshoes - pOSSibly have to offer these 
three less-populated and quite dissimilar islands? H 
taxes aren't the driving force behind secession, what 
is? 
Let's first admit that the magic of an island doesn't 
touch everyone. The appeal of places for many 
people is the level of convenience offered, and these 
islands are no place to go for convenience. There is 
electricity and telephone service, to be sure. But 
there's no cable television, no sewer system, no 
natural gas and no standby delivery of oil. Neither 
Cushing nor the Diamonds have a store or post office 
or garage. You can't rent a video or get shoes 
repaired or buy a raincoat. If you go, you walk. 
Islands are, in fact, the most inconvenient places to 
live, and they're expensive. 
But there are peop,Ie, some young and some old, 
who don't want to sleep yet again in a motel room in 
Phoenix that's identical to one they've slept in in 
Boston, or drive for stupefying hours on multilane 
highways escorted by huge Mack trucks. 
They want to live in a place they can grasp - I 
mean, of course. grasp imaginatively - a place that 
is not so big and complex. They want a place where 
you are home the minute you set foot there. You can 
relax. 
The dangerous hungers of modem life have little 
to do with food and much to do with the spirit. And 
there is about an island that which the spirit finds 
answerable. It is a limited entity. The shore is 
find able, the faces recognizable and the social order 
agreeable, for there is both a hierarchy of compe-
tence and an equality of acceptance. 
Since the secession by Long Island, these three 
small islands have been rediscovered by the city as 
-special neighborhoods that contribute to the city's 
flavor: My bet is that if the flavor of the islands 
were blended with the flavor of the city, there would 
just be one taste - the taste of hogwash. 
The islands are not suburbs (except Peaks), they 
are not neighborhoods, they are not vestigial ap-
pendages. They are individual communities, each 
different, each with its own fragile flavor, each with 
its own spirit of place. 
Modem technology - what we call progress-
does not recognize the spirit of place. This spirit 
cannot be measured, but it can be recognized by the 
human heart. There is no progress on the islands. 
They are places where you go to get away from 
progress. 
The spirit of place is synonymous with" a way of 
life." That's worth protecting on the islands. Cushing 
and the Diamonds want the company of Long Island 
much the same way old veterans want to simply sit 
together from time to time, silent, each with his own 
experiences. They understand each other. 
For many years, the city regarded the islands as a 
pain even though it was deriving twice as much 
money from the islands as it was putting back. I 
heard that Portland once had a city manager who 
was four months on the job before he knew that the 
city included islands. Nobody told him. That attitude 
enabled the city to effect a posture of supercilious 
superiority when the islands came begging for a few 
necessities, such as summer police protection or fire 
hoses without holes. But now, like Charles Dickens' 
hypocritical Mr. Pecksniff, the city's deeply con-
cerned. 
The city's concern, we fear, is tax deep. To the real 
values, it seems oblivious. 
L.M. Burke is a retired USM English professor who lives on 
Long Island. 
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~ aruf center for iialogue 
441 Congress Sireel, Portland 
772·1508·1·800·368·1508 
Free parking at Elm Street Garage 
Ser~lng:people 
in their f31th jburneys with 
books, ta~Sr~~t~pd crafts. 
...... ' ........... :: .... , ... ,.: ..... ; .. 
Ian. 25 at 12:1$}titf/,f.wnf.well, Executive 
Director, Mai,.ipDfnU::jNif<:hurches, reviews 
"Care of the'Soul" by Thomas Moore. 




Nunety Sd.ool, Kindergarten 
&.DayCue 
525 Highland Avenue 
South Portland, ME. 04106 
767-2127 
Aga 18 month. to 6 years 
6:30 a.m. 10 S:30 p.m. 
A CommunityTradition 
.~~"'.,* 
Send hrtt-4 CIMnh-ftIM NUAnIU 
It... P.J D. Bm-., AJ..inUh_ 
~ • ht Special shared concert 
.'9 HARVEY REID a. TOM PIRDZ2DU 8pm 
Fr, Jan 7 BLUE FLAMES 
Sat Jan 8 STATE STREET RyrHM & BLUES 
IIAI'm 
J 10 SOUTHERN MAINE BLUES SOCIETY 
an meeting a. jIm 7pm@ 
Writers open mic hosted by Anni. CI.rk 
11 fe.turing CATHIE STEBBINS 
13 PON CAMPBELL 
.nd PAVE ROWE 




IN COMPUTERS, COLLEGE 
PREP, ENRICHMENT, HIGH 
SCHOOL COMPLETION, 
CAREER SERVICES 
874·8155 OR 874·8160 
!.~~I,~I;;:ii 
The duo that's taken Europe and the U.S. by 
storm; Yo-Yo Ma, cello, Peter Serkin, piano. 
Two of music's greatest virtuosos together 
for a special performance. 
~ 
11119111 
Uk I~ to F f'OJ'!f""S>, 
~Sponsored by: SEBAGO 
POrllond Concerl ASS()(iotion 
262 Cumberland Ave.Portlond, ME 041 01 
207·772·8630 or 1·800·639·2707 ME/NH' 
"Donoled by long Distance Norlh 
January 18. J:30 p .... 
cnv Hal AulltOllum 
~:$12.23.34.45 
GalJJ2·8&30 















Be Infonned, get Involved & stay amused. 
thursday 6 
Brain waves: The June Fitzpatrick 
Gallery, 112 High St., Portland, opens 
HDUWN FIOI THE WIONG SIDE OF THE 
lUll," an exhibit featuring the 
watercolors of Antoinette Browning 
Jackman, with a reception for the artist 
from 6-8 p.m. 
The show will run from Twelfth Night 
(tonight) to the Full Wolf Moon Gan. 
27) - this period of time also includes 
The Quarter Pounder Moon, Aunt 
Betty's Cornet and The Pork Chop 
Cusp. The gallery is open from noon 
to 8 p.m. today. The reception is free 
and open to the public. 772-1961. 
friday 7 
So near and yet so far: The Theater 
Project presents a family event 
designed to reflect a variety of 
cultures - "TALES FIOI NEAl AND FAI," 
a collection of international folktales, 
plays at 14 School St., Brunswick, at 
7:30 p .m. 
The five tales included are "The 
Stonecutter" Oapan), "Why Mosquitos 
Buzz in People's Ears" (East Africa), 
HEI Bizarron" (Cuba), "Talk" (West 
Africa) and "The Tortoise and His 
Frog Wife" (Algeria). "In most 
cultures, storytelling has been an 




• choice of pasta 
and sauce 
• bread & butter 
• fountain drink 
43E>ehanileSHO Marl<d SI' Old Poll' m-7146'Moo-Sat, 9-10 lSun 12·8 • ... _-----------------
f .. tf:;# The COIII.unit, 
'Ipfj~4 Television Network 
TV WHk of 1/10/94 
1 PM CALL IN PORTlAND: A "UVE" coli wi1h 
Mayor Prilgle 
8 PM JOURNALISM AND JUSTICE: Horm to 
Repumtioo ood Flee Pless 
9 PM IRElAND TODAY: Froncis O'Brien's World of 
Books 
9:30 MAINE SCHOOL AIR QUAUTY 
HOLY MARTYRS MASS: Sunday 100m & 5 pm 
I'roJoms premier. MO!IIaf ..... 'V' of 7 pm. Proglll1lS Or ~ocy 
O'/eIling hom 7·10 pm & OOftfrom 14 pm. iJes·11m 9 0111-12 noon. 
says Director Al Miller. Had we only 
grown up in East Africa, a most 
annoying conundrum might've been 
cleared up. The show runs this 
weekend and next (see Stage for 
details). Tix: $8 and $5. 729-8584. 
saturdayS 
R&B you gotta see: The Portsmouth-
based State Street Rhythm and Blues 
Band, who play primarily in the 
seacoast area of New Hampshire, is 
looking to expand its geographic 
horizons into Maine and get a little 
northern exposure. They bring their 
"SOUlfUL SOUNDS OF IEIPHIS AND 
IOTOWN" to Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., 
at 9 p .m . 
This seven-piece band, which features 
a high-powered hom section and a 
charismatic lead singer, covers songs 
by the likes of Ray Charles, AI Green 
and Sam Cooke. When asked why this 
bunch of predominantly white 
musicians plays soul music, lead 
guitarist B.J. Johnson responded: HI'd 
like to think that we're a blacker-
sounding band than many like us .. . H 
Judge for yourself. Tix: $4. 772-6886. 
SUbmissions for Art & Soul must be 
received In writing on the Thursday 
prior to publication. Send your 
Calendar and Ustlngs Infonnat/on to 
Elizabeth Peavey, Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 
04101. 
sunday 9 
Cut some rug: The Maine chapter of 
the United States Amateur Ballroom 
Dancers Association (USABDA) 
presents its January "Kick-Off" Dance 
at The Roost, Chicopee Road, Buxton, 
from 7-10 p.m. 
This EVENING OF IAllROOI DANCING is a 
social event for all ages and abilities 
(and a perfect opportunity to spit-
shine those two left shoes). Taped 
ballroom music, a large hardwood 
floor for dancing and soft drinks are 
provided. Participants are encouraged 
to bring snacks, sandwiches or 
desserts for the hospitality table. Tix: 
$3/USABDA members, $5/nonmem-
bers. 934-7990 or 247-3896. USABDA 
members who wish to participate in 
the group demonstration at "The 
Affair of the Heart" ball, Jan. 22, 
should arrive at 6 p.m. 
monday 10 
Swedish meatballs: English-born 
filmmaker Colin Nutley examines 
cultural and generational clashes in 
his film "HOUSE OF ANGELS," playing at 
The Movies, 10 Exchange St., at 5 and 
9p.m. 
The film tells of Fanny, who upon the 
death of her grandfather, descends 
upon the small, conservative Swedish 
village where he lived, riding her 
Harley and with her cross-dressing 
boyfriend in tow. Miffed by her less-
than-zero reception from the local 
townfo!k, she decides to test her 
neighbors' tolerance by turning her 
inherited country estate into a night-
club. Mix that in you miiesli! 772-9600. 
~ 
Pump up the volume with these 
performers Jan. 14. 
2, 3, or 4 WHEELS? 
WE CAN INSURE THEM ALL! 
• GOOD DRIVING RECORD OR BAD 
• MONTHLY PAYMENT PLANS, LOW DOWN PAYMENTS 
• AUTO, MOTORCYCLE, A.T.v., R.Y. AND MOTOR HOME 
761-7000 progreni/ew 
AUTO INSURANCE AGENCY LTD 
242 ST. JOHN ST. SUITE 144. PORTLAND' NEXT TO THE UNION STATION PLAZA 
From ABC's to SAT's 
Our proven combination of diagnostic testing and individualized programming gets 
results. Students of all ages improve their grades. their skills. and their self·confidence . 
Reading. Math· Study Skills' SAT' GRE • GMAT Prep 
All ages - All levels 
WE CAN HELP 
Spring SAT Classes begin Feb. 27 
Call today 




So. Portland 773 . 7323 
tuesday 11 
Draw back your bow: Valentine's Day 
is just around the comer, and a great 
way to prepare is to take an evening's 
AlCHERY INmUalON through L.L. Bean's 
Outdoor Discovery Program at the 
Casco Street Conference Center, 
Freeport, at 7:30 p.m. 
This 90-minute lesson is geared 
toward the beginning archer, the 
prospective bow hunter or, perhaps, 
the fledgling Cupid (mind you, we do 
not recommend aiming pointy objects 
at anyone ... you could put someone's 
eye out!). Students will receive 
personal attention as they shoot, plus 
learn how to handle a bow and related 
equipment. The cost is $15. Preregis-
tration is reqUired; the course will be 
repeated throughout the winter. 1-800-
341-4341 ext. 2508. 
wedne~day 12 
Come out tonight: If you were among 
those who were di appointed by 
Buffal Torn's no-show at Zootz in 
See these shades of blues Jan. 8. 
thursday 15 
Lens crafter: 20 photographs by the 
renowned American photographer 
Paul Strand (1890-1976), whose work 
includes IIUGES OF SOCIAl RWISI and 
the American landscape, are on 
exhibit Jan. 12-March 13 at the 
Portland Museum of Art (PMA), 7 
Congress Square. 
The exhibition presents images from 
Strand' s travel abroad and also from 
New York and Maine. PMA docent 
and photographer Marta Morse gives 
a gallery talk, "The Photographic 
Moment: The Work of Paul Strand," 
at 5:30 p .m. Museum admission is 
free today from 4-8 p .m.; ergo, so is 
the talk. 775-6148. 
friday 14 
Static electriCity: On a dark stage, a 
giant radio flickers to life. Suddenly, 
you are immersed in a world of 
magical characters, colored lights, 
exotic rhythms and strange places -
no, someone didn't slip a mickey into 
your Tang. you are witnessing 
"Radical Radio," a production that 
makes its WORLD 'REIIERE at 
Scarborough High School, Gorham 
Road, at 7:30 p .m. 
This original musical production was 
written and is performed by three 
local professional artists - Steve 
Underwood, Karmo Sanders and Jerry 
Sanders - and uses dance, rock & roll 
and comedy to create a unique theater 
experience for all ages. Tonight's show 
is a one-shot deal, but the com pan y is 
planning an open-ended run. The next 
performance will be Feb. 19 at the 
State Theatre. Tix: $7 ($5 kids, stu-
dents and seniors). 883-9174. 
saturday 15 
Fiddle heads: Hankering for an 
evening of good 01' strings and 
things? Well, hie on out of town for 
the Standish Kiwanis ILUEGUSS AND OLD 
TIlE COUNTIY concert at Bonny Eagle 
High School, Standish, at 7:30 p.m. 
The program features the old-fash-
ioned duets of Seth &'Candi and the 
High Lonesome Pickers; The Oakhurst 
Boys, who placed second in the 
Winterhawk Bluegrass Festival; and 
Maine's premier bluegrass band, 
Bluegrass Supply Company from 
Bangor. Tix: $10 at the door, $8 in 
advance (send an SASE to Seth and 
Candi Sawyer, RR #1, Box 936, Sebago 
Lake, ME 04075 or call 642-5382). The 
Standish Kiwanis is a nonprofit 
organization. 
6_A'f'1O·nUASAT~ 
~ & ::t . • Fresh flour tortillas 
CBW 
_ ~ • No preservatives 
J "-, · Guaranteed not to crack or break 
~ \J'\-/ ~ • Served locally at Alberta's Cafe, Raft's, 
~-., A t.-~' Amigos, Dos Locos, Raffles, La Posada, 
, J- Great Lost Bear, and others 
Ann Tenpenny - Call 878-5824 now to order yours u 





If you belinle c01\Signment shops are 
filled with outdated tattered clothing, 
we'U change your mind! New 
expanded hours by customer request. 
Open 7 clays: Mon-Sat to - 6, 
Sun 12 - 5, Thur 'tiIB. 
Jorget - JV1e - ~ots 
F~ .. rinc qwdil)' WOI'fU'n'S apparel 
1232 Shot. Road . Cape EU.,Jxth. ME 041 07 
Now dCC~ WINTER c:onsipfnenJ:.J 
799·3796 
1,,* ******* .... ********* *,,1 
:"BAXTER'SARMYINAVY·: I" .1 
I~ t -:Z ~I I ·f' . Open 7 
~ . - . ~ da Ylla week ~I 
I" ~ . • Mon-Fri 9-7 ,30.1 I ~ ~.'] Sat9-S ~ 
I ~ ~ Sun 12-4 ~I I" 1400 Washington Ave. Portland' 797-2621 "I 
1********************1 L ___________________ J 
Coming Soon 
THE FOODEES FEAST Free Parking 
688 ForestAve· Portland 774-4100 L __________________ _ 
JUSTFOR US 
Introductions or Ga Lesbian and Bisexuals 
Have you been looking for LOVE 
in all the wrong places? 
Let your Fairy Godmother 
wave her Magic Wand and 
transform your life! 
Present this ad with your 6 month 
membcnhip get an additional 
3 months FREEl 
879-0352 For Information L __________________ _ 
Cli~~· 





for Ordinary People! 
Winter Session begins 
.January 3rd! 
For more information 
call 774 277B 
Pc enter for erformance 
S tudies at PORTlAND 
**SOOE** 
COMPANY 
2!5A Fore .. t: Avenue, Portlend 
Silver 
screen 
Mellce A friendship - and a love triangle - among 
three wel~t<><Jo New Englanders unravels when sur-
geon Alec Baldwin is sued by the wife (Nicole Kidman) 
of his college dean friend (Bill PUllman). Meanwhile, 
back at the college. a serial killer is stalking stu-
dents. Throw an Insurance scam into the mix and 
you've got the elements of a thriller (or a confuSing 
mess). Directed by Harold Becker ("Sea of Love'). 
the film also stars Bebe Neuwirth (Llilith on "Cheers") 
and George C. Scott ("Patton ' ). 
AIIuma F.mUy V.I .... The last time we saw "The 
Addams Family,' MorticlaAddams was knitting some-
thing very, very small. The sequel begins with her 
giVIng birth to Pubert, a darllngalbe~ hirsute baby boy 
whose ceaseless crying Is disturbing the already 
disturbed family. But who will take care of the fuzzy 
new addition to the strange brood? Enter blond and 
sugary sweet Debbie (Joan Cusack), a nanny with a 
fondness for rich men and a string of rich, dead 
husbands behind her. Also stars Raul julia and 
Christopher Uoyd. Barry Sonnenfeld reprises as 
director. 
M. Butterfly David Henry Hwang's updateofPuccini's 
~Madame Butterfly' Is based on the story of a rea~ 
life Gallic diplomat so entranced with an alluring 
Beijing Opera slngerthatfor 10 years he dldn'tknow 
that his Asian paramour was male. A little self-
delusion does wonders for any relationship. Directed 
~ D~vid Cronen berg. Based on Hwang's Tony Award-
Winning play. Stars Jeremy Irons and John Lone. 
Mrs. Doubtftre Robin Williams stars as an an out-of-
work voice-over artist who loses custOdY of his 
children during a divorce. Hopingto Insinuate himself 
back Into the family. he disguises himself as a kindly 
65-year-old English housekeeper. Sally Reid plays 
his estranged wife. Directed by Chris Columbus 
("Home Alone' and "Home Alone 2'). 
The Ac. of 1_. This time Martin Scorsese 
ex~lores the mean pariors of New York In his adap-
tation of Ed~h Wharton's Pulitzer-Prize winning novel 
about the lives and mores of the upper class. 
Newland Archer, a New York aristocrat (Daniel Day. 
Lewis), Is about to be married. However, before his 
engagement Is officially announced, Archer Is reac-
qualntedw~ his flanc6e's cousin (Michelle Pfeiffer) 
a countess who's Just left her philandering husband 
In Europe. In the. process of defending the countess 
against high soclety's brutal social code, Archerfalls 
passionately and obsessively in love with her. Also 
stars Winona Ryder. 
The AI, Up There Kevin Bacon stars as Jimmy Dolan. 
a basketball coach who travels to Africa In search of 
a Saleh, a Northem Kenyantribesman he's seen play 
on videotape. Before he' ll play ball, Saleh wants to 
save his struggling tribe, which Is being threatened 
by a neighboring tribe. WIll Jimmy put his own 
ambitions on hold to help Saleh's tribe? Will there be 
a climactic basketball game? You guess. 
BMthov ... •• 2nd Beethoven's back. but he's not 
alone! This time. that bucket full of drool finds love 
and becomes afamlly man. Returning cast members 
Include C.harles Grodin as George Newton . 
Beethoven s overly uptight master. and Bonnie Hunt 
as the harried wife. 
Cool Runnlncs Based loosely on the real-llfe story of 
the Jamaican bobsled team that participated In the 
1988 Winter Olympic Games In Calgary. this comedY 
stars John CandY as a coach who steers his ragtag 
team - a reggae singer. a helicopter pilot and a 
sprinter-to the big show. Directed by Jon Turtletaub 
("3 NinJas ' ). the film also stars rapper Doug E. Ooug. 
The team's bobsled ended up flipping over and 
crashing; one can only guess what will happen to the 
movie. 
Farew .. My eonc_ Chen Kaige's epic tale 
examines the relationship of two boys Initiated into 
the Peking Opera (one chosen for male roles. the 
other for female). a relationship marked by sub-
merged homoerotic longings. Their lives are followed 
through World War II and the rise of Mao. Shared the 
Palme d'Or at Cannes with "The Plano.' 
Geronimo: An Amerlc:M Lea:- Wes Studl (" Last of 
the Mohicans') stars as the Apache warrior who 
refused to go along with the U.S. government ' s plans 
to sequester Native Americans on reservations. Also 
stars Gene Hackman, Robert Duvall and Jason Patrie 
doing a wonderful Impersonation of Clutch Cargo. 
Ghoft In the Machine A serial killer gets transformed 
Into a computer virus. which then becomes ob-
sessed with a woman and begins stalking her through 
every computer device available. Directed by Rachel 
Talalay ("FreddY's Dead: The Rnal Nightmare'). 
Grumpy Old M ... Jack Lemmon and Walter Matthau 
play two elderly neighbors who vie for the attentions 
of an exotic woman (Ann-lMargaret - exotic must 
have a new definition once you become a grumpy old 
man). Also stars Daryl Hannah. Dlracted by Donald 
Petrie ("Mystic Pizza'). 
HeevM end Earth Oliver Stone once again explores 
Vietnam. but this time from a Vietnamese woman's 
viewpoint. Born In 1949 In a small village. Le Ly 
Hayslip lived through two wars. rape. torture and 
prostitution. She finally escaped to America. only to 
have a disastrous marriage to an American G.I. 
Based on the actual memoirs of Hayslip. Stars 
Tommy Lee Jones, Hlep Thl Le and .. . Debbie 
Reynolds? 
House of Ancel. When the patriarch of a conserva-
tive Sw~dlsh village dies. his granddaughter, Fanny. 
zooms In for the funeral - on a Harley. She's 
accompanied by a biker friend - a saturnine fellow 
~Iad only In a leather bikini. Fanny. a cabaret singer. 
IS the sole heir of the old man 's estate. When the 
townsfolk don't welcome her with open arms, she 
calls In her troops - a group of dissolute perfor-
mance artists. some In drag. 
Iron Will Will Stoneman dreams of leaving his farm to 
attend college. When his father Is killed. he puts his 
dog·sled driving abilities to use (do they teach this at 
the 4-H?). entering a race in the hopes of winning 
enough cash to pursue his dream and also take care 
of his family. 
The Joy Luck Club Based on Amy Tan's popular 
novel, this epic tearjerker tells of the often difficult 
relationships between four Immigrant Chinese women 
and their AmericarHlorn daughters. Stars Kieu Chlnh. 
Tsal Chin. France Nuyen and Usa Lu. 
Jurus/c Park Entrepreneur John Hammond (Richard 
Attenborough) finances the creation of genetically 
engineered dinosaurs in hopes of opening the u~l­
mate am~sement park. Who wouldn't wantto spend 
the day With a bunch of huge reptiles? The thrills and 
chills become a bit much when Tyrannosaurus rexet 
al. break out of their carefully constructed environ-
ment and run amok, as dinosaurs are wont to do. 
Stars Sam Neill. laura Oem and Jeff Goldblum. 
Directed by Steven Spielberg. 
NICht .... '. ~e Chtl_ TIm Burton's twisted 
animated fantasy about Jack the Pumpkin King. a 
manic-depresslvB skeleton who wreaks havoc when 
he kidnaps Santa and tries to take over Christmas. 
The stars are all puppets filmed In stop-motion a la 
Gumby and King Kong. Not your typical holiday fare. 
According to Burton, "If we can disturb Just one child, 
~ will have been worth It.' Music and lyrics by Danny 
Elfman. ... 
~f' _I~ , 
Pelican J. Pakula ("Presumed Inno-
cent' ) directs a legal thriller based on John Grlsham's 
best-seller. Juli a Roberts returns to the big screen as 
Darby Shaw, a Tulane law student and author of a 
speculative brief concerning the assassinations of 
two Supreme Court Justices. When Darby narrowly 
escapes a car bomb, she contacts an investigative 
reporter (Denzel Washington). Together. they go 
underground on the run, trying to stay alive and 
expose the truth. Also stars Sam Shepard and John 
Heard. 
The Plano A mute unmarried Scotswoman (Holly 
Hunter) travels deep Into the New Zealand bush for 
an arranged marriage. bringing with her a young 
daughter and a plano. After her new husband (Sam 
Nelli) refuses to transport the piano to her new home. 
she falls for another man - an Illiterate tattooed 
settler (Harvey Keitel) who purchases the piano. The 
film, which was written and directed by Jane Campion 
("Sweetie ' and "An Angel at My Table-) won the 
Palme d'or at Cannes. 
Sh_ ...... Late In life. C.S. lewis - Oxford don 
Christian scholar and author of "The Chronicles of 
Narnla' - fell paSSionately In love with writer Joy 
Gresham. a Jewish-American divorooe who traveled 
to London to meet her Idol. Their unlikely affair led to 
marriage, and then tragedy struck. Stars Anthony 
Hopkins and Debra WInger. 
SChlndl .. •• LIst Steven Speilberg traces the World 
War II explo~s ofOskar Schindler. a war profiteer and 
member of the Nazi party. Schindler Initially seeks to 
exploit cheap Jewish labor in war-torn Poland and 
ends up saving over a thousand Jews from the death 
camps - all the while consorting (I.e .• drinking and 
whonng) With the friendly neighborhood Nazi elite. 
Based on Thomas Keneally's novel of the same 
name. Rimed mostly In black and white. 
SIster Act 2 The nuns leave the drab convent and 
head for St. Francis High. Their mission - to teach 
Juvenile delinquents. Not getting anywhere with the 
kids, they put out a call for Vegas lounge singer and 
almost-nun Deloris Van Cartier (Whoopl Goldberg). 
Also stars Kathy Najimy. 
The Three Musk.teers Another remake of Alexandre 
Dumas' tale of three mUsketeers (I.e .. loyal servants 
to King LOUis XIII who like to wear voluminous capes 
and hats with rakish feathers ) and a musketeer 
wannabe. This latest Hollywood incarnation stars 
Charile Sheen. Kie'er Sutherland. Chis O'Donnell 
and TIm Curry. Directed by Stephen Herek ("Bill and 
Ted 's Excellent AdVenture '). 
Tombetone Kurt Russell stars as the reluctant law-
man Wyatt Earp, who'scompelled to strap on his gun 
after a gang of ruthless outlaws invade the booming 
gold mine town ofTombstone. Ariz., and try to murder 
his brothers. Morgan and Virgil (people always did 
like to pick on Virgil). The result was the shootout at 
the O.K. Corral. Also stars Val Kilmer. RobertMitchum 
and Dana Delaney. 
Veronica end Me Veronica and her sister Fanny had 
been estranged for five years. after Fanny found 
Veronica in bed with her husband. After Fanny learns 
that Veronica 's on her way to the big house (not for 
adultery), she decides to let bygones be bygones and 
ends up taking care of her sister's two kids. Stars 
Elizabeth McGovern and Patricia Wettig. 
W.yne·. World 2 Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey 
reprise their roles as the two heavy metal teens who 
front a cable access TV show In Aurora, III. This time 
Wayne and Garth stage a Waynestock concert. Garth 
finally lands a babe and Cassandra (Tia Carrere) 
records with a smarmy record-lndustryweasel (Chris-
~pher Walken) --: Wayne's rival. Directed by Surjik 
( Kids In the Hall ). Also stars Kim BaSinger. Drew 
Barrymore and Char~on Heston. 
We',e Beck: A Dlno .... •• Story Cuddly dinosaurs 
travel through time to present-day New York City. 
Features the vocal talents of John Goodman John 
Malkovich. Jay Leno, Martin Short, Julia Child and 
Walter Cronk~e. Directed by Steven Spielberg. 
what's 
where 
Owing to scheduling changes after CBW 
goes to press. movie goers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road. S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Jan 6-13 
Mrs, Doubtfire (PG-13) 
1:30.4:15.7.9;35 
The Pelican Brief (PG-13) 
1.4.7.10 
Beethoven's 2nd (PG) 
12:45. 2:50. 4:55. 7:10. 9:15 
Tombstone (R) 
1:40.4:30. 7:10. 9;55 
Shadowlands (PG) 
1:40. 4:35. 7:20. 10 
The Air Up There (PG) 
12:30. 2:50. 5 :15. 7:40. 10 
Schlndler's Ust (PG) 
12:30. 4:20. 8:15 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd .. S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Jan 7-13 
No Sat 7:10 or Sun 1:10 show of 
Sister Act 
Iron Will plays Sat and Sun only 
The Plano (R) 
12:40. 3:10. 6 :40. 9:10 
Geronimo: An American Legend (PG-13) 
3:40.9:25 
Wayne's World 2 (PG-13) 
1:20. 4, 7:20. 9:35 
Sister Act 2 (PG) 
1:10. 3:50. 7:10. 9:30 
Grumpy Old Men (PG-13) 
12:50. 3:30. 6 :50. 9:20 
Ghost in the Machine (R) 
1:30. 4:10. 7:30. 9:45 
Addams Family Values (PG-13) 
1:40. 4:20. 7 :40 
Farewell My Concubine (R) 
9:40 
Heaven and Earth (R) 
12:30. 3:20. 6:30. 9;15 
Three Musketeers (PG) 
1. 7 
Iron Will (PG) 
? (Sat). 1 (Sun) 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St .. Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
House of Angels (NR) 
Jan 5-11 
Wed-Fri 5. 7:15. 9 :30; Sat-Sun 1 5 9' 
Mon-Tues 5, 9 ••. 
Me and Veronica (R) 
Jan 8-11 
Sat-Sun 3 :15. 7:15; Mon-Tues 7;15 
M. Butterfly (R) 
Jan 12-18 
Mon-Fri 5. 7.9; Sat-Sun 1. 3. 7, 9 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets. Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Jan 7-13 
Second shows Sat-Sun only 
Jurassic Park (PG-13) 
12:40.3:40*.6:50.9:40 
Age of Innocence (PG) 
12:30. 3:30*. 6:40. 9:30 
Cool Runnl~ (PG) 
1.3:50*.7.9:10 




We're Back: A Dlnosaur's Story (G) 
1:20.4:10* 
The Joy Luck Club (R) 
12:20. 3:20*. 6:30. 9:20 
Art & Soul continued on page 20 
Mechanical menace 
After "Ghost in the Machine," you'll never 
trust your toaster again 
.ByRonZuba 
I have to confess, I'm a real sucker 
for cheesy movie promotions. Give me 
a good tag line and you'lI get me to 
see your movie. For example, how can 
you not be hooked by any of these 
come-ons: 
"It's not human, and it's got an 
axe" ("Alien Prey"); "The tenant in 
Room 7 is very small, 
killer electrical current - I'm not sure 
if that's AC or DC, but I know it's 
definitely not AC/ DC. If that were the 
case, he'd spend the rest of the movie 
powering Elton John's Water Pik. 
Undaunted, Killer Karl continues 
to electronically stalk Terry, as well as 
her friends and family. One of those 
victims is her boss, Frank, 
very twisted and very 
mad " ("Basket Case"); 
"He is a depraved 
homicidal killer.. . and 
screen who gets microwaved to death while cooking a 
Hungry Man TV dinner. 
It's pretty grisly watching 
01' Frank bubble up like 
he does, but I've seen 
"Ghost In the Machine" 
he makes house calls" 
("Doctor Butcher, 
MD."); and lastly, 
plays at Hoyts Clark's 
Pond, 333 Clark's Road,S, 
ptld. 879-1511. 
worse. Back in high 
school, I knew this kid - Ray - who 
bubbled up with the worst case of 
acne I've ever seen. He was like a 
walking pustule. Everyone was afraid 
to be around him because they figured 
that at any second Ray's entire body 
could pop open like a squished packet 
of tartar sauce. It never did, 
thankfully, although it did make me 
lose my taste for fish sticks. 
"Some aliens aren't so nice," from the 
classic "E.T." rip-off "Xtro." God, I 
love that movie. Why? Probably 
because it features one of the most 
memorable, emotionally charged 
scenes ever captured in the annals of 
B-moviedom. It's the scene where a 
woman gets impregnated by a 
hideous space creature and, within 
minutes, gives birth - not to a baby, 
but to a full-grown man. Every time I 
watch it, I swear, tears start rolling 
down my face. It's that moving. 
Now comes the new sci-fi thriller 
"Ghost in the Machine," with its tag 
line: "Plug into your worst 
nightmare." Hmmm, worst 
nightmare. The possibilities would 
seem almost endless, right? Well, 
that's what I figured. But for some 
reason, all the nightmares I could 
think of revolved around the same 
three things: Turkish customs agents, 
strip searches and skid-marked 
underwear. 
"Ghost" opens with our 
introduction to Karl, a dysfunctional 
computer store geek, who moonlights 
as a serial killer. He's known as the 
H Address Book Killer" because he 
finds his victims by going through 
other people's address books. (Note: 
Should such a wacko tum up in real 
life, please take this time now to 
scribble the following names in your 
own books - Kathie Lee Gifford, 
Arsenio Hall, Pat Robertson, John 
Tesh, Yoko Dna .. . ) 
Karl's next would -be victim is 
Terry Munroe (Karen Allen). En route 
to her house, however, Karl cracks up 
his car and ends up in the hospital. 
While undergoing an MRJ, a lightning 
storm hits, causing a power surge in 
the machine. Karl dies, but his U soul" 
is sucked into the hospital's computer 
drcuitry, transforming him into a 
Meanwhile, Terry gets help from 
computer whiz Bram Walker (Chris 
Mulkey), who comes up with one 
possible way of defusing the situation. 
Walker's plan: to first trap Karl inside 
a CD player and then drain him of all 
his power through the continuous 
playing of Joan Baez tunes. It·s only a 
theory, mind you, but not an entirely 
untested one. See, Baez recordings 
have also been used successfully to 
induce spontaneous abortions in 
Holstein cows. 
Overall, "Ghost" does have its fair 
share of chills. But for me, the most 
frightening part occurred while I was 
still out in the lobby. "Sister Act 2" 
had just been sold out, and I spotted 
this guy in line who, upon hearing the 
announcement, actually seemed 
disappointed. His reaction made my 
hair stand up. 
HGhost" was directed by Rachel 
TalaIay, who, for my money, is the 
best female director working today -
even better than Jane (UThe Piano") 
Campion. How can I make such a 
claim? Easy. Look at both these 
women's films. Both delll with the 
same theme: a Single mom's struggle 
against an oppressive, male-
dominated society. But now ask 
yourself, who gets this message across 
more effectively - Campion, by 
making her heroine a mute, or 
Talalay, by electrocuting the baby 
sitter? 
Need I say more? CIW 
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Isn't it time you tried the personals? 
Now Available with New Instant Ad! 
To place a personal ad, call 
775-1234. or use the coupon 
in the personals section. 
To respond to a personal ad or 
to place an Instant Ad, call 
HlOQ-37Q-2041. 





Reservations gLuJ/y accepted 
MICHE:rS RESTAURANT 
IBECAUSE YOU DEMANDED IT, WE'RE BACKI 
SENIOR CITIZEN'S SPECIALS 
SUNDAY SPECIALS, DAILY SPECIALS 
EAT FREE ON YOUR BIRTHDAY 
SERVING DAILY FROM 11 AM 
CONSISTENr QUAUTY FOOD AT 
AFFORDABLE PRICFS 
Off Exit 10 of the Maine Turnpike Gray /Wad, Falmouth 
878-0819 - Closed 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1994, 9AM·7PM 
HOUDAY INN BY THE BAY, PORTlAND, ME 
I!;ve~rvthtll~~ to advertise and promote your business! 
OVER 30 FREE WORKSHOPS! OVER 100 EXHIBITSl 
National & International experts Free advertising door ,Rrizes, one-day 
from over a dozen media and show specials and solid info from loca~ .. 
marketing specialties share businesses including.. . ~IJ"" 
inside inlormation about.. . Admiral Publishing' The Forecaslar '~1 • 
Giraffe Marketing Inc .• Central Maine • 
Coble 1V Television WGNC New,Cenler 13 • Kennebec 01 • 
Database Marketing Inlernatianal Mari<eling Independent Marketing • ~i' Pralit 
Magazine' Casco Boy .1f\7~IPok of ME • 
Magazines Public Relations Austin Associate, • N national' Creation, 
Directory AdverHsing Sales Unlimited· Oowneos lcofing • WCIZ 98.9 FM· 
WCSH 6 Alicel .&.;'1, Sign, • Maine 11m ... 
Newspapers WGAN 560 b'tt~ Groce Press • Public Cable • 
Radio WORKSHOPS HElD Public Co friJWlK3X 90.1 • WPKM 106.3 • 
5 . Ily Ad ..:' CONTINUOUSLv All WYN . • WlJ>N 970 AM • )(pre .. Copy' pecla ve, "sing ., Wi Ie • Tapscan • U.S. Postal Service' 
Yellow Pages DAY LONGI New, 8 .................... _- ....... __ . __ ....... . 
Check (~our c~!~/~rfo~!cC?a~b~fl!!,~!!!9fo~~9,~~r call 772-2811. Name: ________________________________________________________ _ 
Company: ______________________________________________ ___ 
~one: ______________________________________________ ___ 
FAX: 
NlOflNING 
01 InfernaWonal Marketing 
02 Sale, wilh Jock Falvey 
9:30 03 Magozine Advertising 
04 Yellow Poge, Adverti~ng 
9:45 05 Coble TV Adverli,ing 
06 Ootabwe Markeling 
10:3001 Direct Moil 
02 Directory Adverlising 
10:45 03 Public Relations 
04 Television Advertising 
11 :00 05 Specialty Adverlising 
06 Newspaper AdverW,ing 
MIDDAY AFTERNOON 
TIme Room b 'c TIme Room c 
12:1501 InlornaIionalMarkeWng 3: 15 o 1 Inlernolionol Marke~ng 
o 2 Sales wilh Jock Falvey 02 Radio Adverlising 
12:30 03 Magazine Adverti~ng 3:30 o 3 Magazine Adverli~ng 
04 Yellow Pages Adver/ising o 4 Yellow Pages 
12:45 05 Cable IV Adverli~ng 3:45 05 Cable TV Adverlising 
o 6 Database Marketing o 6 Dalabase Markeling 
1:30 o 1 Direct Mail 4:30 o 1 Dired Mail 
o 2 Directory Adverli,ing o 2 Diredory Adverlising 
1:45 o 3 Public ReIa~ons 4:45 o 3 Public Rela~ons 
04 Television Adverlising 04 Television Adverlising 
2:00 05 Specialty Adverti,ing 5:00 05 Radio AdverWsing 
06 Newspaper Advertising 0 6 Newspaper Adverli,ing 
LimitecJl All Dre·-rfHll;sln~tiOins 10 win a $1,000 nn.,oorj'cin,n DI";zel,n 
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Art & Soul continued from page 18 
stage 
"AnWlI ..... the NICIrt Vlalt .... • The Freeport Com-
munity Players present this classic musical by Glan 
Carlo Menottl Jan 7 III 7:30 pm and Jan 8111 3 pm at 
the Arst Parish Congregational Church. Main St. 
Freeport; Jan 9 III 3 pm at St. Luke's Cathedral. 143 
State St. Portland. A reception will follow each 
performance. Tlx: $5 adults. $3 seniors and stli-
dents. 865-6041. 
MInU:_ofModem Duce Chicago performance 
artist and choreographer Tim Buckley and the Bates 
Modern Dance Company perform Jan 15 at 7:30 pm 
III the Schaeffer Theater. Bates College. Lewiston. 
Admission is free. 78&6161. 
"11Ie Cowboy ..... the TIC .. • Hank Beebe's musical 
for children plays at Oos Locos Mexican Restaurant. 
India and Fore streets. Portland. Shows Saturday 
afternoons Jan 8-29 at 12:30 pm. Tix: $4. free for 
children under 2. family maximum for tickets Is $16. 
775-6267. 
"A D.y WIthout T-..on· L/A Arts presents Julie 
Goell and company. who tell the story of a TV junkie 
whose friends try to rescue her from her TV trance. 
Shows Jan 8 at 2 pm III Lewfston Junior High School. 
Central Ave. Lewiston. Tlx: $6 adults. $4chlldren and 
seniOrs. 782-7228. 
"OMtII WIllI FatIMf" Try to figure out who killed Judy 
Tremont and who stole the money from the "Bingo Till 
Ya Burst· tournament at Father Patrick O'Sullivan's 
orphanage during the Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre. 
No Tomatoes Restaurant. 36 Court St. Auburn. 
Shows Jan 8 & 15 III 8 pm. For Info and reservations 
call l.soo.37().7 469. 
"11Ie Glas M ......... • The L/A Public Theater 
presents Tennessee Williams' haunting piay Jan 21· 
30 - Thurs-Sat at 8 pm. Sun III 2 pm - at the Ritz 
Theater. corner of Maple and Usbon streets. Lewfston. 
Tlx: $10. $8 for students and seniors. 782-3200. 
"R..-c.I RIIdIo· Scarborough Community Services 
presents a new theatrical expenence Jan 14 at 7:30 
pm at the Scarborough High School auditorium. 
Gorham Road. Scarborough. The performance com-
bines music. theater. dance and comedy to lead 
audiences of all ages on a tour through the mystICal 
airwaves of a giant 15-foot tall radio. Tlx: $7 adults. 
$5 children. students and seniors. 883-9174. 
·T .... ""'" N_ .nd Fu· The Theater Project 
performs a collection of international folk tales for 
the entire family to enjoy Jan 7 through Jan 15 - Fn 
& Sat at 7:30 pm. Sat at 2 pm - at the Theater 
Project. 14 School St. Bn.mswick. Tlx: $8 & $5. 729-
8584. 
"TJv .. Poetc.rds" Three women, friends since child-
hood relive their loves. losses. joys and sorrows 
over dinner in this musical performance written by 
Craig Lucas and Craig Carnella and performed by the 
Portland Stage Company Jan 2-29 - Tues-Thurs. 
Sun at 7:30 pm; Fri at 8 pm; Sat at 5 & 9 pm; Sun at 
2 pm - at the Portland Performing Arts Center. 25A . 
Forest Ave. Portl~nd. Tix: $13·$28. Rush seats may 
be available at half price immediately before each 
performance. 774-0465. 
"Tuscaloo .. " Dinner theater featuring New York 
stories set to music. Shows every Tues at 8 pm 
through Jan 25 at Dos Locos Mexican Restaurant. 
India and Fore streets. Portland. 1Ix: $8. 775-6267. 
auditions 
Portland Stage Company will hold auditions for the 
role of Willy in Samuel Beckett's " Happy Days· Jan 
10 from 3-6 pm at the Portland Performing Arts 
Center. 25A Forest Ave. Portland. Equity and non-
Equity male actors in their mld40s or older are asked 
to prepare one contemporary comic or dramatic 
monOlogue to audition. Call to schedule. 774-1043. 
Commul,lty Orchestra of the Portland Symphony 
invites s ring players to Its Wednesday evening 
rehearsals. Locations vary. 883-2460. 
concerts 
saturday 8 
Schoonai' Fu. (folk) 7:30 pm. Chocolate ChurchArts 
Center. 804 Washington St, Bath. Tlx: $12 general 
admission. $10 students and seniors. $8 atthe door 
for standing room only. 442-8455. 
tuesday 11 
Portland Symphony Orchestra (claSSical. featuring 
violinist Tomohiro Okumura) 7:30 pm. Portland City 
Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St. Portland. Tlx: $1()' 
$32. 773-8191. 
• upcomlng 
Susanne.nd tile Guys WItII nes 1/14/94 (band's 
anniversary celebration) 8 pm. Mariner's Church 
Banquet Center. Fore St. Portland. Tlx: $5 In ad-
vance. $7 at the door. Order by writing: Susanne and 
the Guys With Ties. 77 Scott Oyer Road. Cape 
Elizabeth. ME 04107. 
11IaClancy_. RobbI.O'c-Ilwith NDf1b. 
_ WI ..... 1/15/94 (Insh folk music) 8 pm. State 
Thelller. 609 Congress St. Portland. Tlx: $15 & $20. 
879-1112. 
PortIMd R .... nI Club 1/16/94 (classical) 3 pm. 
USM's Corthell Hall. 37 College Ave. Gorham. 1Ix: 
$3. 729-8467 or 829-3393. 
~rc ~, Boo .......... D.ten Brahnla 1/ 
16/94 (emerging artist showcase) 8 pm. State 
Thelller. 609 Congress St. Portland. Tlx: $6 In 
advance. $8 at the door. 87!Hl12. 
clubs 
thursday 6 
JImmy. the Soul Cm BI_ R._ (biues/R&B) 
The Big Easy. 416 Fore St. Portland. 78().1207. 
Mlck 0· ...... (traditional Irish) Brian Boru. 57 Center 
St. Portland. 78().1506. 
T8A Geno's. 13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891. 
T8A Moose Alley. 46 MarketSt. Portland. 774-5246. 
Blcycl. TIlle_ (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Tom Plroaoll ..... Han, R .... (acoustiCS) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
8886. 
Rockln' Rusty (karaoke) Spring Point Cafb. 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 7674627. 
T8A Hlirds, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040. 
GrecPowertl (laser karaoke) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton 
Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161. 
DMjay Bob IAok (heavy dance/live karaoke in front 
room) The Underground. 3 Spring St .• Portland. 773-
3315. 
Open Mit wtth _Ie Jam .. (acoustiC) The Wrong 
Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. Port-
land. 775-1944. 
friday 7 
TBA Brian Boru. 57 Center St. Portland. 78()'1506. 
Ren .. Randall BI .... Band (blues/R&B) The Big 
Easy. 416 Fore St. Portland. 78()'1207. 
Jimmy Smith (comedy) The Comedy Connection. 
434 Fore St .• Portland. 774-5554. 
Only Motions (band X) Oos Locos Restaurant. 31 
India St. Portland. 775-6267. 
The O~on Ensemble (acoustic jazz) The Free Street 
Taverna. 128 Free St .. Portland. 774-1114. 
TBA Geno's, 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891. 
Steady Earn .. t (ska) Granny Killam's Industrial 
Drinkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland. 761·2787. 
Duct Tape and Wasabl (rock) Leo's Billiards. corner 
of Exchange and Fore streets. Portland . 78().1111. 
Definitely Smooth (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Market St. 
Portland. 774-5246. 
BIcycle Thieves (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
11Ia Blue Aames (R&B) Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Blue Steel Expreaa (blues) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickett St. S. Portland. 7674627. 
T8A Hlirds. 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. 773-8040. 
Gil DonatelH Duo (pop) Tipperary Pub. Sheraton Tara 
Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161. 
IIMjay Tim Shaney (techno/tribal/trance) The Un-
derground. 3 Spring St .. Portland. 773-3315. 
Daclbel (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
All,..,.. V..u,o (alternative dance) Zootz. 31 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 773-8187 . 
saturday 8 
Lou', Nlte Out (R&B/blues/soul) The Big Easy. 416 
Fore St. Portland. 78()'1207 . 
~Syk .. (traditionallnsh)Brian Boru. 57 Center St. 
Portland. 78()'1506. 
Jimmy Smith (comedy) The Comedy Connection. 
434 Fore St .• Portland. 774-5554. 
Roomful ofBI_ Oos Locos Restaurant. 31 India St. 
Portland. 775-6267. 
11Ia O~on Ensemble (acoustic jazz) The Free Street 
Tavema. 128 Free St., Portland. 774-1114. 
T8A Geno's. 13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891. 
Chucklehead (funk/ska) Granny Killam's Industrial 
Drlnkhouse. 55 Market St. Portland. 761-2787. 
Glasa Onion (rock) Leo's Billiards. corner of Ex· 
change and Fore streets, Portland. 78().1111. 
DefInitely Smooth (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St. 
Portland. 174-5246. 
BIcycle Thlev_ (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
The Stat. St_t Rhythm and BI_ Band Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-
6886. 
Black Pea~ (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St • 
S. Portland. 7674627. 
T8A Hlirds. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Gn Donatelli _ (pop dance) Tipperary Pub. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Portland. 775-6161. 
DMjay Tim _y (techno/tribal/trance) The Un-
derground. 3 Spnng St., Portland. 773-3315. 
DecIbel (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944. 
T_, P .... ~. Thanx to Gravity and Pluck 
_ .. (alternative rock) Zootz. 31 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 9 
T8A 11Ia BIC E.y. 416 Fore St. Portland. 78().120 7. 
~ Blues Boy. Gritty McDuff's. 396 Fore St. 
Portland. 772-2739. 
Totorn Soul (rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moulton 51. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
National HeaoII_ComadyT.aI .. ,128 N. Boyd St. 
Portland. 77J.8040. 
DMj.y Andy (heavy dance) The Underground. 3 
Spring St .• Portland. 773-3315. 
JIm Dully (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Port· 
land. 77J.0093. 
DMjay Bob IAok (request night/no cover) lootz. 31 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
monday 10 
~ Kar_. with R.y DOC The Big Easy. 416 Fore 
St. Portland. 78()'1207. 
773-3315. 
Sllawn SllMlins (traditional Irish) Brian Boru, 57 
Center St. Portland. 78().1506. 
Totorn Soul (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mit with Ken Gllmoley (acoustic) Wharfs End. 
52 Wharf St. Portland. 77J.OO93. 
tuesday 11 
Open BI_ Jam (b.y.o - drum set available) The Big 
Easy. 416 Fore St, Portland. 78()'1207. 
State St_t Traditional Jazz Band (New Orleans 
jazz) Parker's Restaurant. 1339 Washington Ave. 
878-3339. 
Tuscaloosa (musical comedy) Dos Locos Restau· 
rant. 31 India St, Portland. 775-6267 . 
Killer Greens (traditional Irish) Gritty McDuff's. 396 
Fore St. Portland. 772·2739. 
Plnlc Station (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Writers' Open Mit w1th Annl Clark and Cathie 
Stebbins (any originals) Raoul's Roadside Attrac-
tion, 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 77J.6886. 
Open Mlc with Pater Gleason (b.y.o. jam) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 7674627. 
SoI.tlce (acoustic & electric) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf 
St. Portland. 77J.0093. 
wednesday 12 
1lI6 Red Ught Revue (R&B/blues/soul) The Big 
Easy. 416 Fore St, Portland. 78()'1207. 
TBA Geno·s. 13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7B91. 
Bachelors' Night (topless) Moose ,6Jley. 46 Market 
St. Portland. 774-5246. 
Panic Station (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
I~"" Night wfth Mlc O'Brlen (Irish folk) Shamrock. 
436 Fore St. Portland. 78()'1111. 
Rock Night with Damlen and Grall-x Ithe Willie 
Nelson of hard rock) T·Birds. 126 N. Boyd St. Port-
land. 773-8040. 
ExoUc dancers and dancln, The Underground. 3 
Spring St .. Portland. 773-3315 . 
Elactrlc OpenMlcwlth ·Tlllt·sBoM(b.y.o.jam)The 
Wrong Brothers ' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
lODtz Plrat. Radio Night (alternative dance) Zootz. 
31 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-8187. 
dancing 
Gotta Dance. Inc .• 657 Congress St. Portland. Smoke-
and chem-free dances with swing, latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm. $5. Free parking. 773-
3558. 
Malna Ballroom, 614 Congress St. Portland. Every 
Sat 9-mldnight. Cost: $5. No reservations reqUired. 
77J.OOO2. 
11Ia Moon, 427 Fore St, Portland. Open nightly. 8 pm 
on ... Naked Thlrstdays: no cover, drinks $1.25 & 
drafts 254. 772·1983. 
Salut_, 20 Milk St. Portland. qpen nightly until 1 
am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Blrd·., 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events; Fri & Sat: rock & 
roll. dance. 773-8040. 
The Undercround. 3 Spring St. Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 a.m. Thurs-Sun: heavy dance (no cover on 
Thurs. Fri and Sun); Thurs & Sun laser karaoke: Fri & 
Tues piano bar. 773-3315. 
Zoot>. 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Techno. rave, trance 
and progressive open house with DeejayDale Charles 
on Thursdays. Request night (no cover) with Deejay 
Bob Look on Sundays. 773-8187. 
art 
• openlngs 
Chamber of Commerc. of the G_ p~ 
R ....... 145 Middle St. Portland. Opening reception 
for exhibition of works by Maine College of Art 
students Jan 20 from 5-7 pm. Shows through Feb 18. 
Hours: Mon.f'ri 8-5. Free admission. 772·2811. 
01_ Ana Art 3 Milk St. Portland. Opening recep-
tion Jan 15 from 4-6 pm for group show. "Prints from 
the Vinalhaven Press." Shows through March 2. 
Hours: Tues-Sat 10-6 . 879-0919. 
June fitzpatrick G".., 112 High St. Portland. 
Opening reception Jan 6 from &a pm for "Drawing 
from the Wrong Side of the Brain.· an exhibit of 
watercolors by Antoinette BrowningJackman. Shows 
through Jan 27. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12-5. Thurs 
12-8. 772-1961. 
Olin Alta Cent.r Museum of Art. Bates College, 
Lewfston. Opening reception January 14 from 7-9 pm 
for "Black Oolls. Memorabilia and Children's Uter ... 
ture," an exhibition focusing on the image of the 
black child as portrayed In 19th- and 2ot1H:entury 
books and artifacts. Including han<krafted folk dolls. 
and porcelain likenesses of famous African Ameri-
cans. Shows through March 25. Hours: 1()'5 Tues-
Sat. 1·5 Sun. Free admission. 786-6158. 
around town 
AfrIcan Imports ..... N_ EncI ..... Alta 1 Union St. 
Portland. MRecent Acquisitions/New Dimensions,· 
traditional African arts, works by modem artists from 
Nigeria and New England and rare carvings. Hours: 
1()'9 Mon-Sat. 12-8 Sun. 772-9505. 
11Ia AIDS Project 22 Monument Square. fifth floor. 
"Photopositive: Uvlng With HIV - a Photographic 
Joumal.· photos by Tom Antonik. Shows through Jan 
7.774-6877. 
AREA Gallery Campus Center. USM/Bedford St, 
Portland. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 7·10. Sat·Sun 1()'7 . 
78()'5466. 
The Art Gallery at Six Deerln, StJeet 6 Deering St, 
Portland. Closed until February. 772·9605. 
The Baxter Gallery Maine College of Art. 619 Con-
gress St. Portland. Gallery closed through Jan 26. 
Reopens Jan 27 with annual faculty exhibition. Open-
Ing reception Jan 27 from 5-7 pm. Hours: Tues-Sun 
114. Thurs until 9 . Free to the public. 775-5152. 
The Center for the Arts at tile Chocolate Church 
804 Washington St, Bath. Juried exhibit of color and 
black and white photographs showS through January. 
442-8627. 
Chamber 01 Commerce of the Greater Portland 
Region 145 Middle St. Portland. Works by Maine 
College of Art students show through Feb 18. Open-
ing reception Jan 20 from 5-7 pm. Hours: Mon-Fn 8-
5. Free admission. 772·2811. 
Christine ', Dream 41 Middle St. Portland. New 
works by painter Andy Curran, paintings by Jody 
Dube, photographs by Jerilyn Caruso. Shows unW 
further notice. Hours: Mon.f'rl 7-2:30. Sat-Sun 9-2. 
774·2972. 
000 Locos 31 India St, Portland. "Images of Mexico , • 
photographs by George Riley. Hours: Sun-Thurs 11-
10. Fri·Sat 11·midnight. 775-6267. 
Exchange Street Gallary 7 Exchange St. Portland. 
"Skating at Deering Oaks." a watercolor print by John 
Holub Is the third in a series of Portland night scenes 
highlighted at the gallery through January. Miniature 
images of Old Orchard Beach by R. N. Cohen show 
until further notice. Gallery hours: 10-6 dally. 772· 
0633. 
Frost GuRyGaliery 411 Congress St, Portland. Group 
show of gallery artists. Hours: Mon-Sat 12·7, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Gltclle Gumme Cafe 486 Congress St. Portland. 
"Paintings for a Caf"· by Mary Lavendler through Jan 
15. Hours: Mon.f'ri 9-4. 78().88Q9. 
Gleason Ane Art 3 Milk St. Portland. Group show 
featuring new works by Elizabeth Knox and gallery 
artists. Shows through Jan 19. ·Prints from the 
Vinalhaven Press· shows Jan 15-March 2. Gallery 
hours: Tues-Sat 10-6. 879-0919. 
Greenhut Gallerl_ 146 Middle St. Portland. Collec-
tion of gallery artists including Kathleen Galligan. 
George Lloyd . Margaret Gerding. Alison GoodWin. 
Peyton Higgison. Sarah Knock. and many others 
shows through January 30. Gallery hours: Mon.f'n 1()' 
5:30, Sat 1()'5. 772-2693. 
Jewelers Work 30 Exchange St, third fioor. Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original. contemporary 
jewel ry designs by nationally exhibited artists. Hours: 
10-6 daily. 773-6824. 
Jewell Gallery 345 Fore St. Portland. Works ~y 
gallery artists. Including Bill Jewell and CynthIa 
McMullin currently show. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 1()' 
5. or by appointment. 773-3334. 
June fitzpatrick G.nery 112 High 51. Portland. 
"Drawing from the Wrong Side of the Brain.· an 
exhlb~ofwatercolors by Antoinette BrownlngJackman 
shows through Jan 27. Opening reception Jan 6 from 
&a pm. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12-5. Thurs 12-8. 
772-1961. 
Kat ..... n R.ataurant 106 High St. Portland. Acrylic 
relief paintings on canvas by David Cedrone currently 
show. Hours : Mon·Thurs 5-10. FrI.sat 5-11. 774-
1740. 
lewis Gall.., Portland Public Ubrary. 5 Monument 
Square. Portland. "Whimsical Memories: pen and 
Ink and acrylic works thlll will appeal to children of all 
ages by artist Sylvia G. Orchard opens Jan 3 and 
shows through Jan 31. Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 9-6; 
Tues & Thurs 12-9; Sat 9·5.871-1758. 
Art & Soul continued on page 22 
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Virtuoso reali~y 
Guest artists are an important part 
of the orchestra's season, bringing 
well-known talents - from the 
United States or further abroad -
into the reach of Portland's classical 
music audience. While guest artists 
generally have little effect on the size 
of the orchestra's audience, they can 
have a great effect on the audience's 
Foundation Violin Competition, 
comes to Portland in an entirely 
different way. The Walter W. 
Naumburg Foundation, sponsor of 
the competition, arranges, in advance 
of the competition, for the winner to 
perfonn with a large variety of 
orchestras all over the world. The 
PSO was fortunate enough to be 
included on this list. experience, for they 
bring new ideas and 
talents to the PSO. music There was some inconvenience; the PSO 
did not know until The experience is 
equally rewarding for 
both the guest artist and 
for the spectator, 
according to the PSO 
director of marketing 
and development, 
Deborah Hammond. 
Tomohlro Okumura per· 
forms paganlnl's "Violin 
Concerto No.1" with the 
recently who that guest 
artist would be. Yet 
whoever won the 
Naumburg competition, 
the PSO was insured the 
appearance of a great 
violinist. 
PSO Tues., Jan. U, at 
Artists appreciate the 
opportunity to work 
with Shimada, a 
"consummate 
conductor," who is at 
the Portland City Hall 
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. 
The program also Includes 
the "Three New England 
Sketches" of Walter 
Piston and Stravinsky's 
The Naumburg 
Foundation was 
founded in 1926 in "Petrouchka. " 
Tlx: $10-$25. 773-8191 
or 1-80().639-2309. 
order bring deserving 
musicians to public 
attention. The competition alternates 
yearly between piano, strings and 
voice: So, in effect, Okumura was 
selected from a pool of violinists three 
years in the making. Previous 
winners of the Naumburg 
competition include violinist N adja 
Salerno-Sonnenberg and soprano 
Dawn Upshaw. In addition to a cash 
prize, winners are provided with a 
wealth of recital appearances, 
including two at the legendary Alice 
Tully Hall in New York and, this year, 
one with the PSO. 
once totally prepared yet always open 
to the new ideas and interpretations 
of the guest artist. Artists who visit 
Portland are equally delighted by 
Portland audiences, whom they find 
to be wann, gracious and eager to 
hear good music. 
Nonnally, guest artists are selected 
and invited to Portland by Shimada. 
To select guest artists, says 
Hammond, "Toshi thinks about what 
kinds of works he would like to 
program and then thinks about what 
the repertoire is of various 
instrumentalists." Thus, the guest 
artist and the work perfonned by that 
artist are expertly tailored to each 
other. 
The strategy has been successfuL 
Shimada's choices have invariably 
added to the perfonnance of the 
symphony, bringing new 
interpretations of works and 
. pressive virtuosity. 
In choosing his guests, Shimada 
draws upon his wealth of personal 
and professional experience as a 
fonner conductor of the Houston 
Symphony Orchestra and a popular 
guest conductor. During his career, 
Shimada has guest conducted the 
Boston Pops Orchestra; major 
symphonic orchestras in Berlin, 
Vienna and Copenhagen; and the 
Scottish National Orchestra at the 
world famous Edinburgh Festival, 
among others. In 1992 he stepped in 
for the late Werner Torkanowsky, 
when the ailing Torkanowsky was no 
longer able to conduct the Bangor 
Symphony Orchestra. 
Shimada knows many of his guest 
artists personally. The rest he learns 
about through" a tremendous amount 
of listening and research and talking. 
with his colleagues throughout the 
country," according to Hammond. In 
this way he is able to solicit 
perfonnances by topnotch musicians 
from around the world. 
However, Tomohiro Okumura, 
winner of the celebrated Naumburg 
The 24-year-old Okumura is a 
graduate of the prestigious Juilliard 
School and hails from Japan. He had 
also won first prize in the 1992 Carl 
Flesch International Violin 
Competition and the 1991 Taipei 
International Music Competition. Of 
these numerous accolades, his victory 
at the Naumburg competition is 
arguably the most impressive. 
In this outing, Okumura will be 
perfonning Paganini's "Violin 
Concerto No.1," a fitting test of the 
contest winner's virtuosity. Paganini, 
long regarded as perhaps the greatest 
violinist who ever lived, composed 
this piece to display his own abilities. 
Popular legend has it that during 
Paganini's own time (1782-1840), the 
violinist so astounded audiences with 
his unprecedented fire and speed that 
many believed him to be inhuman, 
possessed by the devil. It is said that 
the composer was forced to write to 
newspapers in his own defense, 
declaring himself and his talents to be 
purely human. 
The "Violin Concerto No.1" is 
dramatic, yet melodic, as sweet in 
some parts as it is pyrotechnic in 
others. Okumura's presence not only 
makes it possible for the PSO to tackle 
this supreme challenge but also 
makes it pOSSible for the audience to 
hear a great violinist of our age 
perfonn a signature work by the 
greatest violinist of another. caw 






help. with your 
Don't forget to 
stop by before or after 
the hockey games. 
~' ,f,.:,\ .>~l Mixing Good People, Good Food , and Good Drink. 
(j;~·fe,. 5 Portland Pier. Portland 
772-4828 
BAD HAIR DAY? 
MAYBE IT'S TIME TO TAKE A LOOK AT 
YOURSELF IN A DIFFERENT MIRROR 
COME TAKE A LOOK IN OURS 
? TUDIO ONE LTD 
127 Middle Street Portland ME 04101 207 - 774 - 5756 
your \IOCCIIion 
Union Station .~ 
Fitness Depot UDIoa...... ........ 
879 ... 9 14 
LONDON 
from 
• Round trip from Boston 
• 6 nights Hotel & Hotel taxes 
• COritinental breakfast dai~ 
• Round trip and airport transfers 
148 High St., Portland, ME • 774-8294 
• Per person/double occupany • Travel good until March 3'. '994 
( .., 
22 Casco Bay Weekly 
Estate 
Je-w-eiry 
Unique Jewelry at substantial savings 
SPRINGER'S 
Trusted Jewelers Since 1870 
Portland, 580 Congress St. 772-5404 




Tuesday, Wednesdav & Thursday I lam to 9pm 
Still cookin' fancv Friday & Saturdav nights 
Don't forget our tastv Sunday Brunch 
• The Good Table Restaurant I 
• HOURS: Tl'ES·FRIII.9, SAT s.", SU:-'; S-l : 
• Rr. 77 • Cap,· Elo:a~"rh • 7YY-(;()()() I 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hebron Academy 
A coeducational independent 
school founded in 1804. 
Upper School 
College preparatcxy curriculum fur 
Ninth Grade to Postgraduate 
Day Program 
7-Day and 5-Day Boarding Programs 
8:1 student/facully ratio 
Advanced Placement and Honors Courses 
Full athletic fucilities including indocx pool, 
extensive playing fields, cross-country trails 
and Robinson Arena 
Middle School 
Day Program fex Sixth, 
Seventh and Eighth Grades 
5:1 student/facully ratio 
T raiitional academics enriched by 
music, art and computer classes 
Outdoor Skills Progrnm 
Physical education and 
interscholastic spotts 
Lower School 
Holbrook Road, Auburn , 
Day Program for Kindergarten to Fifth Grade 
A warm, supportive environment in 
which each child can feel secure, 
become independent and achieve success 
For more infonnation, 
please write or call: 
Admissions Office 
Hebron Academy 
Hebron ME 04238 
207-96(j..2Ioo 
207 -96(j.. 1 IJJ FAX 
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art 
Maelc Mumn R .. taurant Comer of Oak and Con-
gress streets, Portland. "Selected Collages 1992-
1993" by William Longacre. Shows through mid-
February. Hours: Mon-Sat 6-3; Sun 7·3. 773-6957. 
Maine History Gallery 489 Congress St, Portland. 
·Urban Evolution: Maine's Downtowns in Transition'" 
and "Aora, Fauna and Stuffed Birds: A Look Back at 
at the Portland Society of Natural History" show 
through March 5. Hours: Wed-Sat 12-4. 879-0427. 
Nancy MargoUs Gallery 367 Fore St, Portland. "Crafts 
from Abroad" shows through Jan 31 Including color-
ful jewelry by Kim Ellwood, Mike Abbott and Anne 
Finlay; fabric works byHarrietWaliace, Emma Sewell , 
Victoria Richards and SUSie Freeman; and recycled 
aluminum sculpture by Lucy Casson. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 11-6. 775-3822. 
Meander GaUery 40 Pleasant St, Portland. "The 
Spirited Earth: Aboriginal paintings from Australia " 
shows through March 31. Galleryhours: Tues-Sat12-
6, or by appointment. 871-1078. 
Tho •• Moser Cabinetmakers 415 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland. Exhibit of angel imagery including photogra-
phy, wax resist paintings, stained glass and carv-
ings , shows through Jan 15. Hours: Mon-Sat 9-5. 
774-3791. 
Nat .. aUy Maine 51/2 Moulton St, Portland. Water-
colors by William Denicco, earth visions by Andrew 
Ruel, photos by Christine Gallant and watercolor 
prints by John Dimillo. Hours: Sun-Thurs 10-6. Fri-Sat 
10-9. 774-0808. 
The New Art Gallery 121 CenterSt, Portland. ' Casco 
Bay Revisited. " paintings by Gomez Ricker. Ongoing. 
Hours: 11-10 daily. 874-2844. 
Photography CIHlp 547 -A Congress St, Portland. 
"Familiar Photos," new work by Jay York currently 
show. Hours: Tues & Thurs 12-7, Sat 12-5, or by 
appointment. 761·2113 or 773-6830 . 
The Photo Gallery Maine College of Art, 619 Con-
gress St, Portland. " Manatees and Swimmers," 
works by photographer Karen Glazer, shows Jan 18-
Feb 18. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 9-5. Closed through 
Jan 16. 775-5154. 
Plnetree Shop and Bayview Gallery 75 Market St, 
Portland. "Best in Print. " a collection of our most 
popular prints of 1993 through January. Gall ery 
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 :30-5:30. 773-3007 . 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours: Wed·Frl 10-4, Sat 10-5, Sun 12-5. 
Closed Jan 1-9. Admission: adults $4. senior citizens 
and students with ID $3, youth 6-18 $1. children 6 
and under are free. Museum admission Is free 10-
noon the first Saturday of the month and 4-8 on the 
first Thursday of the month. Because the museum is 
closed during the first week of January, the free days 
will be Thurs Jan 13 and Sat Jan 15. 773-2787. 
'The Scott M. Black ColJectJon A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 20th-<:entury paint ings and 
sculptures. including works by Chagall and Toulouse-
Lautrec. Ongoing. 
'From Courbet to MotheMelI: 19t1Hnd 2otlH:en-
tury European and Amerlnn Art Paintings, sculp-
tures and works on paper by Monet. Renoir, Picasso. 
Matisse and other masters of the past two centuries. 
Ongoing. 
'Mak.rs '93: A Biennial Exhibition of MaIn. Cr_ 
A juried exhibition of metalwork, ceramics, wood-
working. qums and woven objects by members of the 
Maine Crafts Association. Shows through Jan 30. 
"Meet the Makers" Jan 14 at 12:30 pm and Jan 15 
at 2 pm in the museum board room for Informal 
discussions about craft. Paid museum admission 
required for Jan 14 session. 
'Perspectives: Brett Bl&bee: Paintings and Draw-
Ingo 1989-1993 Paintings and drawings by Portland 
resident Brett Bigbee show through Feb 13. 
'Paul Strand: Selected Photopaphs Twenty photo-
graphs created by renowned American photographer 
Paul Strand from 1916-1963 recording his travels in 
Europe, Africa and the Near East, as well as land-
scape Images from Maine and upstate New York. 
Shows Jan 12-March 13. GalleryTalksJan 13 at 5:30 
pm and Jan 15 at 11 am by PMA docent and 
photographer Marta Morse. Both talks are free, as 
these are PMA's free days for January. 
'VIncent'. Journ.y A porcelain life mask sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people IMng with AIDS. Ongoing. 
'WIth PlerclnC Eye: 1M Wotk of Willdo Pelrc. 011 
paintings and watercolors illustrating Pelrce's great 
love of family and the state of Maine. Col/ection 
Includes envelopes personalized with outlandish 
caricatures and whimsically Illustrated children's 
books. Shows through Jan 21. 
_nd Performlnc Arb C.nter 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. Oil paintings by Janet Conlon Manyan show 
In the theater's second-floor lobby on view to the 
public following the stage company's Sunday mati-
nee performances of "Three Postcards" Jan 16 & 23. 
Admission to the gallery Is free. 774-1043. 
Raflles Cafe B_tore 355 Congress St, Portland. 
-Folk Art Images," painted fumlture by Three Fish 
Guild. shows through Jan 9 . Hours: Sun 12-5. Mon-
Tues & Fri 9:15-5:30, Wed-Thurs 9 :15-8. 761-3930. 
R .... I ... nc. Antlq .... and Ana Art 37 Wharf St, 
Portland. NineteentiH:entury paintings, marine an-
tiques, 18th- and 19t1H:entury Oriental fumlshings , 
sterilng silver and paintings by Terry Wolf and John 
Dehllnger. 879-0789. 
Th. Stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland. Works by 65 
nationally recognized and emerging contemporary 
American studio glass artists Including Peter Andres, 
Rick Eckerd, Melanie Guernsey, Robert Mickelsen, 
Thomas Scoon, Robert Willson and Leah Wingfield. 
Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11-6, Sun 11-5. 772-9072. 
Stlilwood Books 19 Pleasant St, Portland. Polaroid 
photographs by Tom Marino currently show. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10-6. 871-0480. 
Thom .. M.morlal Ubrery 6 Scott Dyer Rd, Cape 
Elizabeth . Paintings and pastels by Samrith Chap 
through Jan 22. Hours : Mon. Wed. Fri & Sat 9-5 ; Tues 
& Thurs 9-9. 799-1720. 
out of town 
Boweloln Colleee Mu .. um of ArtWalker Art Building. 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. "At Home: Insights," 
an exhibition of photographs from the museum's 
permanent collection shows through Feb 13 in the 
John H. and Helen P. Becker Gallery. This show 
features works by Berenice Abbott, Manuel Alvarez 
Bravo, Harry Callahan , Walker Evans, Emmet Gowan 
and Abelardo Morell. The museum is open to the 
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5. 
725-3275. 
'The leeacy of James Bowdoin III An exhibit of 
James Bowdoin's 1811 bequest of paintings, draw-
ings, books and mineralogical specimens show 
through June 26. 
·Crosscurr.nta Works originating from Africa, ASia, 
the ancient Greek world and the Americas that 
represent the cultural diversity of the museum 's 
collection show through June 26. 
Icon Contemporary Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. 
Paintings and drawings by Seaver Leslie through Jan 
7. Hours: Mon-Fri 1-6, weekends by appointment. 
725-8157 or 882·5037. 
Maine Maritime Museum Maritime History Bldg, 
243 Washington St. Bath. Gallery hours: dally 9:30-
5. Admission: $6. 443-1316. 
"Shlpwreckl Oil and watercolor paintings and photo-
graphs review the perils of the sea In the days before 
modem radio communication. On view through Janu-
ary 1994. 
Olin Arts Center Museum of Art, Bates College. 
Lewiston. "Black Dolls, Memorabilia and Children's 
literature," an exhibition focusing on the Image of 
the black child as portrayed in 19th-and 2Dth-century 
books and artifacts, including hand-craftedfolkdolls. 
and porcelain likenesses of famous African Ameri-
cans. Shows Jan 14-March 25. Museum Hours: 10-
5 Tues-Sat, 1-5 Sun. Free admission. 786-6158 
One Earth Imports 140 Main 51. Freeport. "Born of 
Dreams and Whimsy, " works by the master carvers 
of the Oaxaca Valley. Shows unti l further not ice . 
Hours: Mon·Thurs 9:30-6, Fri-Sat 9 :30-6, Sun 11-6. 
865·3255. 
PeJepscotMuseum 159 Park Row. Brunswick. "Worth 
a Thousand Words : Contemporary Images of Joshua 
L. Chambe~al n ," shows through 1994. lithographs. 
oil paintings and sculpture produced since 1982 
portray the Civil War veteran and former president of 
Bowdoin College. Hours: Mon-Fri 9-4:30, the first Sat 
of each month 1-4. Admission is free. 729-6606. 
Praxis 184 Lower Main St, Freeport. Handwoven 
wool works in muted to vibrant colors by Susan 
Blaisdell show through January. Hours: Mon-Sun 10-
6. 865-6201. 
Sabbathday leke Shaker Mu .. um Route 26, New 
Gloucester. An exhibit of Shakerfumiture Is currently 
featured. Hours: Mon-Sat 10-4:30. 926-4597. 
University of South.m Maine Art Gallery USM/ 
Gorham. Closed for semester break through Jan 22 . 
Reopens Jan 23 with new exhibits. Gallery Hours: 
Sur>-Thurs 12-4. 780-5409. 
other 
Art In the Afternoon Those age 55 and over are 
invited to work with artist Marguerite Lawler in the 
Portland Museum of Art galleries and classroom 
studio to learn the basics of drawing In this three-part 
workshop which concludes with an exhibition of 
student work. Spaces fill quickly. so register early. 
Cost $30 for museum members, $36 for nonmem-
bers. Seven Congress Square, Portland. 775-6148 
Baneflt PrInt Sal. The Maine Children 's Cancer 
Program Is seiling limited edition prints of "Reflec-
tions, Portland, Maine" by local watercolorist David 
W. Clough. Proceeds from the sale of the first 300 
prints (in a 5OQ-piece run) will be donated to the 
program . Prints are available at the program offices 
in Shop 'nSave Plaza. 295 ForestAve, Portland. 775-
5481. 
Bookbinding Susan Holland offers weekend wOrk-
shops and Individual instruction in the craft of book-
binding and box making at the Holland Bindery, 20 
Danforth St, Studio #201, Portland. Cost: $50. 874-
0909. 
Cr.atlv. Arts Propam Portland Recreation offers 
classes in drawing and painting for senior adults 
Tues and Fri from 9:30 arn-12:30 pm at Northfield 
Green Community Room. 147 Allen Ave, Portland. 
874-8793. 
Donatl_ Requested Greater Portland Landmarks 
needs you to clean out your attics and basements 
and give them a calli They're collecting architectural 
bits and pieces for a fundralser auction and garage 
sale April 29 & 30. Requested Items Include knobs, 
latches, door knockers, sinks, tubs, toilets. faucets, 
woodwork, stoves, ceramic tiles, furniture, windows, 
doors, arbors, slate shingles, books, tools and any 
other items that may be of value to someone working 
with an older home. 774-8680. 
leam to Un Your Camera L Murray Jamison offers 
baSic technical and aesthetic instruction to Improve 
your skill as a photographer. Small classes and 
weekend workshops. Individually tailored. 871-8244. 
Open Slide NICht The Union of Maine Visual Artists 
(UMVA) Invnes artists, craftspeople and anyone in-
terested In the UMVA to attend an open slide night 
the second Friday of each month at 7:30 pm at Jay 
York Affordable Photo, 58 Wilmot St, Portland. Art-
Ists are encouraged to bring slides for discussion/ 
feedback. 773-3434. 
Outdoor Palntlne C .... Freeport Art Club's resident 
artist Eric Glass offers outdoor painting classes for 
beginners using any medium. Cost: $30, $25 mem-
bers. 865-3024. 
Portland Camera Club meets Mon at 7:30 pm at the 
American Legion Hall, 413 Broadway, S. Portland. 
Monthly events Include B&W, color print and color 
slide competition. 
Portland ChamberofComm.rc. is looking for Maine 
artists to share their work. 772-2811, ext. 223. 
sense 
FIction Workshop Kristina Nelhouse offers an ongo-
ing weekly writing workshop concerning anything 
from sudden to short fiction, starting out or works in 
progress. Cost: $10 per session. 874-2949. 
FInd Your Volc. Singer·songwriting group now form-
ing. Holistic approach to expressing oneself through 
original songs performed solo acoustic, solo electric. 
with keyboard or a cappella. Will Incorporate perfor-
mances at open mike nights or song swaps. Meets 
Mondays from 7·9 pm. Cost: $20 for tw<Hlour ses· 
sion. 774-8666. 
freeing the Astrologer Within A slx-week course to 
teach you the principles of astrological interpreta-
tion , focusing on identifying deep patterns of fear, 
delusions and emotional wounds, as well as Identi-
fying genius and creativity. Next classes start Jan 9 
and Jan 15. Cost: $50. 772-6351. 
Freeing the W~ter Within An eight week course 
designed with the spirit of Natalie Goldberg's book 
"Writing Down the Bones. " Develop the capacity to 
write deeply and powerfully. Next classes start Jan 9 
and Jan 15 . Cost: $50. 772-6351 . 
Lendlne Ubrary USM's Portland Women's Center 
seeks donations of women's literature, both fi ction 
and nonfiction , to stock their lending library. Dona-
tions may be made Mon·Frl from 8 am-2 pm at the 
center in Room 40. Payson Smith. Falmouth Street. 
780-4996. 
"Let Me Tell You About My Family· A Panel Discus-
sion with lesbian, gay and bisexual parents is spon-
sored by the Matlovich Society Jan 13 at 7 :30 pm at 
the Holiday Inn By the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland . 
Free hotel park ing. 773-1209. 
Lotus/ IBM Leamlng Centers The Small Business 
Development Center at the University of Southern 
Maine has two Lotus/IBM Learning Centers avail-
able to help people In business learn how to use 
Lotus 123. One-Write Plus , Lotus Works and 
WordPerfect 5 .1 software. Learning centers are avail-
able Mon·Frl. Free. 780-4420. 
The Many Colors oftha Human Voice is a six-week 
course devoted to exploring one's relationship ta the 
voice. The program begins Jan 10, takes place 
Monday evenings from 7:30-9:30 pm at the Expres-
sive Therapy Center, 150 St. John St, Portland, and 
Is led by Patricia Doane. M.A., local actress and 
founder of Programs In Expressive Learning. 967-
0497. 
P.rceptlons of the North The Peary-MacMillan Arctic 
Museum and Arctic Studies Center in Hubbard Hall. 
Bowdoin College. Brunswick, has opened an exhibit 
examining major themes in Arctic exploration from 
1880-1910. Museum hours : Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 
Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3416. 
Portland Poetry Slam Calling all extroverted, thick-
skinned poets to the second-annual benefit for -The 
Cafe Review," Jan 16 at 7:35 pm at Granny Klllam's, 
55 Market St, Portland. Last year's slam drew an 
"audience " of about 60 to hear and judge the work 
of 12 brave bards. Admission: $3. Those interested 
in Judging poetry should come half an hour early and 
look metaphorical. 282-4979. 
The Theater ProJect seeks new, unproduced plays 
(one-acts with small casts, minimal sets, props, 
costumes) and individual performance projects. Win-
ners will be produced as part as their 1994 season. 
Please send entries to New Works, The Theater 
Project, 14 School St, Brunswick, ME 04011. Include 
SASE for script return and results. Winners notified 
March 1, 1994. 729-8584. 
wellness 
Adult SCr .... lne Clinic on the last Wed of every 
month for blood pressure and testing for sugar, 
anemia and cholesterol, from 11:30 am-l pm at the 
Peoples Un~ed Methodist Church, 310 Broadway, S. 
Portland. Fee for services. 767·3326. 
Aikido Is a martial art used to Increase flexibility, 
stamina and promote a sense of well-being. Adult 
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm and 6:30-7:30 
pm; Fri , 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat, 2:30-3:30 pm and 3:45-
4:45 pm. Children 's classes: Sat, 1:15-2:15 pm. 
Classes held at Portland Aikido, 25A Forest Ave. 
Portland. 772-1524. 
Alexander Technlqu. A unique means of addressing 
problems of heath, posture and performance . Friday 
classes with certified teacher Maria Jackson Parker 
at On Balance, 4 Milk St, Portland. 729-0839. 
BasIc Rueller CPR USM lifeline is offering the five-
hour American Heart Association's "CPR - Adult 
and Pediatric Heart Saver Course" which includes 
rescuer CPR, child and infant CPR, and obstructed 
airway management. Classes meetJan 18 & 25 from 
6-9 pm at USM's Sullivan Gym, Falmouth St, Port-
land. Registration deadline Jan 10. 780-4170. 
Buddhlst.ortented Meditation Group meets every 
Sun from 10-11 am at 1040 Broadway. S. Portland. 
Small donation. 839-4897. 
Ch.mlcal Depend.ncy Propam The Department of 
Veterans Affairs offers outpatient substance abuse 
treatment for veterans. They will provide community 
outreach, Individual care. education. evaluation , re-
ferral and support. 780-3577 or 780-3578. 
Child H.alth Clinic The Visiting Nurse Association 
and Hospice of S. Portland offer a well child clinic for 
kids age two months to two years the first Friday of 
every month from 8:30 arn-noon at First Congrega-
tional Church, Cottage Road, So. Portland. Services 
Include Immunizations, lead tests and physicals. 
Medicaid accepted. By appOintment only. 767-3326. 
The VNS will also offer a well-chlld clinic Jan 10 from 
9-noon for York County children at their offices at 15 
Industrial Park Road, Saco. Appolntments requested. 
but walk~ns welcome. Medicaid eligible, fee scale 
available. 284-4566 or 1-800-660-4VNS. 
Chlropracttc Discussion. Or. Roger Nadeau pre-
sents chiropractic health care discussions Tues from 
1-1:30 pm and Thurs from 7:30-8 pm at Saco Island, 
Suite 1214. Saco. Free. 284-7760. 
Cholest.rol and Blood Pr .... ur. Scr .. nlng offered 
by the USM Lifeline Center for Fitness, Recreation 
and Rehabilitation Jan 12 from 8 am-l pm and from 
4-7 pm at the USM Gym on Falmouth St, Portland. 
Screenings done on a walk-in, first come, first served 
basis with results and Information provided immedi-
ately. Cost: $10. 780-4170. 
Cholesterol Scr .. nlne and H .. alth Clinic The Visiting 
Nurse Service of Southern Maine Inc. will provide 
adult health clinics Jan 7 from 9:30-11 am at their 
offices at 15 Industrial Park Road. Saco; Jan 12 from 
9-10 am atthe Lord Pepperell Apartments, 22 Water 
St. Saco: and Jan 14 from 9:30-11 am at the 
Salvation Army, ChUrch Street, Old Orchard Beach. 
Services open to those 18 and older. Appointments 
requested but walk~ns welcome. 1-800-660-4VNS. 
Concerned About Leed?To learn about lead and the 
risk it poses to your family. request a lead fact sheet 
prepared by the U Maine Cooperative Extension 
Services. 1-800-287·1471 or 780-4205. For Infor-
mation about childhood risk and screening, call 287-
3259. 
Cosmic Cycl .. of TIme Vedic astrology is the authen-
tic science of prediction. Learn the influence of these 
cycles of time on your life and the practical benefits 
of knowing them In advance at a free introductory 
lecture at the Maharishi School of Vedic Science, 
575 Forest Ave, Portland. 774-1108. 
Dlabet .. SUpport Group sponsored by the Saco 
visiting Nurse Service meets monthly to provide 
support and education for diabetics and other inter-
ested persons. Sessions take place at the VNS 
offICes at 15 Industrial Park Road, Saco, are coordi-
nated by a registered nurse and feature guest speak-
ers. Free. 284-4566. 
Environmental Health C .. nt .. r is assisting people 
with chemical, food and inhalant sensitivities; prov;d-
jng nutrition counseling, immunotherapy, saunather· 
mal therapy; and helping those with Chronic Fatigue 
Syrdrome, asthma, PMS, skin and digestive prob-
lems, muscle and joint pain, poor memory and 
depression. 934-2216. 
Equilibrium/Somatic Int.eratlon A different kind of 
exercise class for achieving natural and easy posture 
and undoing pattems of movement which cause pain 
and discomfort. Free class Jan 6 from 5:30-6:45 pm 
at On Balance. 4 Milk St. Portland. Call 799-5749 for 
winter schedule. 
FIrst Aid .,d CPR The Portland Chapter of the 
American Red Cross offers several programs In first 
aid and adu~, child and Infant CPR. as well as an 
emergency response course during the month of 
January. Fees and times available by calling 874-
1192 on Wednesdays . 
flocking Expressive therapist Diana Sorus leads a 
playful creative movement group enhancing empa-
thy, relationships and nonverbal communication the 
first and third Thurs of each month from 6:30-8 pm 
at the United Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, So. 
Portland. Sliding scale. 828-3908. 
Fr •• Meditations every Sunday at 7 pm at The Yoga 
Center, 137 Preble St, Portland. 7994449. 
Frl.nds of the W .. tern Buddhl.t Order invite all 
Interested individuals to a period of meditation and 
study of Buddhist concepts and practice. Meetings 
are on Mon eves. from 7:15-9:15 pm. 642-2128. 
HearUln. Cardiac R.habilitation USM lifeline offers 
an exercise program for people who have had a heart 
attack, angina, bypass surgery or angioplasty or are 
at risk for heart disease. Classes are ongoing Mon-
days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7:30 am and 6 pm 
at ortland Campus Gym. Falmouth St. Portland. 
780-4849. 
Hom.opathlc Study Group Leam about an anema-
tlve medicine that works! Study group meets one 
Sunday afternoon each month from 2-4:30 pm. 
Small donation welcome. Call 865-9220 or 725-
0408 for info. 
Mutery, Th. Path 01 the Heart Learn varied tech-
niques to assist you in the mastery of transforming 
patterns In your life which are not serving your 
highest good, while keeping your center and awaken-
Ing your multi-dimenslonal expansiveness . Series 
meets Jan 11. 18. 25 and Feb 1 from 6 :30·9 pm at 
415 Congress St. Portland . 247-6112 . 
Men's Therapy Group "Deepening Our Feelings and 
Spirit " now forming In Portland for men who want to 
move through painful feellngs,lmprove relationships, 
connect to higher self and spirit and share deeply 
with other men. For more Information call 78()'1679. 
Movlne Toward Wholeness Yoga program offered 
Tuesdays from 5 :15-6:45 pm beginning Jan 11 atthe 
Center for Contemplative Spirituality, 153 State 51. 
Portland . 773-7851. 
My Cholc. Pregnancy Resource Cent.r offers coun-
seling, referrals and housing for women and t eens 
experiencing an untimely pregnancy. Counseling fo-
cuses on the options of parenting or adoption . A birth 
mother support group Is offered to any woman who 
surrendered a child for adoption or Is considering 
doing so. 772-7555. 
Nat .. al Foods Solutions Leam all about the pur-
chase and preparation of whole foods vegetarian 
meals in your home. Classes , presentations and 
consultations are also available. 774-8889. 
NlnJutsu Learn realistic self defense, physical fit-
ness and body and mind awareness . Beginning 
classes starting soon. Call 767-5077 or stop by 10 
Exchange St, Suite 202, Portland. Sundays at 2:30 
or 4:30. 
Noonday Sun Center for Radiant W.lIn ... offers 
several ongoing classes. Polarity Yoga/ Energy Exer-
cise (breathing t echniques. warm-ups, visualization, 
balance and more); The Art of Healing Touch (mas-
sage and polarity therapy); Support Groupfor Polarity 
Therapists (share. swap,leam, uplift and more). 510 
Main St, Gorham. 839-lIFE. 
Planned Parenthood has a new hea~h center at 970 
Forest Ave, Portland . HIV testing is now available for 
women and men In addition to annual exams, preg-
nancy testing, birth control Information and supplies 
(free condoms), testing and treatment for STDs and 
Infections, menopause services and more. Handl· 
capped accessible, confidential and affordable. 
Medicaid Is welcomed. 874-1095. 
Pulmonary R.habilitation USM Ufellne offers apr<>· 
gram designed for Individuals with various lung dis· 
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15 am-noon at the 
USM Portland Campus Gym. Falmouth St. 780-
4170. 
Relkl Workshop Learn to use Relki, a gentle. hands-
on healing technique that helps restore vital energy, 
maintain good health and prevent illness. Colleen 
Jones-Turner offers first and second degree classes 
In Portland. 773-1644. 
SBnlor W .. Un .... Portland Recreation offers "Fun-
Food-Fitness" each Wed from 10:30 am-l pm. Cost: 
$2. "Waterworks" everyThurs from 8-9 am. Cost $1. 
Call for program locations and details. 874-8870 or 
874-8793. 
Sitting Meditations In the Tibetan Tredltlon Medita-
tion practitioners are Invited to join In regular sitting 
sessions Sunday momlngs from 9 am-noon In the 
Shrine Room of the Dharma Study Group, 98 Maine 
St, Brunswick. Open to the public. Meditation Instruc-
tion available. Free. 871-0586. 
SplrltuaUty Awareness Become one with the cre-
ator, "You. " Come join the gathering with spiritualist 
Magda Adrien. 774-9036 . 
StretChing 1M Splrlt Ongoing open class of basic 
hatha yoga Including breathing and deep relaxation 
Tues from 6-7 pm atthe Swedenborglan Church, 302 
Stevens Ave, Portland. Wear loose clothing and bring 
a mat or blanket. Cost: $3 donation . 772-8277. 
SUII Meditation Join the Portland Sufi Order for 
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat 
Inayat Khan and Pir Vllayat Inayat Khan. Experienced 
teachers offer sessions working wnh creative visual· 
Izatlon, breath, sound, light and divine qualities. 
Sessions ongoing and open to all ; no experience 
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench If 
desired. No fee, but donations accepted. Sessions 
at Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St. John St, 
Portland. 774-1203. 
Tal Chi Ch'uan Is an ancient Chinese martial art 
based on mental and physical balance. Excellent for 
spiritual growth. radiant physical health and reducing 
the effect of stress and tension. Beginners through 
advanced classes ongoing. 772-9039. 
The Te.n/youne Adult Clinic Is a place to go If you 
have a health concem or medical problem, need a 
sports/ school physical done, or have birth control 
issues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, every 
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22 
Bramhall St, Portland. Walk';ns seen if they arrive by 
7 pm. 871·2763. 
Transcendental Meditation Procram Develop full 
mental potential, consciousness and perfect health 
as taught by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi at an Introduc-
tory lecture every Wed at 7 pm at 575 ForestAvenue, 
Portland. Free. 774-1108. 
VIsion USA The Maine Project provides free eye 
examinations to low-income, uninsured Mainers and 
their families. Eligibility requirements. Contact the 
Maine Optometric Association for Info. 268-2031. 
Women'. Meditation Wotkshop Learn to listen to 
your Inner voice. 767·1315. 
Women Over 50 A support group facilitated byLoulse 
Bennett will explore this vital time of life and those 
that follow. 772-1910. 
Yo," Free class at the Portland Yoga Studio Jan 6 
from 5:30-7 pm at 616 Congress St, Portland. 
Additional classes will be offered at the regular price 
beginning Jan 10 at the same time and place. Back 
Care Yoga series Tuesdays Jan 11-March 29 from 
7:15-8:45 pm. Cost: $120 for 12 classes. $13 for 
drop-ins, space permitting. Hatha Yoga for People 
with AIDS every Wed from 12:50-2 pm at 22 Monu-
ment Square, Portland. Cost: $1, for those who can 
afford ~. Call to register for classes 797-5684. 
family 
Aerobics lor Kids Children ages 7·11 can learn funky 
new steps and get great exercise each Wed from 
5 :15-6 pm at the Reiche Community Center. 166 
Brackett St, Portland. Cost: $12 first month . $10 
each month thereafter. 874-8873. 
Ble B,oth.r/BIC Sls .. r-To-Ba Class.s Children ages 
3-10 years prepare for the arrival of a new baby sister 
or brother in this lwo-hour activity session which 
includes movies, stories, coloring and more . Partid· 
pants are asked to bring a newborn-sized t-shirt so 
they can create a gift. Next class IsJan 9 from 3-5 pm 
In the first-floor conference room at Brighton Medical 
Center, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. Cost: $10 per 
child. Pre-register by call ing 879-8458. 
BuzzIng Bees Program Maine Audubon Society's 
Gilsland Farm offers Wednesday programs for pre-
school aged children. Stories and activities from 10-
11:30 am atthe Gllsland Farm Sanctuary,118 Route 
lin Falmouth . Light snack provided, bring a cup for 
your child. Cost: $4 members, $5 nonmembers for 
the first child , $1 members, $2 nonmembers for 
each additional child. Reservations required. 781-
2330. 
Children'. Mus.um 01 Maine The museum offers 
exhibits and activities for children of all ages. Hours: 
Mon. Wed, Thurs, Sat 10 am-5 pm: Tues & Sun 12-
5 pm; Fri 10 am-8 pm. 142 Free Street, Portland. 
Admission $3.75, free to the pubilc Fridays from 5-
• 8 pm. Pre-reglstration and additional fees required 
for some activities. 828-1234. Upcoming activities 
include: 
'Cartoonlng Club starts Jan 8 , meets every other 
Sat from 10-11:30 am. Cost: $10 members. $15 
nonmembers. 
'ComputerWorkshops for school-age and preschool 
kids meet at various times. Cost: $1 with paid 
admission. 
"Dinosaurs continues through January. Learn about 
our prehistoric predecessors through fun activities 
for all ages. Free with admission. 
'Rgures of Speech puppet exhlbn through Jan 30. 
Puppeteer John Farrell will build puppets and answer 
questions in his on-site studio. -What's so Special 
About Puppets" will be performed every Wed-Sun at 
various times. Free with admission . 
"Jucg)lne and Magic Club starts Jan 10. meets 
every other Mon 3:30-4:30 pm. Cost: $10 members, 
$15 nonmembers. 
·P .. W .. Scl .. nce for kids ages 3-6 meets every 
Thurs at 10 am & 1 pm (ages 3-6). free with 
admission. 
'Star Selenc. Club offered every Sat at 11 am (ages 
five to six), 1:30-3 pm (ages seven to nine), and 
11:30 am-l pm (ages 10-12). Cost: $2 members. $3 
nonmembers, per class. 
Counsellnc North Creek Ministries offers counseling 
to individuals, couples or families based on a sliding 
fee scale. Located at 137 Park St. Portland. 780-
0204. 
Creative Resourc. Center offers free fun activities 
for kids. 1103 Forest Ave. Portland. 797-9543. 
Dlscov.ry Room at Maine Audubon 's Gilsland Farm 
offers exploratory activities and Interactive displays 
focusing on the natural hlstoryofthe farm. Open year-
round Sat from 10 am-4 pm and Sun from 1-4 pm. 
118 U.S. Route One. Falmouth. Cost: $1, $.50 kids. 
781-2330. 
Family Counsellnc A Center for the Awareness of 
Pattern offers counselingto people and their families 
on a sliding fee scale. Call 865-3396 or write P.O. 
Box 407, Freeport, ME 04032. 
Family NICht The Greater Portland YMCA hosts 
Friday Night Family Night every FrI from 6:30-9 pm at 
70 Forest Ave, Portland. Enjoy swimming, open gym, 
game room, weight room andwalleyball. Cost: $5 per 
family. free for YMCA members. 874-1111. 
Fu~lIed Fridays The Greater Portland YMCA offers 
free child care the last Frl of each month from 6 :30-
8:30 pm for kids ages three to five. Registration 
required. 874-1111. 
Friday NIChtSpeclal Portland Recreation offers orga-
nized gym programs for middle school children at 
Riverton Community Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 
Gorham PTA holds open business meetings the third 
Thurs of each month at 7 pm at Shaw Jr. High School 
library, 75 South St, Gorham. Hear committee re-
ports, discuss goals and share Information. The PTA 
also sponsors Bingo every Wed at 6:30 pm at the 
Bingo Hall off Exit 8. Volunteers needed. 839-4299. 
Gym" Swtm Portland YMCA offers gym & swim for 
preschoolers to develop beginner dance, gymnastiC 
and swimming skills through guided discovery and 
play. The YMCA Is located at 70 Forest Ave, Portland. 
874-1111. 
Main. Narrow Gauge Rallroed Co. " Museum Vid-
eos and memorabilia provide an educational look at 
the history of Maine's unique two-footers (miniature 
trains, not large hot dogs). Volunteers welcome. 58 
Fore St, Portland. Open dally 10 am-4 pm. 828-0814. 
Music lor KId. Starbird Music Shoppe offers pro-
grams for kids in keyboard, expressive singing, note 
and rhythm reading and movement and dancing. 
Available for preschoolers and three year olds. 775-
2733 or 1-8CJO.322 SONG. 
Parenting CI ..... Portland YMCA presents a series 
of parenting classes on the last Friday of the month 
from 6:30-7:30 pm at 70 Forest Ave. Portland . Free 
for YMCA members; $2 per family for nonmembers. 
874-1111. 
Portland Public Ubrary Invites children to enjoy its 
upcoming programs: Tales for Twos Jan 7 & 14 at 
10:30 am; Preschool Story Time Jan 10 at 10:30 am: 
Finger Fun for Babies Jan 12 at 9:30 am; Family Story 
Time Jan 15 at 10:30 am. 5 Monument Square, 
Portland. 871-1700. 
Riverton Ubrary Invites children to enjoy Its upcom-
Ing programs: Toddler TIme (kids ages one and two), 
Including games, stories and songs, Wed at 10:30 
am & Fri at 9:30 am; Creation Art with Phyllis (kids 
ages six to 12) Wed at 1 pm; Preschool Story TIme 
(kids ages three to five) Fri at 10:30 am. The library's 
located at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland . 797-2915. 
Story Hour Munjoy Branch Library invites children 
age 3-5 to its story hour each Tues at 10:30 am. The 
library's located at 44 Moody St, Portland. 772· 
4581. 
Teen Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball , 
floor hockey and more at Portland gyms and commu-
nity centers. King Gym: Tues 6-6 pm (middle school 
age), Thurs 6-8 pm (high school age). Jack Gym: Tues 
& Thurs 6:15-6 pm. Peaks Island CotnmunityCenter: 
Tues & Thurs 6-6 pm. Cummings Community Center: 
Mon·Thurs 6-8 pm. Reiche Community Center: Mon 
& Wed 5:15-7 pm. Riverton Community Center: Mon 
. & Wed 6-9 pm, Fri 7:30-9 pm, Frl 6-7:30 pm (for 
grades 6-6). Cost: 504. 874-8873. 
Warren Memorial Ubrary offers story hour activities 
for kids ages 4 and older each Sat from 10:30-11:30 
am. Upcoming themes include: Let it Snow (stories 
and crafts) Jan 8 ; Keep a Poem in Your Pocketl 
(poetry and crafts) Jan 15; Bears, Bears. Bears 
(stories and movies) Jan 22; and I Can Do It (stories 
and crafts) Jan 29. 
Youth Indoor Soccer Procram at Portland YMCA for 
children 6-11 years of age. Registration Is ongoing. 
874-1111. 
YMCA Clubs The Greater Portland YMCA invites kids 
ages eight to 13 to check out its Youth Membership 
Club Mon-Frl from 3-6 pm. Teens ages 13-18 can 
have fun and learn skills and services at the Teen 
Leaders Club. 874-1111. 
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Aerobic. Ongoing classes Tues & Thur.~ from 5:15-
6:15 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett 
St, Portland. $4 drop In. 797-0484. 
Ballroom Danee The Gorham Dance Club invites 
everyone to a ballroom party and social Saturdays 
from 8-11 pm. with free dance lesson at 7:30 pm. at 
the Center of Movement School of Performing Arts, 
19 State St. Gorham. Chem-free. Cost: $5. 839-
DANS. 
Bask.tbaIl lor Adulta Plck-up games every Mon & 
Wed from 7-9 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166 
Brackett St, Portland; every Tues & Thurs from 6-9 
pm at the Riverton Community Center. 1600 Forest 
Ave, Portland; and every Tues from 6:30-6:30 pm at 
the Peaks Island Community Center, Island Ave, 
Peaks Island. Cost: $2 for Portland residents, $3-for 
nonresidents. 874-8793. 
Basketball Part 11 The YMCA offers membership 
basketball at Its gymnasium at 70 Forest Ave, Port-
land Mon-Frl from 6-6 am; Mon, Wed & Fri from 12-
1:30 pm; and Tues & Thurs from 4:30-5:50 pm. 874-
1111. 
Bodyshop Program USM lifeline offers fitness evalu-
ation and personal orientation and training for every-
one from first-time eXercisers to perfonnance ath-
letes. Equipment includes lIfecycles, lIfestep, Con-
cept II and lIferower, treadmills, Nordic Track, Schwinn 
AlrDyre and Universal and free weights. Ongoing 
registration. 780-4170 for info and brochure. 
Boomerane Club meets every Sunday the sun shines 
at 10:30 am at Payson Park, near the basketball 
court. 775-0411. 
Casco Bay Blcycl. Club meets every third Tues at 7 
pm at the Walker library, Maine Street, Westbrook. 
Call 892-8257. 
Contact Improv .... lon and movement jam every 
Wednesday from 6-8 pm at United Methodist Church 
Dance Studio, 166 Elm Street, off Broadway, S. 
Portland. 775-4981. 
Contradane. with Crooked Stovepipe Band every 
third Fri at 8:30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange, 
1844 Forest Ave, Portland (across from Tortilla Rat 
Restaurant). All dances taught. Singles always wel-
come. Cost: $5. 774-3392. 
Contradanc. Again with Ellen & the Sea Slugs the 
first Sat of each month at 7:30 pm at Saco River 
Grange Hall, Salmon Falls Rd, Bar Mills. Cost: $4. $2 
kids, $10 family max. 929-6472. 
Contradanc. Some More with the Shenanigans 
Band every second Satat8:30 pm atthe Sabbathday 
Lake Grange, Route 26, New Gloucester. All dances 
taught, singles always welcome and refreshments 
available. Cost $5. 428-3986/657-5200. 
Dance CI_ in jau, tap, street funk, ballet and 
Dancemagic for adults and children at Casco Bay 
Movers Dance Studio, 151 St. John St, Portland. 
Twelve week session begins Jan 3. 871-1013. 
Dance From the Inside Out Expressive movement for 
dancers and non-dancers to discover your body's 
innate wisdom. Five ongoing classes meet weekly. 
Cost: $7 and $9. 772-7549 or883-1035forlnfo and 
schedule. 
Enerey LacklnC? Try moving with ENERJOY! Commu-
nity classes held In Portland , South Portland, 
Falmouth, Gray and Yarmouth on evenings and week-
ends. Tryyourfirstclass free. Drop In $4. 797-0484. 
Flfty-Flv., AllYe and Wired The Greater Portland 
YMCA offers fitness classes and programs for active 
older adults. Next session starts Jan 15. Tryyourflrst 
week free! Call 874-1111 for more Info. 
Rtness CI ..... Greater Portland YMCA offers a 
variety of fitness classes Including step aerobics, 
body shaping and aerobic fitness. Beglnner,lnterme-
dlate and advanced classes available. Stop by the 
YMCA at 70 Forest Ave, Portland, for details or call 
874-1111. 
Ice SkaUne Private and group lessons offered at the 
Portland Ice Arena. 225 Park Ave, Portland, with open 
skate times MonWed & Fri from 11:30-1 pm and Sun 
from 3-4:30 pm. Cost: $3. 774-8553. 
Indoor Archery leuon. for beginning archers and 
prospective bow hunters. Ninety-mlnute lessons of-
feredJan 11 &25, Feb 8 & 23 and March 9 & 23 from 
7 :30-9 pm at LL ·Bean. Casco Street Conference 
Center. Freeport. Cost: $15, pre-registration required , 
first come, first served. 1-8CJO.341-4341 )(2508. 
Indoor Soccer lor Adults Every Fri from 6-8 pm at the 
Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett St, Port-
land. 874-8793. For women only, Thursdays from 
8:30-10 pm at the Riverton Community Center, 1600 
Forest Ave, Portland. 874-8455. Cost: $2 for Port-
land residents. $3 for nonresidents. 
Indoor Ultlmat. Frlsbee lor Adults Tuesdays from 
8 :30-10 pm at Riverton Community Center, 1600 
Forest Ave, Portland. Cost: $23. 874-8455. 
Introductory lea Flshlne Work ..... p offered by LL 
Bean at an area lake takes place Jan 15 from 8-5. 
PartiCipants must have a fishing license, available 
for purchase by Maine res idents at their local munici-
pal office. and by nonresidents at LL Bean's retail 
store, Casco St, Freeport. Bring appropriate clothing 
and a lunch and Bean's will provide the rest of the 
gear. Cost: $50perperson, pre-reglstration required. 
1-800·341-4341 X2508. 
Kickoff D.,ce sponsored by the United States Ama-
teur Ballroom Dancers Association, Maine Chapter 
#321. Beginners and veterans alike, greet 1994 by 
kicking up your heels Jan 9 from 7·10 pm at the 
Roost, Chicopee Road, Buxton. Soft drinks provided, 
potluck snacks, sandwiches, desserts. Cost: USABDA 
members $3, nonmembers $5. For Information, call 
934-7990 or 247-3896. 
Kids' Rtness Adventur. for children 6-11 uses 
steps, light weights, balls and other props within a 
sate environment to build coordination, confidence 
and fitness conditioning. Tues and Thurs afternoons 
from 3:45-4:30 pm beginning Jan 11. Cost: $60 for 
a 10-week session. 780-4641. 
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Maine Outdoor Adventur. Club offers trips and 
events to people of all skill levels, beginnerto expert. 
Upcoming events: Jan 15 Songfest (772·2311); Jan 
16 cross-country skiing trip to New Hampshire (775-
3875). Weekly walk around Back Cove everyTues & 
Thurs at 6 pm (meet in Payson Park). For updated trip 
Info, call the Outdoor Hotline at 828-{)918. For club 
and membership information call 774-3886. 
Martial Art. for Seniors Master's Self·Defense Cen· 
ter offers a martial arts program designed for those 
over 50 years of age. Program includes fitness. 
weight control. relaxation and self-defense. Union 
Station Plaza, St. John Street, Portland. 761.0114. 
Meren",e Leuons Get ready for that Caribbean 
cruise In four short weeks, beginning Jan 7. Beginner 
and Intermediate levels. Workshops take place Fri· 
days from 8-9 pm. Cost $6 per person per hour at 
Gatta Dance, 657 Congress St, Portland . 773-3558. 
Nordic Skllne Bar,alns The American Lung Associa-
tion of Maine and the Maine Nordic Ski Council are 
collaborating to offer a 1993-1994 -Gold Card" for 
$50which allows the bearer 40 passes to ski any day 
of the week at several Maine ski touring areas. Cards 
are limited. 1-800-458-6472. 
Outdoor Actlvttl .. for people of all abilities offered 
by Back Country Excursions of Maine in Parsonsfield, 
just an hour from the Portland area. Guided group 
events include cross-country skiing, skating, 
snowshoeing, campfires and potluck get·togethers. 
Full moon tours monthly through March. Some rental 
equipment and lodging space available. 625-8189. 
Pool Hour. Riverton Pool. 1600 ForestAve, Portland: 
Every Mon·Fri from 12:15-1:15 pm; every Sat from 
12:30-1:30 pm; every Man, Wed and Frl from 6:15-
7:30 pm. Open swims 7:30-8:45 pm Man & Wed; 
6:15-8 pm Tues; 1:30-3:30 pm Sat. Reiche Pool , 
166 Brackett SI. Portland: Every Tues & Thurs from 
12:15-1:15; every Mon·Wed & Fri from 4:30-8 pm; 
every Thurs from 4:3M:30 pm. Open swims 6 :30-8 
pm Thurs. 874-8793. 
Rowfn, Re,_ on Concept II sponsored by USM 
lifeline Center for Atness, Recreation and Rehabil i· 
tatlon Jan 15 starting at 8 am at the USM Sullivan 
Gym on Falmouth St, Portland. Register by Jan 10. 
Cost: $10. Call 780-4170 or 780-4574. 
Row Row Row Learn how slide seat rowing can keep 
you fit for life. Call Casco Bay Rowing Center at 846-
5139. 
Saturday Dance Dance the night away every Satur· 
day at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614A Congress SI. 
Portland. Dancing for beginners from 8-9 pm; all 
others dance from 9-12 pm. Cost: $5, $3 for begin-
ners dance. 773-0002. 
Scuba Lessons Portland Recreation offers ongoing 
lessons at Riverton Pool, l600 Forest Ave, Portland . 
799·7990. 
Senior fitness for Men lit Women 55+ USM Lifeline 
offers classes Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from 
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland campus gym 
on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive 
exercises. Registration Is ongoing. 780-4170. 
Senior Stretch lit Step S. Portland Parks & Recre-
ation offers stretch & step exercise classes on 
Mondays and Fridays. Call 767·7650 for details. 
So. Me. Sea Kayaklne Network People of all skill 
levels are Invited to join the network for paddling fun. 
Call the news line at 874-2840 for updates and 
membership information. 
Sports of All Sort. The Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater 
Portland offers a variety of activities Including swim-
ming, basketball and volleyball at 277 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. 874-1070. 
Sweat In Your Seat as experience the exploits of 
extreme skier Dan Egan as he narrate his latest film, 
-Return of the Shredi," In person Jan 6 from 7:30·9 
pm at the l.l. Bean Casco St Conference Center on 
Route 1, Freeport, half a mile south of the retail 
store. The film features the gravity defying explo~s of 
the Egan and Deslauriers brothers as theytelemark, 
snowboard, alpine ski and windsurf around the globe. 
Free to the public. 865-4761. 
Trails and T ..... Sugarloaf In Carabassett Yalley 
celebrates the semester break with concerts and 
discount ski/lodging packages for college students. 
Upcoming concerts include Tribe, Jan 6, Tix: $10; 
Cliffs of Doneen , Jan 11, Tix: $7; I·Rations, Jan 12, 
Tix: $7; Belly, Jan 13," Tix: 15.50. All shows start at 
8 :30 pm. For more Information ca ll 237·2000. 
USM Utelln. Fitness Program. Next session of 
fitness classes begins Jan 24, pre-reglstratlon Is 
required by Jan 14. Programs offered include Walk/ 
Jog; I Aeroblcs, Aquat ic Fitness, Aqua Aerobics and 
Step Aerobics Plus. Times, fees and locations vary. 
780-4170. 
Volkssmarch A year.round Volkssmarch, a free and 
noncompetitive walk open to every one, is held every 
day of the year. The walk starts at the Ramada Inn at 
1230 Congress St, Portland and offers a slx-mlle tour 
of Portland. 797-8726. 
Volleyball Plck·up games every Tues & Thurs from 
7:30-9:30 pm and Sats from 3-5 pm at the Reiche 
Community Center, 166 Brackett St; Wed 7·9 pm at 
Peaks Island Community Center, Peaks Island. Cost: 
$2 reSidents, $3 nonresidents. Call 874-8793. 
Wall.yball Casco Bay Bike Club hosts Informal 
walleyball games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the 
Racket and Atness Center, Outer Congress Street, 
Portland. Cost: $5. 772-8465. 
Women'. RUCby The Portland Women's Rugby Club 
welcomes new and old players. Call 865-4419 or 
929-5984 for more Information. 
Youth SkIing Trips Portland Recreation offers two 
skIIng trips on teacher Inservice days (when the kids 
are off from school): Trip for kids grades 2·12 to 
Shawnee Peak in Bridgton, Jan 24 from 7:15 am·5 
pm. Cost: $27. Trip for kids grades 6-12 to Sunday 
River in Bethel, Jan 25 from 7 am·5 pm. Cost: $33. 
Prices Include barbecue lunch. Add~ional fees charged 
for ski eqUipment rental and lessons. Cost may be 
different for those already participating In Portland 
Recreation youth ski programs. Registration dead· 
line Jan 10 for both trips. 874-8791 or 874-8793. 
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An Evenln, at the Pier to benefit the Scarborough 
Public Library, Jan 12 at 7pm at the Scarborough 
Public Library meeting room, 48 Gorham Road, 
Scarborough. Remember when the great swing art· 
Ists of the '30s and ' 40s played at the Old Orchard 
Beach Pier? Well , even ifyeu don 't , come and boogie 
for a good cause. Music provided from the record 
collection of swing aficionado and musician Paul 
Mcintire. Free to the public. 883-4723. 
Bean Supper Jan 8 at 5 pm at St. Mary's Parish, 625 
Main St, Westbrook. Also serving American Chop 
Suey, cole slaw, bread, pie, milk, coffee and tea. $4 
adults, $1.50 children. 
Bean Supper, the Sequel Jan 8, seatings at 5 and 6 
pm at Highland Lake Grange, comer of Route 302 
and Hardy Road, Westbrook. $4 adults, $2 children 
under 12. 
Beef Supper The Scarborough Lions hold their monthly 
roast beef supper Jan 8 from 4:3M:30 pm at the 
Lions ' Den, Route 114, Scarborough. Alf-you-can-€at 
roast beef, gravy, mashed potatoes, veggies, slaw. 
rolls and beverage. Save room for pie! $6 adults $6, 
$3 kids under 12. 
BluegrassandCountry Music presented by Standish 
KiWanis Jan 15 at 7:30 pm at Bonny Eagle High 
School. Follow the signs aftertravellngwestfrom the 
intersection of routes 35 & 22. Performance fe~ 
tures Seth & Candi and the High Lonesome Pickers. 
the Oakhurst Boys, and the Bluegrass Supply Com-
pany. Tix: $8 in advance, $10 at the door. 642·5382. 
Booney Rat Donation. Help benefit Malne's vets 
and the local community by donating your working 
electronics, kitchen ware, furn iture and tools to The 
Booney Rat, 239 Congress St, Portland. Open 10 
am·5 pm daily. 
Breakfast open to the public Jan 8 from 7:30-9:30 
am at the Tuttle Road United Methodist Church , 
Tuttle Roed, Cumberland Center. Alf-you-can-eat eggs , 
sausage and muffins, bottomless j uice and coffee. 
Cost: adults $3.25, kids $1.25. 
Children'. Fun Pass Designed for kids aged 12 and 
under, the pass allows free admission to 80 great , 
family attractions, Including Funtown, Aquaboggan, 
Palace Play/and and more, when accompanied by a 
paying adult. Value up to $800. Cost: $15. All 
proceeds benefit The American Lung Association. 1· 
800-458-6472 or 621-4058. 
Chrl.tmas Tre. Recycling Maine Audubon Society's 
Mast Landing Sanctuary in Freeport will accept clean 
(all ornaments and tinsel removed) Christmas trees 
for recycling Jan 8 from 10-3. The trees will be 
chipped and spread In the forest next spring. Enjoy a 
winter walk, ecology activities and refreshments 
while you ' re at the sanctuary that day. 865-6756. 
Fabulous Fish Chowder Luncheons return to the 
South Freeport Church vestry on South Freeport 
Road, S. Freeport, starting Jan 14 and take place 
every second and fourth Friday of the month from 
11:30 am-l pm. AlI·you-can-eat buffet for $4.50 per 
person Includes fish chowder, slaw, corn bread, 
dessert, and a beverage. Chowder available for take-
out for a mere $3.50 per pint. 865-3659. 
Foster Grandparent Program seeks adults ages 60 
and older for a volunteer training program. Volun-
teers are needed to work one-on-one with kids with 
special needs in child care, Headstart, public school , 
classrooms and at home. 773-0202. 
Goodwill Drop Situ New Goodwill donation boxes 
are located at 353 Cumberland Avenue In Portland 
and Pond Cove Plaza on Ocean House Road In Cape 
Elizabeth. Attended donation centers are located at 
Northgate Shopping Plaza In Portland and behind 
Hansen Chrysler on Waterman Drive In South Port· 
land. Clothing, shoes and hard good Items are 
accepted. Furniture must be donated at the Portiand 
Goodwill Store, 353 Cumberland Avenue, Portland. 
Larger donations may be picked up. 774-8323. 
Mor ..... Cook_ SI. Joseph 's Manor has pub-
lished "More Morsels, " a cookbook containing 374 
recipes from the facility· s best cooks. The cook· 
books cost $10 and are available at St. Joseph 's 
Manor, 1133 Washington Avenue, Portland . Pro-
ceeds benefit the manor's patiO renovation project. 
797-0600. 
Retired Service Volunteer Program finds meaning-
ful opportunities forpe-ople 60 and older. 775-6503 . 
So. Maine Area ACency on AcIng offers a trained 
advocate in Portland, at 307 Cumberiand Ave, Port· 
land, every Friday from 10 am-1 pm, to assist older 
residents and their concerned family members and 
friends with questions about Medicare, Medicaid, 
insurance, housing, social services, consumer is-
sues and others. Funding Is available through the 
home based care program for care management and 
other services to help older people remain living 
Independently. 775-6503 or 800-427·7411. 
Volunteer Center The Aying Changes therapeutiC 
Riding Center in Durham is looking for new volunteers 
to walk alongside disabled riders or lead gentle 
therapy horses. 7~044 or 443-5804. The Maine 
Handicapped SkIIng Program at Sunday River seeks 
volunteer Ins!(uctors for Its ski program. 824-3000. 
Maine Public Television needs volunteers to assist 
with Its 1994 Great TV Auction. 783-9101. 
etc 
Acting Class •• and more at the Center for Perfor· 
mance Studies at Portland Stage Company, 25 A 
Forest Ave, Portland. Adult classes Include Acting for 
Ordinary People. Klds' classes too. For Information 
and a brochure call 774-2776. 
ACT UP/Portland Join us in the fight for universal 
rights I Get active on local, state and national Issues 
of education, discrimination, access to health care 
and AIDS services. Straight or queer, boyar girl, HIY· 
positive or negative, black, brown or white - act on 
your beliefs in a dynamic, nonviolent grassroots 
organization dedicated to direct action to end the 
AIDS crisis . Meetings every Sunday at 7 pm at the 
YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. Wheelchair acces-
sible. 
Arbor Day Tree Giveaway Become a member of the 
National Arbor Day Foundation by Jan 31 and get 10 
free river birch trees as part of the foundation 's Trees 
for America campaign. Trees will be shipped post· 
paid with planting instructions between Feb 1 and 
May 31. They are guaranteed to grow or NADF will 
replace them free of charge. You ' ll also get a sub-
SCription to the foundation'S news magazine. Send 
$10 membership contribution to: Ten Free River 
Birches, National Arbor Day foundation, 100 Arbor 
Ave, Nebraska City, NE 68410. 
At the Planetarium USM's Southworth Planetarium 
offers several weekly shows. Astronomy shows with 
varied themes Fri and Sat at 7 pm; children's shows 
Sat at 3 pm; laser light concerts Fri and Sat at 8:30 
pm. Tix: $4 adults, $3 kids & seniors . The 
planetarium's located on the USMI Portland cam-
pus. 780-4249. 
Baby.ltter Skill. Course offered by the Greater 
Portland Chapter of the American Red Cross for 
those age 11 and older. This approximately lO-hour 
course consists of three sessions from 9 am-12:15 
pm on Jan 8, 15 and 22. Call 874-1192 to register. 
Breakfast with Bev and Bob Gather on Sundays at 
8:30 am with other divorced, widowed and single 
people at Fiddlehead Farm Restaurant, Lower Main 
Street, Freeport. No meeting Jan 2. 729-8984 or 
725-8346. 
Casco Bay Culinary Association meets the second 
Monday of each month . Call David Glidden for loca-
tions. 799-2234 or 774-4308. 
CIUzans' Forum on Economic Development in the 
Greater Portland Area is being sponsored by the 
state Department of Economic and Community De-
velopment, Jan 13 from 7·9:30 pm at Stimson Hall , 
Route 26, Gray. 774·9891. 
Clinton Health Plan Seminar The Chamber of Com-
merce of the Greater Portland Region and several 
area businesses will sponsor an Informational semi-
nar, -The Clinton Health Plan and Its Cost to Employ· 
ers" Jan 12 from 8:30-11:30 am at the Sheraton 
Tara Hotel. 363 Maine Mall Road , S. Portland. The 
event is free, but reservations are required. 774-
1200. 
Come Blow Yo .. Hom The Casco Bay Concert Band, 
an adult wind ensemble, Invite all those who pursue 
music professionally or semi·professional ly. as well 
as those who just enjoy playing, to their weekly 
rehearsals Monday evenings from 7·9:30 pm at 
Memorial Middle School. 120 Wescott Road, South 
Portland. No auditions. 799-8836. 
Creating Opportunity Through Change Women 's 
group meets Thursday evenings from 6-7 :30 at 854 
Broadway, S. Portland. 767·1315. 
Dances of Universal Peace Simple song and move-
ment (sufi dancing) celebrating the unity of all life 
takes place the second Sat of each month from 7·9 
pm at Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens Ave, 
Portland. 879-6151. 
Divorce p,,"'pectlves Support group for people fac· 
ing problems In divorce meets year-round Weds at 
7:30 pm In Woodfords Congregational Church , 202 
Woodfords St, Portland. Donation of $1.50 requested . 
774-HELP. 
Drummln, Clas_ Learn the rhythms and songs of 
Afro-Caribbeen music with percussionist Michael 
Wingfield. Ongoing classes Sunday nights at the 
Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St. John St, Port· 
land. Newcomers' warm-up begins at 6:30 pm, 
ongoing class continues from 7:30-9:30 pm. Cost: 
$15/ slngle class, $50/ four·week session . 871.0509 
for registration. 
Enriched Golden ACe Center invites men and women 
age 60 and over to daily luncheons at 29 7 Cumberland 
Ave, Portland. Meal at noon. Special programs on 
Wednesdays. Line dancing every Monday at 10 am. 
Donation: $2.50. 774-6974. 
Fly Tying School Introductory course takes place 
Wed evenings Jan 5-Feb 9 from, 7·9 pm at L.L. 8ean, 
Casco St, Freeport. Cost: $95 for six sessions 
includes materials. Weekend session takes place 
Jan 15 & 16 from 9-5. Cost: $125 for two-day 
session includes materials and lunches. Pre-regis-
tration is required. 1-800-341-4341X31oo or2666. 
Gatha Group Meditation session based on lectures 
by Hazrat Inayat Khan is offered by the Portiand Sufi 
Order Jan 10 at 7:30 pm at the Expressive Therapy 
Center, 150 St. John St, Portland. No experience 
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench if 
desired. 657·2605. 
G.I. GurdJleffand P.O. OUSpenlky Public readings of 
" 'n Search of the Miraculous· and discussions of the 
Ideas of G. I. Gurdjieff. Meeting times and places 
TBA. For information write: Portland Craft Guild , P.O. 
80x 980, Portland 04104. 
Grut .. Portland Mothe", of Twfnl Club Moms of 
mu~ipJes meet to munch and mingle Jan 10 at the 
Church of the Nazarene, 535 Highland Ave, S. Port· 
land. Dinner Is at 6:30 pm followed by a business 
meeting. 892.0158. 
"History of South Portl_" In case yeu missed it 
last year, caples of "History of South Portland" are 
available at the South Portland Memorial Library, 
482 8roadway, So. Portland. Cost; $5. 767·7660. 
Housln, Help If you think your landlord, banker or 
Realtor has dlscrfmlnated against yeu because of 
yeur race, religion, national origin, or a mental or 
physical disability; or If you feel you have been 
treated unfairly because your receive financial assls· 
tance, have children or because of your sexual 
orientation; or if your landlord Is taking too long 
making needed repairs or yeu have other housing· 
related problems, contact the Portland Fair Housing 
Education & Outreach Project. 775-0105. 
Maclc Drum The Swedenborgian Church Invites you 
to an evening of drumming, singing, chanting and 
dance the first Thurs of each month at 302 Stevens 
Ave, Portland. Bring drums, shakers, bells , ratties 
and other Instruments for making sacred sounds; 
and readings, songs and meditations to share. Cost: 
$5 donation. 799-9269. 
Maine BrIdal Show This annual extravaganza will 
answer all your questions about what's hot (aside 
from wearing acetate in June) for weddings In '94. 
Jan 16 from 11·5 at the Cumberland County Civic 
Center, Spring St, Portland. $3 at the door, $1.50 
from participating distributors. 
Maine Busln_ for Social Responsibility Monthly 
breakfast meeti ng Jan 6 from 7 :30-9 am at the 
Mariner's Church Banquet Center, 368 Fore St, 
Portland. This month 's topic Is "Leveraging the 
Diversity in your Workplace" featuring Peter Cooke, 
manager of Outward Bound's Professional Develop-
ment Program Division ; Marsha Greenberg, consult· 
ant and adjunct member at Antioch New England 
Graduate School of Management; and Susan Gal· 
lant, president of Lapis Consulting, Inc., a consulting 
and training firm. Cost: $7 for MEBSR members, $9 
for nonmembers. 761-4300. 
Meine Gay Men's Cho .... is a volunteer community 
chorus bringing men together to enhance social 
tolerance and diversity in the Greater Portland area 
as well as affirming the gay/ lesbian experience with 
creative musical entertainment. We are accepting 
submissions for our future logo design contest. 
Designs should reflect the diversity of our organiza-
tion. The MGMC board of directors will choose the 
winning entry, awarding a $100 cash prize and a half· 
page advertisement in our concert brochure. Entries 
must be postmarked by March 1,1994. Mall to: P.O. 
Box 10391, Portland, ME 04104. For more Informa-
tion on any of MGMC's acllvltles, call 839-4506. 
Maine GenealOClcal Society meets Jan B at 1 pm at 
the Cape Elizabeth Are Station, 325 Ocean House 
Road, Cape Elizabeth. Subsequent meetings will 
take place the first Sat of each month. 883-2546. 
Music Swape Portland Folk Club Invites you to share 
a song or a story in a supportive atmosphere every 
first and third Tues at 7:30 pm at Swedenborgian 
Church, 302 Stevens Ave. Cost: $1 donation. 773-
9549. 
Nam .. Project/AIDS Memorial Quilt holds a panel· 
making workshop the first and third Sun of each 
month. 871·1641. 
Peace Action Maine will hold a public "speak-<>ut-
Jan 14 at 7:30 pm at Allen Ave Unitarian Universalist 
Church, 524 Allen Ave, Portland opposing the sale of 
arms by the U.S. to other countries who then use 
those weapons against U. S. troops. 892-8391 or 
772.0680. 
Publication Parties Maine author Carolyn Chute will 
celebrate the publication of her new novel, "Merry 
Men " with several appearances: Jan 14 at noon at 
Bookland Downtown, One Monument Way, Portland; 
Jan 14 at 7 pm at Book/and Brunswick, Cooks 
Corner, Brunswick; Jan 15 at 11 am at Bookland 
North Windham at the Windham Mall, Route 302 
Windham; and Jan 15 at2:30pm atGreaterBookland, 
Mall Plaza, S. Portland. 
Puppy Ral •• ", Wanted The New England Assistance 
Dog Service seeks puppy raisers to open their homes 
to foster puppies in the assistance program. The 
organization trains and provides dogs to physically 
disabled people. If Interested, call 934-1963 or write 
P.O. Box 604, Old Orchard Beach , ME 04064. 
SCORE Service Corps of Retired Executives, a volun-
teer organization supporting small business, holds 
seminars each month from 1-4 pm at 66 Pearl St, 
Room 211, Portland. Upcoming topiCS include "How 
to Really Start Your Own Business" Jan 11 and -How 
to Remain Profitable in 1994" (for retailers only) Jan 
13. Cost; $20. 772·1147. 
$InCl. Harmony All Single adults are welcome to a 
forum for fun and friendship with pos~ive interaction 
in an atmosphere of acceptance every Monday at 7 
pm at the United Methodist Church , Church Road, 
BrunswiCk. 725-2185. 
Social Senlo", is a senior adult program encompass· 
Ing activities , contemporary classes and events for 
men and women 55 and older at the Jewish Commu· 
nity Center, 57 Ashmont St, Portland. 772·2234 for 
info. 
Spruce Street Soiree Be a part of a convivial gather· 
Ing to discuss books and share inSights and inspira-
tlons. 774-8254. 
Sweet Ad"llnes invite Interested women to weekly 
rehearsals Thurs at 7 :30 pm at the Frank Harrison 
Middle School, McCartney Street, Yarmouth. 846-
4726. 
Three Score Plu. Club is a social meeting group for 
S. Portland senior cit izens age sixty and older. The 
club offers weekly bingo. monthly luncheons and 
occasional trips. Meets atS. Portland RecCenter, 21 
Nelson Road, S. Portland, every Monday. 767·7650. 
Woodford'. Toastmasters Club Learn how to Im-
prove public speaking and leadership skills in a 
fr iendly, supportive atmosphere. Woodford ' s 
Toastmaster's Club meets everyThurs at 7:30 pm at 
the West Falmouth Baptist Church, 18 Mountain 
Road, West Falmouth . All are welcome. 797-4915. 
Yarmouth HI.torlcal Society" A Century of Change: 
Life In Yarmouth 1800-1900" remains on display at 
the Museum of Yarmouth History on the third floor of 
the Merrill Memorial Library, Main Street, Yarmouth. 
Hours: Tues-Frl 1·5, Sat 10·5. 848-6259. 
Yarmouth _0 Club meets the third Sunday olthe 
month at 1 pm at the Yarmouth Community House, 














International Magazine Model 
200 RIVERSIDE ST • PORTLAND ME (207) 772·8033 • 1"800"992"0006 
MON,-THURS, 4PM-1AM; FRI. NOON-1AM; SAT. 4PM·1AM 
SHOWS TUES, WED & SAT 6.8,10, 12; THURS 6. 8, 10, 12, (VIP SHOW 9); FRll, 5. 7, 10, 12. 
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MAKE A NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION: 
'GET YOUR COMPUTERS 
WORKING FOR YOUI 
At Advantage Consulting, we can turn your computer 
grief into real productivity. By using the right 
software and getting networked, you can give your 
productivity a big boost. Put our experience to work 
for you and we can help you select the right products, 
set them up, and get you moving at full speed for a 
very reasonable price. Stop in or give us a call! 
ADVANTAGE CONSULTING GROUP 
.Computers & Accessories. Software· Networking· Software Development 
W. are available to out cli!lnts 24 hours a day. I:"ree initial consultation_ 
480 Congress 'Street, Suite 205 • Portland • 828·4975 
~, 
Offering a huge selection of videos, 
magazines and toys for the 
discriminating adult._;,. 'I'f'!!f!P.tl~~ •• ....,.~ 
~W~10i", 
JnJ fJlwn fimw.' n 
PORTLAND Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO •• VIDEO EXPO. 
666 Congress St 
774-1377 
Open M-Thur 9:30 am-11 pm 
Fri & Sat 9:30 am-Midnight 
Sunday 11 am-11 pm 
Route 236 
439-6285 
Open M-Th 1 Oam-11 pm 
Fri.-Sat 10am-Midnight 
Sun_ 12pm-1 Opm 
. , 
I .... 
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tr 775-1234 FAX:775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
bulletil board 
MODELS WANTED FOR HAIRCUT a1 one 
of Portland's premiere salons. $5.00 
charge. Call 772-9060 Paige. 
PRAYER TO ST.JUDE- To be said when 
problems arise or when one seems to be 
deprived of all visible help. or for cases 
almost despired of: Most holy apos~e. 
St.Jude. faHhful servant and friend 01 
Jesus. the Church honorn and invokes 
you unlvernally. as the patron of hopeless 
cases. of things almost despaired 01. 
Pray for me. I alTl so helpless and alone. 
Make use I Implore you. olthat particular 
privilege given to you. to bring visible and 
speedy help where help IS almost de-
spaired of. Come to my assistance in this 
grea1 need that I may receive the conso-
lation and help of heaven in all my neces-
sities. tribulations. and suffenngs. and 
that I may praise God with you and allthe 
elect forever. I promise, 0 blessed 
St.Jude, to be ever mindful of this great 
favor, to always honor you as my special 
and powerful patron, and to gratefully 
encourage devotIOn to you. Amen. 
WANTED- Short non-fiction, drug or al-
cohol-related stories. Compensation ne-
gotiated before publication. Feb. 5th, t994 
deadline. Send to: OMACRON Books of 
N.H., P.O. Box 307. Amherst, NH, 03031. 
fir TROUBLE ~ 
(ff COLLECTING 'I\l 
cmLD SUPPORT? 
Call for help! 
A150 Data Rdrivai SUlileeS' 
~ 773·1500 ~ 
lost I found 
FOUND- Male Doberman, ears & tail have 
not been docked, gray collar, no tags! 
tattoes. Found in Carriage Crossing de-
velopment behind Ace Hardware, Dunstan 
Corner. Call 883-0425. 
LOST- Brown striped ·female Tiger cat, 
declawed, 3yrs. old. "SnOWball" . Pleas-
ant HIli area. 883-9504. 
help wanted 
20 PEOPLE NEEDED who want to lose 
weight and earn extra money by shailng 
new "THERMO-TRIM" thermogenic cof-
fee. Call 878-3424 for details and free 
sample. 
ASSISTANT INFANT TEACHER posHion 
in licensed child care center, full-time, 
$6/hr. and benefits. Send resume and 3 
letters of reference to: Director, P.O. Box 
10008, Portland, ME, 04104. 
ASSISTANTMANAGERIMANAGER -Why 
not you? $3751wk.to start In manage-
ment. Noexperience necessary -we train. 
Call Tim 828-5332_ 
EARN $6-$6 PER HOUR- Must be avail-
able for a min. of 2 hourn on Saturday. 
Must have proof of Insurance. Deliver 
Maine's newest newspaper. For more 
information call 1-800-355-5518. 
$ $ $ $ 
PAYYOUR CHRISTMAS BILLSI 
Eam $500- $1 OOO/week 
Stuffing envelopes from 
your own home 
No experience necessary 
Send Self Addressed 
Stamped Envelope to: 
ENTERPRISE MEDIA GROUP 
P.O. BOX 1912 
BROOKLINE MA 02146 
business opps 
SERIOUS, MOTIVATED ENTREPRE-
NEURS- Elvis Presley authonzed phone 
card; much more residual income to 16%. 
374-5328. 
child care 
A SPECIAL PLACE TO PLAYI Openings 
available for all ages in licensed daycare. 
Safe. fun. teaching environment. Low 
staff/child ratios. Operated by licensed 
nurse. 797-6397. 
ABC NURSERY SCHOOL - A home-based 
nursery school. Opening 1110/94. Ages 
3-5. Mon. -Fri .. 9am-ll :30am. Near SPHSI 
Dyer School. Special needs welcome. 
Field trips. licensed. Call 799-3509. 
roommates 
AFFORDABLE, AVAILABLE. RESPECT-
FUL, SUP PORTIVE-seeking chem-free N! 
S female (gay/straight) to share large apt. 
$225/mo. Includes most utlls. Less for 
minor shovelling. 774-4679. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATEL Y-3BR house 
to share. Quiet neighborhood. parking. 
storage. yard. $2301mo. + 113 utils. 856-
7315. 
BACK BAY- Female housemate. QUiet, 
responSible. 33+. Woodstove, nice area, 
great house. WID, parking. $310/mo. +11 
2 heat. 772-4991. 
DEERING AREA- Two GMs looking forN! 
S third roommate. $2751mo. +113 utlls. 
874-2724. 
M/F N/S TO SHARE HOUSE In 
W.Scarborough. Own room, parking. LR, 
DR. kitchen. indoor pool. large yard. $2251 
mo. + 114 utils .• sec.dep. Call Terry. eves., 
883-6635. 
MIF. HIS. TO SHARE HOUSE In safe. 
quiet Portland neighborhood. Private 
bath. WID. DIW. parking. $3OO/mo. utlls. 
Included. 774-0004. 
NlS TO SHARE HOUSE - 10 mlns. to 
Portland. All utllHles Included. $225/mo. 
Call 934-7962. 
NORTH DEERING COLONIAL 
HOUSESHARE- ProfeSSional. 25+. good 
sense of humor. Parking. WID. fireplace. 
$285/mo.+. 878-2312. 
OLD ORCHARD-N/S. MlF to share large, 
bnght townhouse condo wlF 44 & cat. 
400 yds. to beach. $325 Includes utlls .• 
cable. WID. storage, parking. 934-7098. 
OOB - Professional NIS to share 2BR 
townhouse. WID, parking. $350/mo. all 
utilHies included. 828-5326. 
PORTLAND- Large 2BR, parking, WID. 
gas heat, deck, sun porch. yard. $3001 
mo. +112 utils. NIS, profeSSional female, 
Nlpets. 775-5125. 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE SEEKS SAME 
to share Highland Lake home. 20 min-
utes to Portland, S300/mo. +112 utlls. 
892-7297. 
READ STREET (near Cheverus HS)-Come 
share a lovely. QUiet, 2BR house With a 
WF 34. Complete wlflreplace, cats. claw-
foo!tub & good cheer. $400/mo.+cheap 
utils. Please no cigarettes. pets or major 
hfe crisis. 879-7196. 
RESPONSIBLE. MATURE. NIS FEMALE 
roommate wanted to share cozy house in 
Deering area. Portland. Quiet. safe neigh-
borhood. Large private yard and parking. 
Must value privacy and a clean, comfort-
able home. Spacious, sunny living room 
wi fireplace. bright working kHchen wi 
dishwasher. Avail. 111194. $275Imo. + 
utils. Call 775-0205. SecurHy deposit & 
references. 
ROOM FOR RENT WILLARD BEACH! 
SMTC area- KHchen & laundry priv., 
shared bath. $751wk.Female prel. 799-
86261799-1955. 
SCARBOROUGH- Professional. GM, 
seeks N/S. responsible M/F. GIS 
roommate(s) to share large. modern 
home w/garage, very private. $325/mo. 
includes heaVcable. No pets. 885-5159. 
SEEKING NIS, responsible. Intelligent 
female to share furnished house. Sunny. 
hardwood floorn, Quiet neighborhood. 
parking. WID. glass porch, cheap heat-
ing. $260/mo. + 1/3 utils. No couch pota-
toes! Available 111/94. 797-9424. 
SOUTH PORTLAND- Charming. safe, 
quiet home to share with right pernon, 
$275/mo. +utlls. 774-1693. 
TWO PROGRESSIVE WOMEN &oneapo-
IHical cat seek NIS woman to share 
cute,llttle house In So. Portland. lust over 
the bridge. Quiet, scenic neighborhood. 
Responsible. good-humored. stable In-
dividual desired. $267/mo.+ heat & utils. 
WID, parking. Available 21t/94. 799-46n. 
USM AREA-Fumlshed room in private 
home. Seeking 3rd female. Storage. WI 
0, private phone, kHchen privileges. utili-
ties. $300mcunty. 773-8206. 
WASHINGTON AVE.- Male roommate 
wanted. pleasant neighborhood. park-
Ing. WID. 2nd ftoor. $225/mo. +1/3 Uti Is, 
INTOWN- 3 room apt. In Quiet. well-
maintained building. Private backporch. 
$300/mo. +utils. References required. 
772-5521 . 
MELLEN STREET-Large. unique. 
townhouse style. 1 BR. parking and all 
utlls. Included. $395. 773-8422. 
NORTH DEERING-Small, sunny. mod-
em, 1 BR cottage. Quiet neighborhood. 
kerosene MonHor. parking. $475/mo.+. 
111/94.797-2938. 
PARK AVE .- Small 1 BR. skylights. hard-
wood floorn, $400/mo. heated. Quiet NI 
S. 767-2844, 780-4642. 
sec.dep. 879-6088. Avail. 1/94. PINE POINT-1BR, fully furnished, heat, 
WEST END-LF 40, to share qUiet, 2BR u~ls .• basic cable. $95-$I00lWk .• now 
through June. 883-5895. Victorian, NIS. $200+ utils. Parking In-
cluded. 775-0587. SO.PORTLAND-Immaculate, 5 room, WI 
o hook-up, large yard, ample parking. 
$550 + all & elecfricHy. 774-0457. 
real estate 
$69,000! Combined residentiaVbuslness 
building. Ideal for In-home store. office. 
studio. Rog~r. Century 21 First Chloce. 
854-8491. 
FORECLOSED AND REPOSSESSED 
HOMES and prope~es: HUD. RTC.IRS. 
DEA, and other government agencies. 
Listings for your area. Call toll free! 
1 (800)436-6867. ext. R-1553. 
SO.PORTLAND- 4BR home wlincome 
apartment. 2 ca'r garage. Excellent condi-
tion. $129,900. Brokers Protected. Call 
799-4901. 
condos for sale 
NEWCONDO-l000+-sQ.ft. w/appllances, 
WEST END-N/S. profeSSIOnal female 25+ 
to share artsy. spacious 2BR apt. $2501 
mo. Includes heat. 761-8330. WEST END- Two 2BR apts., newly reno- gas heat, parking. 198 High St. Financing 
vated, parking. $5001$5501mo , sec dep. available. $55.000. 772-6540. 
WEST ST.- 3rd floor, sunny. laundry • 
storage. $275/mo .• heated, +112 utlls. 
Clean, responsible. open-minded. 879-
8705. 
WEST-END-Male roommate wanted to 
share QUiet,large. 2BR apt. No smoking 
or pets. $200Imo.+ 011 heat. 828-1466. 
W1NDHAM-4 private rooms. 1-2 people. 
2BR. 112 bath. LR. garage, near lake. 
Share kltchenlfull bath. $450/mo.+ 112 
utlls. Tom 885-0203 days. 892-6017 eves. 
WOODFORDS-FIM. 30's, to share Quiet 
apt. Washer, off-street parking. $154 + 
securHy & 1/4 utlls. 871-7028 eves .. 
avail.ll2194. 
apts/rent 
130 PINE ST.- 4rm & bath, appliances. 
carpeting.$550/mo. heated. parking. 775-
3161. pager 758-1733. 
325 SPRING STREET-Nice, sunny.2BR .. 
hardwood lIoors, newly painted, claw 
tub/shower. lots of closets, parking, 
heated, laundry. $595.773-8422. 
EAST DEERING- 2I3BR. Condo. 1 112 
baths. Quiet neighborhood. $600lmo. 
+utlls. Call 583-4555/655-5076. 
EAST END-Efficiency In quiet family 
house. Separate entrance. $3501mo. In-
cludes all utils. Also ... DEERING OAKS 
AREA-Warm 2BR. S575/mo. Includes 
heat/HW. Parking. 774-3392. 
EASTERN PROM-Quiet. first floor, all 
utils .• parking, laundryfacilHies included. 
$450/mo.t sec. 775-2112 or 773-3242. 
FREDRICK STREET-1st floor,S rooms. 
Sunny, Quiet building. $450/mo. + ulils. 
(gas). 799-8895. 
references. 799-4901. 
WEST END-Fully remodelled, 3BR wnarge 
porch, laundry, gas H/W & storage. $5801 
mo. 781-2308 eves. 
WESTEND-Large 2BR.. wlparklng. WID. 
S600/mo. Call Tom 775-0618. 
houses/rent 
EAST DEERING- 213BR. Condo. 1 112 
baths. Quiet neighborhood. $600/mo. 
+utils. Call 583-45551655-5076. 
NORTH DEERING- 2BR ranch, large irv-
ing room and kitchen-dlnlng area. formal 
dining room. oil heat. $700Imo. +utlls. 
Call 797-8630. 
seasonal/rent 
SUNDAY RIVER-l BR ski condo on slope. 
Sleeps 6. Available weekly or for week-
ends. Open New Years week. Reasonable 
rates. Call 775-2484. 
omces/rent 
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE FOR 
RENT-Quiet Victorian Office Building. 
Three oHices available January 1. 1994. 
Four, three & two-room suites. common 
wahing room, all utilities & more. Dff-
street parking. Corner of Deering & Mellen 
Streets. $375-$450Imonth range, secu-
rHy & I-year lease. 874-1140. ext. 293. 
(Must see to appreciate!). 
art studios/rent 
WORKING STUDIOS- Sunny. private, 
lights. heat Included. 200-400 sq." . 317 
Cumberland Ave. 772-6527. 
land for sale 
SCARBOROUGH-11 112 acres. 49 Run-
ning Hili Road. $75,000. Call Flay Ballum, 
at Ballum Realty. 772-22241791-3367. 
mobile homes 
$150 FOR 180 MONTHS. $1,695 down, 
or $16,995. "1994". 70' 3BR or 2BR, 
$14,395. APR 8%. BUilt so well they have 
Factory 1 & 5 year warranty. (207)786-
4016. daily 10-6. Sunday 10-5. LUV 
Homes. (1 mile from tumplke), 1049 






Sunday, January 9 
10 a_m. - 3 p.m. 
Bath Jr. High School 
Bath. Maine 
(Eltit U.S. 1 at Congress Ave.) 
ADM $2.50 - w/ad $2.00 
P.T. Promotions. Inc. 
P.O. Box 333 
Bath. Marne 04530 
207/443-8963 
tr 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
categories clleck onl 
o buhtIn bawd o profeAlonel..w:.. 
o loR & found (free) o~ 
o ridullllre (free) o ItuIf for .. Ie 
o help wam.ct op,..rtMI'" 
o buIinua oppot1unllla o~ 
o poeItIona want.cl o 11M .way (free) 
o chid care ow.-.ted 
o I'OOIIIIMt.eI o 8Its & crwftrI 
o .pIa/rwIt o hoIIdIIy glib 
o houM8lrent o IM8tre iII1a 
o aNSOnIIIIrent o fan & f..tIv* 
o ofIIcesIrent orrMk; 
o .rt s1UdIoelrent 
OwhMl8 o storage/rent 
Oboatli o butlneu rental 
o rentals wll1t.cl orec_tIon 
o real estate o c:ampgrounds 
o land for sale o summer camp. 
o mobile homes o bed & breakfasts 
o auctions o publications 
o body & lOul o animals 
o instruction o legal notice • 
o business serYlces o dating servlce. 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/me) 
By FAX: 775·1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell, 551A Congress St. 
Portland. ME 04101 
By Hand: 73 Oak St., Portland 
Off Congress, behind the Magie Muffin, or 






RRST 15 WORDS: 
Checlc Ono 
Phone II: 0 Casco Bay Weekly-$9Iwk. 
Name: __________________ Additional words 0 254 wd/wk: .$ _______ _ 
Add~: ________________________ __ Th. Sur-. &lI-D Casco Bay Weekly and 
Penny$aver~111wk. 
---------------------------- AdditlonaJ words 0 50¢ wdlwk: $ 
5 Place my ad In the hands of over 100.000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly and the PennySavers! 
And when I buy 3 weeks, give me the 4th week FREE! 
D Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
FREE: $, __ _ 
deadline o visa 0 mc expo date 
# 
D Wheels Deal 
$251 run 'tllit sells: $ _____ _ 




Open up to your Higher 
Self and listen to the ways 
you can bllng JOY & passion 
to your life 











- lndivtdual & Group 
Counseling 
Dru Myers, 
LSAC. NCACII . NCADC 
Mike Lymneos, SAC 
774-4564 
1·.Iluoeth Gar nett. 
RN . !\IS. lAc 
Acupuncture & 
Oriental MediCIne 
·Saf •• Effective, & Affordable 
·Painless Needling 
-Sterile Disposable Needles 
·Fre. Initial Consultation 
U11", fond 






CertHied Massage Therapist 
SpeciI!!2mg In 
• Swedish Massage 
• Neuromuscular Therapy 
• Gift Certificates • 
871-1300 
Experience the gentle, 
relaxing and nurturing 
movements of: 
TRAGER ' 
Rh .. Weinberg Sheerin •• MA 
a Cognitive Therapy 
for Depression and AnxIety 
a Innovative Techniques 
for Improvmg Self· Image and 
a.angrng Limiting Behe~ 
AHordabk SlidiDg Scal. F ... 
773-8929 
Facilitated by: 
RACHEL SAGER. LSAC 
222 SI. John St.. Suite 209 
Portland 
775-1711 
* HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATE * 
--=:-- Give the Gift of Health ---
In Touch 
ElizabeTh LondonIPatricia Bennett 
Cerufled Ma.uas., Therapu;t 
Members A M .T .A. 
774-6876 
FDA Appro,'ed ' Comforl· Sponlaneity • Effectiveness 
9 CASCO BAY MIDWIFERY SEVICES iff!>- home birth · complele prenalal & P'lSlnala/ care ~ women ~ healrh • pap lesrs 
799-4467· SIMPLY A GREAT CONTRACEPTIVEALTERNATlVE " 
Accepting new members. 
Dealing With a variety of ISSues. 
Tuesdays, 5:15-7:15 p.m. 
S75/monthly_ 
Ca11775-7927 
For women 75 Ibs. or more Overweight. 
Beginning mid-January 
Thurs. 4:30-6:00 p.m' 175/monthly 
FaciJitated By: 
RACHELSAGER,LSAC 
Call n5-1711for info 
Insurance Rermbursable 
Individual. Couples & Group Psycbolhorapy 
Anxiety. Depression 
GnevlOg. Pantc Alucks, Sttess 





Richard Lewis MSEd_, LPC, NCC 
Individual, Group and Family Counseling 
207.780.8301 
Office 73 Deering Street, Suite 201, Portland, Maine 
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• Therapeuhc & Swedish Massage 
• Reflexology 
• Polenty Therapy 
• Back'" Neck Therapy 
• Pre & Postnatal Massage 
Cl!erie Howard CMT, NTS 
Natural Therapeutic Specialist 
Yannoutb 
846 ·1482 
The Chinese Healing 
Arts Center 
Dr. Zhao Mei 
Traditional Chinese 
regimen for nourishing 
physical and mental 
.. 
health 
Qi Gong Class 
Jan 11- Feb 15 
Call to register 
... ', , . - ....... ... ... : 
Cee Dunn, RN, MSN, RMT 




Come see why people say: 
"Just walking through our 
door maKes you feel good!" 
324 Fore Street, Portland, Maine 
207·828·1710 OPEN DAILY 
Hypnotherapy .. 
Resolve issues involVing: 
Ward F. Adams 
Certified Medical & 
Smoking, Anger, Self Image, 
Aging, Phobias, Weight Loss 
and Skills Improvement 
Past Life Regression 
Clinical Hypnotherapist 774-9134 









'.' A_ailable . 892·5375 
: .. :.' " .. : .. . . 
. '. ':.: ': :.: :':. ;' :: ': :. 
.. : ... ~ 
Is expanding! 
More classes! More Jocauons! 
KRIPALU YOGA 
Meditation In motion 
Ten-week session 
begins January 7 
FREE CLASSES 
WED. JAN 5 • 5:30-7 pm 
SAT, JAN 8 • 9-10:30 am 
Call for flyer: Pam Jackson 
767·5607 
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Ff The Best of Real Estate ~ ~ ~ == / ~. ~ ..'- , , . . . . --' . 
Tour Boat Business 
GREAT PRICE! 587,000 
Lovely neighborhood. 3 BR Cape off 
Brighton Ave., near U.S.M. Hardvvoe.d 
floors and fireplace in living room. 
Located in Southern 
Maine with excellent 
reputation. 
$120,000, 
$59,900 The first time you list a 
property, it's only $28 complete 
with photograph! Reruns are 
only $16! To list your house 
with Casco Bay Weekly call 
775·1234. I 










BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY instruction 
-Professional Violinisl-
Ages 8 & Up 
Pri vate Lessons 
Juan Fieslas ·774-4349 
Your Ad Here .... 
buSiness services give away 
Yard Care Unlimited 
"Landscaping "Snowplowing 
'Fall Clean· Up 
W:883-8207 Free 
B:759-5047 Consultation 
3 MALE CATS NEED A GOOD HOME· 
Separate ortogether. House trained, neu-
tered, declawed, very affectionate. Call 
774-0004. 
FREE HARDWOOD PALLETS- Great for 
firewood or can easily be repaired. Call 




Workers' Compensation ___ ... ...as stuff lor sale RESCUED CATS need special homes. Darling, playful, gray & whne kilten, still 
hand shy. Also coal black, gold eyed, 
adun, loves to be pelted. Both spayed. 
772-3484. Bornst"ein & Hovermale 
Attorneys At Law 
165 Commercial Street Portland 772-4624 
Toll Free Outside 1-800-772-4624 
PAYROLL SERVICES 
OF MAINE 
For Small Businesses •• 1 to 50 Employees 
ACCOUNTING' BOOKKEEPING 
INCOME TAXES 
Check our Rata - Check our Riferenus 
Peter DePalma & Associates 
207-772-3210" 207-775-4139 
I-Soo-DEPALMA 
body & soul 
... and other life support services 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
lhe cleaning people ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 




• GOLF SHIRTS 
• T·SHIRTS 
WEALSO PRINT ON 
• PAPER·WOOD·FABRIC • 





RICHARD LEWIS, MSEd., LPC, NCC. -
Individual, Group, Couple & FamllyCoun-
seling. Call for Group offerings, 780-
8301 . 
business services 
'FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONAlS YQu can 
trust 10 do qualIty wort<, don't forget to 
lookin the BUSINESS SERVICES DIREC-
TORY every week! 
FALMOUTH PAINTING CO.-Interior/ex-
terior painting, wallpapering. Free esti-
mates, tully Insured. Call Brian 797-5751. 
GENERAL ALTERATIONS·I do every-
thing! Specializing in wedding gowns. I 
re-cover fumiture & sew draperies for 
lower prices. 773-3523 Rosalind. 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE-
Reliable, efficient. Reasonable rates. 12-
years experience, Excellent references, 
Iree estimates. 774-6467. 
LETMAGICWANOCLEANINGmakeyour 
home or small business squeaky clean. 
High-qualIty woll<, reasonable price. Re-
liable, flexible. 828-1143. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Best 
deals on service changes, "Fuses to Break-
ers",100AMP,$375-$425. Ceiling fans-
you buy, I assemble and hang. Anything 
electrical, no jobloo big or small. QualIty 
woll< at very reasonable rates. Free estl· 
mates. Master ElectriCian, Insured. 
Gerry's ElectriC, 773-5897. 
PRINT YOUR OWN Holiday Greeting 
$9.95 USED MOVIES- Including adult. 
Used paper and hardback books. Gaptaln 
Video Oakhill Plaza, Scarborough, 883-
6424. 
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE-Sofa, 2 
chairs, end table & lamp. Ukenew.lyr.old. 
SI,500. 883-4929 or 883-8048. 
MATIRESSES, BOXSPRINGS, FURNI-
TURE ALSO! All sizes! All prices I Com-
plete warehouse liquidation. 772·5737. 
REFRIGERATOR, $300; gas dryer, $175; 
SuperTwin waterbed, Irame/drawers, 
$75; kitchen island, $100; bikes, chairs. 
772-3176. 
SET OF BUNKBEDS- Twlnbed size w~h 
everything, dark pine finish. $225. 883-
2736. 
T-SHIRTS, medium/large: Red, navy, 
wh~e, with wh~e or navy lettering. 100% 
cotton. T-shirts read: "HILLARY SUCKS! · 
and "AIDS KILLS FAGS DEAD." $15.95, 
send SAS.E. to: S-Dist., 50 Mart<et St., 
South Portland, 04106. 
WASHER $125; Electric Stove $75; Twin 
Beds $100; Entertainment Center 49x68 
$60; Queen Waterbed, somma tubes, like 
new. Standard box spring maltress, new 
condition $250. 839-4226. 
music 
wanted 
CAR WANTED TO BUY - Original owner, 
small or medium, approx. 1989-1993, 
weil cared for & proof 01 maintenance 
records. Leave info., price, mileage. 773· 
6765. 
SEEKING GARDENERS I Interested In 
starting small business In herbs? Flow· 
ers? I own year-round greenhouse and 
am MOFGA member. Would consider 
renting space. 892-5345. 
music 
HEYCRAZYCATSANDGROOVYCHICKS! 
Gunarist from the Upsetters and Mem-
phis Mafia Is now taking students for 
Blues or Rockabllly lessons. Way cool 
Daddy-O! Matthew Robbins 773-5622. 
PIANISTS WANTED FOR EIGHT HAND 
GROUP- Must be good sight readers. 
Classical only. Gall, leave message, 828-
3976 evenings. Discretion assured. 
PIANO LESSONS·Great gift (or New 
Year's resolutIon). Freetrlall Housecalls 
possible. Please call Jim 874-0399. 
"TRAGER" PRACTITIONER - Enjoy the 
gentle rocking and range 01 motion to 
relieve stress. Carleen 885-0678, 823-
1807. 
MASSAGE WORKS! Enjoy a soothing TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION for Cards. Screen Printing Class: Maine 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- KarenAusten, 
M.A., L.M.T., LIcensed Massage Thera-
pist. Alleviate chronic backaches, head-
aches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sci-
atica, stress, improve fleXibilIty, muscle 
lone, circulation, athletic performance. 
By appointment, 865-0672. 
DR. ZHAO MEI- The Chinese Healing Arts 
Center. QI Gong Classes. Gall lor Infor-
matlon, 775-1142. 
INTRODUCTORY TAROT CLASS- Spon-
sored by Tarot Society 01 New England. 
Elght·week course, $125. Jeanne Fiorini, 
799-8648. 
LIGHT OF THE MOON, with over 40,000 
book titles available, also has a large 
selection ofTarotcards, unlquegifts,and 
tools to heal the body, mind and splr~. 
324 Fore St. 828-1710. Open Daily. 
:Jr:. MYTHS . I OF PAIN, etc. 
, Myth 108: 
Once your back is injured, there 
will always be a <tweak SJ'lX" there. 
--- t -------- t ---
Discover how easily 
you can be pain·free. 
• Private sessions, small 
9rouP classes 
• Free introductory dasses 
CRAIG WILLIAMSON 
Somal. Integ~tion. E.«erdse m-S749 
massage orShlatsu. LIsa Bouchard, 934- developing full mental potential and Im- Screen. Both paperand fabric. 878-2771 . 
0442. AOBTA, Saco/Portland Offices. proving health. Free leclure every 
MEN'SGROUP. THURSDAY MORNINGS. Wednesday, 7pm., Portland. (207)774-
RlckLynch 874-0681 for Information. _11_0_8_. ______ ~~_ 
ON-GOING HATHA YOGA CLASSES. WEEKLY THERAPEUTIC DREAM GROUP 
Drop-ins too! Portland Yoga Studio, 616 FORMING. If inlerested In partiCipating, 
Congress st Call 797-5684. please call Nishit Mehta at 772-4126. 
PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS by DORA- Un· 
ravel the secre1 mystery 01 psychic phe-
nomenon. 35 years experience. 874-
1942. 
SOLUTION-BASED BR IEFTHERAPY-Are 
you suffering as a resu~ of pastabuse7lt 
doesn't have to hurt or cost a lot of 
money. Dr. G.R. Brennan, 892-7303. 
THE DREAM JOURNAL with Allred 
DePew. Forthose interested In exploring 
differenl ways of doing dreamwoll< in a 
journal. Alternate Mondays. 6:30-
8:30p.m. Jan.31-Aprill1 . Six sessions. 
$100. Limlled space. 775-3708. 
Ter.epsNcbfc 
~ 
• PsychiC Readings 
• Astrology 
• Psychic Counseling 
• Card Reading 
• Dream Interpretations 
• Past Lile 
1-900·420·0500 
Live Readings 24 hr • . 
P. O. Box t423 
Fayeneville, AR 72702 
WRITING WORKSHOP with Allred 
DePew. For anyone Interested In explor-
Ing new material, new ideas and fresh 
approaches to short fiction, essays and 
poems. Thursday evenings. 6:30-
8:30p.m. Jan.20-March 3. Seven ses-
sions. $100. Limited space. 775-3708. 
libless 
HORIZON DANCE STUDIO-tontempo-
rary, belly dance and exercise classes. 
Eves. & weekends. More inlo call 878-
9414. 
instruction 
ADULTS READ BEmR - AduHeaming 
Opportunities. Free/Confidentiai. Call 1-
800-322-5455. 
THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE 
in PORTLAND 
Fridays, starting in January 
ON BALANCE, 4 Milk Sho.l 
MARJAJACKSON PARKER. Cer!ified Tamer 
729-0839 
WILLING TO CLEAN FOR YOU- College 
student. Reasonable rate. Flexible hours. 
Ask lor Nicole, 775-0232. 
PETE'S MASONRY 
-Bftck, Block. Stone I COIICI'ete • 
• Senior Citizen Discount 
• FuUy Insured 
• Free EuimarC' 
88Hl0I Peter Lauzier 
Jazz • Blull • Rock • Theory 
Beginner to Professional 
18 Years Teaching Experience. 
also ... k i Ih GuWo.r L .. Slo,,~ 
Portland n8-8444 
"We saved $2800 on our new car." 
Automotive Experts 
Non·Profit Consumer Information Service 
Recommended By 
Motor Trend Magazine 
24·hour touch tone hot·l ine provides dealer 
invoice cost (what the dealer really paid for the carl. 
secret rebate information and negotiation strategies, 
Dial 900-772-3477 
Flrsl mlnufe free 51 95 eo add mm Averoge (0115 minutes 
music Wheels 
PIANO SERVICE- Professional, registered ISUZU IMPULSE 1986-Black, 5spd.,AM1 
technlclan- Joseph's Plano Service. Jo· FM cassette, air,cruise,standard. $1 ,850. 
seph Baclca, RPT, PTG Member. 883- exc.cond. 828-8049. Moving -must sell I 
0010/1 (800)924-9085. 
Wheels 
"RUN YOUR WHEELS 'TIL THEY 
SELL!" For$25The Sure Sell will adver-
tise your car until you sell it. Call 775-
1234 to place your ad. VisaiMasterCard 
accepted. 
BUICK ESTATE WAGON 1986·7 pass., 
wh~e woodgrain, luggage rack, looks 
great. $2,700/offer. 839·3179n72-2818 
days. 
BUICK REGAL 1978-95K, rebuilt trans-
mission & engine. Chevy 305 engine. 
Will sacrifice. Make an Offer-you can't 
embarrass me! 761-2726. 
BUICK SOMERSET LIMITED 1985- V6, 
loaded. Good condition. Comfortable, 
reliable car. Runs great. $2,80018.0. 865-
6027. 
BUICK SOMERSET LIMITED 1985- V6, 
loaded. Good condition. Comfortable, 
reliable car. Runs great. $2,80018.0. 865-
6027. 
ISUZU RODEO-XS 1992-4X4, 5sp., V6, 
air, AMlFM cassette, 28K. 442-7066. 
JAGUAR XJS 1986-Red, V-12, sunrOOf, 
loaded, 65K miles.$1 0,9OOIB0. Call 883-
1717. 
JEEP, CHEROKEE SPORT, 1993-
Auto,4X4, 4dr.. power doors & windows, 
NC, 10,000K. $16,000. 780·0830. 
MAZDA RX-7, 1985· Stored Winters, 5-
speed, 98K. Runs and looks great. $2,995. 
729·6051. 
MERCEDES 3000 1981-Excellent condi· 
tion. $6,200 or B.O. Call Elliott 774-5594 
days, 774-1399 eves. 
MERCEDES BENZ220, 1970· 4-cyl., gas, 
4-spd. standard. Looks and drives great. 
$2,40018.0.772-3868. 
NISSAN SENTRA, 1983-4-dr., automatiC, 
towner, 67K, all receipts, rust free, new 
sticker, $t ,750. 780-0634. 
BUICK SOMERSET, 1986- 5-spd. over- PLYMOUTH HORIZON, 1985- Good car. 
drive, digital dash. New muftler, tune-up. $1,295. Also: Ford Econoline SupeIVan, 
Excellent solid car. $2,799. 775-6101. loaded! Sacrifice $1,95018.0.773-7002 
CAMARO, 1985- Black, 2.8L V6, 120K, 
good shape and tires, regular 
maintainence, $1475. Chris, 892-7955. 
5MB 900S SPORTS EDITION, t983- 4-
dr., blacklburgundy, new exhaust & tires, 
low miles, NC, PIS, PI8, stereo, sunroof. 
Beautilul! $4,000. 780-0634. 
CHEVY CAMARO, 1985- Maroon, 305-
auto, tilVcrulse, new brakes, rotor, tires. SATURN SL, 1991- Excellent condition, 
Good condition, 89K. $2,200. 761-3806. 4-door, front-wheel drive, 30K, 35mpg, 
$7,300. 874-1088/452-2170. 
CHEVY CAVALIER 1987- 2-door, auto., 
AmlFm, original owner, clea", grea~ In 
snow. $2,80018.0. 767-6182. 
SATURNSL,1992-30K,antHockbrakes, 
5-speed, 4-door, cassette, maroon w/ 
gray interior, $9000. 883·4606. 
CHEVY CORSICA. 1989· Maroon, 78K SATURN SL-2 1992, 5spd, 4dr, power 
highway miles, 5-spd., 6-cylinder, NC, sunroof, air, cruise, cassette, 30+mpQ, 
garaged, immaculate. 846-5505. 40K. $11,00018.0. 443-1048. 
CHEVY S-10 SPORT 1984-Runs but 
needs work. Body fair. $60018.0. 646· 
6721 . 
CHEVY VAN, 1984- 6-cyi. , automatic, 
repainted, 2nd engine & transmission. 
Good value @$2,90018.0. 883-1187. 
STEVE TROMBLEY- STATE FARM IN-
SURANCE. Compareyourlnsurance cost 
by phone. Call us 799-3321. 
SUBARU BRAT,1 986· 4WD, only 46,000 
miles, inspected, excellent condition. 
$3,40018.0. Call 934·1290. 
DODGE CHARGER SE, 1977· 57K miles, SUZUKI GS 550 1985· Engine, sprocket, 
AmIFm stereo, rear defrost. Needs work. chain and frame, $195. Call 883-5708. 
$50018.0. Gall 282-6985. 
DODGE OMNI, 1985- Newly inspe ted 
Iront-wheel drive, 4-dr., moon ·oof. 
$2,29518.0. Please call Esther, 761-2492, 
LM. 
THUNDERBIRD, 1976- Runs great, 
leather Interior. loaded, all power. $750/ 
B.O. Dawn, 892-4231. 
TOYOTACELICA ST 1990·Air bag, power 
sunrOOf, 5spd., 65K, A-I condition. 
FIREBIRD, 1986· Hops, 6-cyl., highway $6,995. 874-0930m2-4585. 
mileage @99, but excellent transporta- TOYOTA TERCEL, 1983-New muffler, re-
tion. $t ,500. 883-4232. bui~ engine, runs great, $800. 799-5008. 
FORD ESCORT 1984-4·.r., 78K miles, 
good condition , valid sticker. 
Moving ... must sell. $99, 18.0. 878-8322 
UM. 
FORD ESCORT 1986-4dr., automatic, PSI 
VEHICLES UNDER $2001 Gars auctioned 
by IRS, DEA, FBI, nationwide. Trucks, 
boats, 'Tlotorhomes, computers and 
more! :all toll free! 1(800)436-1867, 
ext.A-l 81. 
PB, 75K, ex. condo Great Buy! $2,000/ WI BEETLE, 197"· 76K 1'1;1' ,. l'Ioor· 
BO. Let's talk. Call 874·7975. board, exhaust ' k nper Oc. 780· 
1961, LM. 
FORD ESCORTGL 1987-Hatchback, red, 
auto, air, rust prooled, well maintained. WlGOLFGL,1 987- 5,pJ AlC,sunroof, 
$2,500. Call 799-2613. new , ticker, manyne>'lpal ts. $2750/B.0. 
879-1034. 
FORDHANDlCAPVAN,1989-Withwheel- WlJETIA,1990-5-speed,AlC,sunrool, 
chair lift, 47K miles, excellent condition. casselte, alarm, ski· rack. $7,600. Call 
$18,00018.0. Call 799-0257. 846-5921. 
--~------------
HONDA ACCORO EX COUPE 1991- 5- WlRABBIT,19B2.2DR,inspected,$500. 
speed, loaded, 55K, teal, moonroof, exc. 774-0775. 
cond.Mustseel$11,OOO.761-1812eves. -----------
ZIEBARTfTIDYCAR-$loo Off Used Car 
HONDA ACCORD LX 1992-4 dr., 27K, Rustproofing. We sell & Install a lull line 
auto, loaded, in excellent condition. 01 accessories. 854-4711. 
$13,300180. Cail893-1068. 
HONDAACCORDLXHATCH-BACK,I984-
5spd, very good condition, low 
malntalnance, 98K, $2,800. Call 767-
4657. 
HONDA ACCORD LX, 1985· 4-(1r., auto· 
matic, loaded, new sticker, many new 
parts. $2,95018.0.773-7886. 
HONDAACCORD,1981-4-(1r.automatlc, 
NC,lowmlles, new sticker, all receipts. A 
real creampull. $1,25018.0. 879-7034. 
HONDA CIVIC 1984-Wagon, 50K original 
miles. No rust, good tires, standard. To-




CALL FOR Q!,JOTE 
761-7000 
AUTO, MOTORCYCLE 
AT.Y., R.Y. MOTOR HOME 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
242 ST. JOHN ST .. 1144 
PORTLAND 
J1I"l/.{/rP.I7V-~ lZI 
EMERSON & FRAZIER, CPAs 
Individuals' Partnerships· Corporations 
. 879·1690 
Initial One Hour Consultation Free of Charge 
LEGAL RESEARCH 
&TAX,INC 
Speciar-zing in personal and 
small business tax preparation. 
Additional servic;es & electronic filing. 
Reasonable Rates 
774.TAXX 
T ufcX c./ICCOU.J\(f uf.J\(f 
New Clients - $25 (I 040 A&B) 
799-9735 






• ELECTRONIC FILING 
• QUICK REFUNDS 
- REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS 




To advertise in this special section 
call Myra at 775-1234. 
bed & breakfasts adult services 
Harbor Farm 
Escape to a charming 
B&Binadrca 
1820 house on 
Frenchman's Bay 
- 422·3735-
- Full Breakfast -
- Close to Acadia -
- Open All Year -
animals 
SHOW YOUR DOG how to be a well-
mannered lamlly companion & have fun 
at the same time. Let our experienced 
team of Instructors show you how. Call 
Dogs In Training, 839·8439. 
dating services 
.Jflaidu;; datill? .wt...ce 
M,1I.Ce 1919 
• ffltfo iJ fT.,,,,-
• .Ylf!oulnUe 
• [Jl tJC1Zal/f2wztwy !/'et.vice 
.~ 
~()f, a fu 6wcIuu.e 
calt 1-800· fJ'1/'!:l!ooo 
:'1-






11 DOMINATION CONNECTION-Real 
Adventure, Date Tonlghtl 1-900-737-
7278, ext. 511. $2.95fmln. 18+, E.T., 
WOC. 
1·900-46-EAICA (3742) ... $2.50/mln. 
Adu~s Only. New numberl 'A LEGEND I' 
EPS Co. 708-882-7873. 
AmNnONCAOSSDRESSERSI Person-
als, fantasies, Events, Catalog, Make-tJp 
and morel 1 (900)896-0900, ext.207, 
$3.59/min, 21 +. $5 forexc~lng transves-
me catalog. Gall Salem Enterprises, Inc. 
(212)986-1777/8. 
BEST GAY MEN OF PORTLAND - Hand-
some, Hot, and Readyll (900)737-7278, 
ext.512. 18+, $2.95/min. E.T.,WDC. 
HORNY SOUTHERN BEAUTIES- 1-800· 
487-8889. No CC needed. 18+. OR Nude 
Beach Gi~s , 1-800-988-3938, VIMC, $2-
$3.99mln.Completelyuncensored & XXX 
rated. 
HOT EROTIC GALS!! 1(800)917-6969 
... LIVE NUDE PLAYMATES!!! 
1 (800)644-4757. $2-$3.50fmin. No C.C. 
18+. 
HOT PARTY LINE! 1-800-827-6662. $21 
mln.- No credit card needed! 18+. Call 
our Directory of Services: 305-525-5433, 
ext. 9122. 
PORTLAND DATING has never been this 
HOT! Sexy singles await! 1-900-446-
0870, ext. 44. $2.49/min. t8+. 
PORTLAND SINGLES CONNECTION! Get 
resu~s! Choose from 1000's of mes-
sages! 1 (9OO)868-5OO5,$2.95/min., 18+, 
T.T. AtfIin. (714)552·2344. ".-------, 
:SEX·STARVED~ 
I 
I NYMPHOS : 
I Live & Uncensored I 
I 24 Hours- I 
I I 
I Call Now! I 
I I 
I 1·800·288·2226 I 
\ No credit Cgrrl nutkd, no caD , 
" ::::.o::.u::~l;... '" 
. ~ ""' 





Describe your car, 
or motorcycle in 
words or less and 
run your ad for 








ONLY $25! If your 
vehicle doesn't sell, just 
notify us by phone or 
postcard after the fourth 
publication and we'll run 
your ad again for FREE! 
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30 CAsco Bay Weekly 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calis cost 1 ,49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only, Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
women ... men 
50+ SEEKING SANTA- You must be lolly, 
honest, compassionate, love people and 
animals, NID.Lefs fire up the old sleigh for 
the next ha~ of life's ride. !r 2116 (1126) 
911! If my mother finds out... H's ourllttle 
secret. Goal for 1994- An articulate, con-
siderate, energetic and intelligent 55-65 
year old man to share the adventures of 
life with. Looking for a NIS, no drugs and 
IighVnon-drinker. We are older, hope-
fully wiser, but not dead yet with so many 
things still to do/experience. I am taking 
a chance, will you? Please send your 
address, phone I, and a recent photo to 
CBW Box 263; or call !r 2150 (2/2) 
ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS Is a clean 
& neat genlleman who loves God, family 
life, danCing, CountryiWestern music, 
good & bad jokes, symphonies, theater & 
pleasant conversation, 37-45. I'm 43, 
pretty, and have everything else I need. 
B 2135 (1/26) 
AMOROUS, EDUCATED SIZE 16 WOMAN, 
51, longing for loving, sen sHive man, any 
age, with strong libido and energy to 
match, for monogamous relationship. 
Together we can share cozy evenings at 
home, x-country skiing, music, lheater, 
ocean. Please live within a hous of Bathl 
Brunswick. !r 2153 (2/2) 
ANCHORAGE-BOUND SOON if Portlarrd 
frontier fails to yield more promising 
male prospects. Are there any REAL men 
here? Or, are all of you into that SLIM 
mentality? Gorgeous, Rubenesque bru-
nette with brains, wit, and talent wants to 
know.1r 2148 (2/2) 
ARE YOU A SWM who believes in a 
simple lifestyle? Enloys the outdoors? 
Makes time to play yet can work hard 
too? Prefers to share time with friends 
and home? N/S? N/D? Keeps physi-
cally fit? Believes in a friendship first? 
Th is SWF, 33, Is looking for youl 
1r 2151 (2/2) 
ASIAN FEMALE, 36, NIS, NID, pretty, 
petite, long black hair. SpirHed, warm 
grace, Talented , humorous, charming, 
TradHlonal value. I enloy cooking, out-
doors, family, friends. cuddling, Seeking 
SlDM, 36-65, for monogomous relallon-
ship. Attractive, professional only. Let 
me save you from the rat race, 
1r 2080 (1119194) 
ATTRACTIVE DWF, 42, dark auburn hair, 
green eyes, Enjoy children, music, danc-
ing, hunting, fishing and more. I don't 
smoke, I do cook, I am very neat about 
myself and home. Please be same. In 
search of BIG, loving, honest man. I am a 
big gi~ with a bigger heart, Not looking 
for pertection. 1r 2205 (2/9) 
ATTRACTIVE, SLIM, PERSONABLE, In-
telligent, creative, nice SWF seeks nice-
looking, intelligent, preferably cultured, 
sincere man, 35-50. 1r 2087 (1 /19/94) 
AWESOME SANTA MOM- 36, I'm 51% 
sweetheart, 49% bHch, don1 push H! 
Seek under-control Santa pop for Christ-
mas eve cookies and milk. ProfeSSional, 
40 and older. 1r 2114 (1126) 
CALLING ALL PRINCES: Charming's 
good, genuine's better. Tall,comelyPrin-
cess seeks daring butslable company on 
quest for meaning and Joy. Open, com-
municalive, passionate, caring, N/S, rug-
ged individual who loves music, animals, 
people, humor, challenges? I'm same, 
more. 30s-40s. Dragon-slaying skills a 
plus!,1r 2180 (2/9) 
DEAR SANTA- Alii wanted for Christmas 
was a SWM, 24-32, with Teddy Bear 
qualilies. He needs to be wilhin the work-
ing class of bears, wilh a big warm heart 
and a heallhy bear hug. !r 2158 (2/2) 
DENALI DREAMING SWF, 37, Alaskan 
bound, her curves are round, getting In 
shape, seeks SWM, 30-40, workout mate. 
Blonde, witty, smart, desires same with 
heart. 1r 2211 (2/9) 
DO YOU ENJOY READING The Nation or 
The Progressive? This SF, 38, NlS, is new 
10 lhe area and looking for a genlle man 
to share Ideas, feelings and exploring. 
Enloys biking, x-c skiing, kayaking, read-
ing, movies, music ... If 2202 (219) 
DWF, 37, 5'2', BrIBr- Woe Is me, I didn't 
find you under my tree. Dldn'l find ro-
mance, or a dance. Jusl a bunch ofloys 
10 please my boys. Don'llike snow, 'cuz 
I don1 ski, I'd ralher watch sports or a 
great movie. Thirtysomelhlng, serious, 
attractive, humorous? Call me! 
1r 2206 (2/9) 
DWF, 40, DOWN TO EARTH, attractive, 
profeSSional, mother of fwo boys, look-
Ing for intelligent, attractive Dad. We 
would be family-oriented and active. 
1r 2179 (219) 
DWF, 43, FEELS MUCH YOUNGER-Down 
10 earth country girl, Sincere, honest, NI 
S, social drinker, seeking genlleman with 
sense of humor. Enloys ealing out, lrav-
eling,dancing, suspense movies, LAUGH-
TER. !r 2115 (1126) 
ELEGANT, TINY & TEMPESTUOUSSWF, 
dancerlwrHer, devastatingly cute with 
Buddhist tendenCies, seeks reflective, NI 
S, professional male, 33-50, wHh a pas-
sionale mind, a genlle soul & a subver-
sive sense of humor.1r 2210 (2/9) 
HAPPY NEW YEAR, HONEY I Lel's make 
'94 the best year of our lives. DWF, 38, 
country girl wilh strawberry blonde hair, 
green eyes, seeks country boy who Is 
down-lo-earth. 1r 2185 (2/9) 
HElP! THE WINTER IS COLO & LONEL YI 
HI , I'm Sue, 33y.o. self-sullicienl, 
Independanl single mom of a 14y.o. boy, 
& would like to meet mature, fun, self-
SuffiCient, lrustworthy, honest, NIS WM 
who's sick of being alone. I'm 190#, 5'6', 
long blonde hair.11s time for new begin-
nings! Call11r 2186 (219) 
HO! HO! HO! This 20-somethlng SWF, 
tall, blonde, who Is N/S, outgoing, ener-
getic, athlellc, hardworking profeSSional, 
Independenl, honest, attractive, sarcas-
tic, is seeking SWM, also 20-something 
wHh same qualities who also loves the 
outdoors (skiing, hiking). The holidays 
are approaching. Let's get together. 
!r 2083 (1/19/94) 
I LIKE LAUGHTER-I am 56. I like movies, 
helping hands and T. V.lliketo dance and 
go walking. I like men aged 56-70, with a 
sense of humor. 1r 2146 (2/2) 
IN SEARCH OF BEST FRIEND- DWF, 26, 
5'6', Mother of2 boys, sean:hing for a SI 
DWM, 25-32, N/S, handsome, emotionally 
and financially secure. Must like kids, be a 
good listener and enjoy having lots of fun. 
Friends first. Call me! 1r 2169 (2/2) 
tr TO tr 
RESPOND 
JUMPSTART FATE! Bright, petHe, SWF, 
40, seeks all-around good guy to enrich 
her life. Spiritual and emotional growth 
more important lhan material posses-
sions. Share Interests In outdoors, travel, 
cultural life, and domeslic pleasures. 
1r 2203 (2/9) 
LIFE IS GOOD1 Very Inlelligent, very at-
lraclive, alhlelic, 36y.o. feminist who en-
ioys life and likes men, seeks friendship 
and romance wHh an attractive, fun-lov-
Ing man who gets a real kick out of caring 
lor himself, others, and lhe planet. 
1r 2181 (2/9) 
lIKETO TALK ABOUT IDEAS! To work, to 
play, 10 laugh, to be retrospeclive. like 
sailing, swimming, skiing, skallng, walk-
ing, gardening, cooking, reading. DWF, 
39, NIS. 1r 2086 (1/19/94) 
NlS N/D NEWLY SWF- New 10 the mar-
ket Truly exquisite vistas and many spe-
cial perks. This one seeks companion-
ship and more, along with good Christian 
values. This is your one chance to get In 
on a fantastic deal. The asking price is 
very reasonable. Dinner and conversa-
tion? So call righl away! 1r 21 n (2/9) 
NEW TO AREA and can't believe I'm do-
ing lhis. Long-haired, degreed, petite, 
environmentalisl, 31 . likes amusement 
parks, movies, concerts, (WCl2 moslly), 
and 101s of olher stuff. You mlghl be tall, 
broad, bearded, degreed (all nice, but not 
necessary), NIS, and love my dog (es-
sential).1r 2085 (1/19/94) 
TO PLACE A PERSONAL: 
CALL 775-1234 
person of the week 
To a Casco Bay Weekly 
Personal Ad, Call 
w~m 
DO YOU ENJOY READING The Nation or 
The Progressive?ThisSF, 38, N/S, is new 
to the area and looking for a gentle man to 
share ideas, feelings and exploring, En-
joys biking, x-c skiing, kayaking, reading, 
movies, music .. , '!r 2202 (2/9) 
1-900-370-2041 
Call costs $1.49 per minute. 
Must be 18 or older. Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress Sl. Portland, ME 04101. 
TO PLACE YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL AD CALL 
775-1234 Each week, a Casco Bay Weeldy personal ad is chosen as caws "Person 
of the Week" and wins 2 free movie rentals from Videopor1. 
INSOUCIANT CLASS-llyou dare 10 LIVE 
your life, lhen lhis articulate, artistic, 
conSiderate, energellc and intelligent lady 
would like:o gello know you. life is even 
more enjoyable when H Is shared wHh 
someone special. II you can dress upl 
dress down and handle everything In 
between, from the slmplesl pleasures 10 
lhe grandest productions, what are you 
waiting for7I'm looking for a man, 55-65 
years old,lhal does nol smoke, do drugs, 
Is a lighl or non-drinker, wilh enough 
class 10 appreclale class. If this Is you, 
forward your address, phone # and a 
recent photo to CBW Box 2n or call 
1r 2174 (2/2) 
INTELLIGENT, SPIRITUAL, NIS SWF, 34, 
wHh a lender touch & a warm heart. 
Lover of conlrolled craziness, The Far 
Side, Ben & Jerry's, & thegreal outdoors. 
I'm well-balanced wHh a mischievous 
streak as well as a strong spirilual side. 
I'm open-minded, advenlurous, & yes, 
attractive. Are you my soulmate? 
1r 2149 (2/2) 
LOOK ME IN THE EYE. I'll bare my soul. 
Build me a home. I'll grace H wHh beauty 
and laughter. Followyour highest self. I'll 
learn from your wisdom. Hold me with 
your entire being. I'll teach you to fly. 
(SwHch roles and read again.) We're both 
mld-30s, childless, awake, ready. CBW 
Box 266. 
LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL MAN- Do you 
like candlelight, home-cooked dinners 
and special attenlion? Areyou spontane-
ous, romantic, honest, monogamous, and 
love quiet times? I am educated, blue-
eyed, blonde, gorgeous, and all the above. 
II you're a physician over 40 and lonely, 
please call. 1r 2184 (2/9) 
MELISSA ETHERIDGE, MARY BLACK, 
Springsteen, CoHrane and Bach. Just a 
few musical favorites of this energetic 
DWF, 45. If you are a NIS, and happy 
about lhe new status olthe Stae Theater, 
give me a call. 1r 2157 (212) 
MS. SHY- SWF, 24, 5'9', full-figured. 
Seeking tall, 25-30, muscular Mr. Rlghl 
who likes animals, movies, outdoors and 
having fun! 1r 2081 (1/19/94) 
NEW YEARS RESOLUTlON- To lind fun-
loving, sincere, honest, sponlaneous 
company. I'm aSWF,32, 5'6', 1251, who 
needs to gel out 01 workihome more. 
Calli !r 2152 (2/2) 
NEW YEARS RESOLUTION- Tall, slim, 
blonde, 36 year old WF needs help keep-
Ing New Years resolution to have more 
fun. You be 20-45 and willing 10 help. 1r 
2t54 (2/2) 
NICE SMILES, NICE BUn! Seeking 
Interdependant relationship. ME: Attrac-
tive, late 30s, 5'5', 170#, two children, 
Inleiligent, fun, creative, open, honest, 
reliable, active. YOU: 6+1-', good shape, 
dependable, available, funny, creative, 
clean, considerale, smoker OK. WE en-
Joy: Our families, ourselves, skIIng, camp-
ing, skating, romance, surprises, mutual 
support, being together, dancing. No 
games, no salesman. 1r 2182 (2/9) 
OUTOOORSWOMAN, 28, seeks 
outdoorsman, 25-35, for cross country 
and downhill skiing, hiking. Also enjoy 
Indoors sports and relaxing at home. 1r 
2084 (1119124) 
PRESENTING "ALIVE" from Portland, 
Maine: Pretty DWF wanting to find a tall, 
NlS, DWM over 45 who likes theater, 
movies, dancing & dining in/out, walks, 
children & family. Looking for possible 
relationship. !r 2178 (2/9) 
SEEKING A MAlE WITH HEART BIGGER 
than ego- I am a pelite, energetic, 41y.o. 
female. I like hiking, x-counlryskllng and 
good conversation. Looking for an hon-
est, emotionally In-touch man between 
35-55. !r 2183 (219) 
SEEKING SAILORILIFEMA TE- Frustraled 
mermaid hasn't learned 10 jibe. Seeks 
captain, 45-55, NIS, with fireplace, to 
walch sailing videos, read newspapers, 
discuss life, snowshoe by the sea. 
!r 2104 (1/19/94) 
SEEKING SINCERE, SENSITIVE soulmate 
for synergistic, mulua1ly supportive rela-
tionship. Me: DWF, 40, 5'4',120#, honest, 
caring, wHly, fun-loving & creative- some-
times intense. Enjoy outdoors, theatre, 
musIC, dancing and cooking, You: OM, age 
unimportant, wHh a twinkle in youreyeand 
love in your heart. 1r 2204 (219) 
THERAPY? BEEN THERE, DONE THAT. 
Wanled: One self-assured, honest, hu-
morous, good-looking, sensitive, intelli-
genl man who thinks intelligent, strong, 
self-assured, independenl, professional, 
humorous, creative,aclive, pretty women 
are sexy as hell and has to have one. 
DWF, mid-30s, seeks DWM, 34-41, abil-
Ity 10 own your own Issues a must 
1r 2136 (1/26) 
THERE ONCE WERE TWO WOMEN FROM 
PORTLAND, who knew what they liked 
when lhey saw H; The New Year's com in' 
'round, and wanting to go out on the 
town,lhey searched fortwo gentleman to 
escort them. SM, 28-35, start your New 
Year off right! 1r 2170 (2/2) 
TIRED OF KISSING FROGS- This playful 
SWF seeks SWM, NlS, UD, 22-28. If you 
enjoy nights on lhe lawn 10 walks on 
snowy nights then I maybe Just what you 
need. Show me there is a decent man lett. 
Please, no headgames! Call now I 
1r 2147 (2/2) 
WANTED: OM, 50+, WHO IS SOCIABLE, 
energetic, down-lo-earth, tolerant, cheer-
ful, humane, fit, with a life of his own but 
lime for congenial conversation and rec-
reation wHh tall, Independent DWF of a 
certain mind and generally pleasing 
appeareance. 1r 2145 (2/2) 
WF, 35, LOOKING FOR FUN TIMES- likes 
sitting by the fireplace, walks, horseback 
riding. "you are the Right Person, then 
call me. 1r 2156 (2/2) 
men ... women 
ABOUT ME: SWM, 28, HIV+, 6', 1851, 
weightlil1er, waterskier, SCUBA diver, 
bUSiness owner, having a good Ille. 
ABOUT YOU: HIV+, want to enjoy life. 
Lel's gel togelher.1r 2121 (1126) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL@ 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
Just call t-900-370-2041 any time, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone 
phone! Enter the four-digit .. number of the ad you wish to respond to, listen 
to the gree~ng, then leave a respOnse. (An advertiser may not have recorded 
agree~ng by the time you call. You may still leave a message on tha1 person's 
line.) The dale at the end ollhead is the last day to mpfytothat ad. You may 
also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific category (companions 
and ott-s not available 10 "browsej. Calls cost $1.49/min. You must be 18 
or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box ,I, addmss mail to Casco Bay Weeldy, 551A 
Congress St., Porlland, ME 041 01, making sure to print the thme-digit CBW 
Box 1/ clearly In the lower left-hand comer of the envelope. 
IIow to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Personal Caltl», fill out the coupon and mail or 
FAXit(775-1615)to us. Qffaxing, pleasephotocopylhecoupon first and then 
fax it The newsprint doesn't reproduce welL) The deadline for placing 
personal ads is Friday at noon_ FREE personals ads are 25 words or less 
Oncluding headline), and run four weeks. Others, Companions, and Lost 
Souls ads am 2-week ads and run at a cost of $1 per word. Personal Call~ 
ads with mom than 25 words cost 50¢ per additional word. We'll send you 
a four-digit .. number (to appear in your ad) and a security code for exclusive 
access to your responses through an 800-line at no cost to you. Ads without 
Personal CallI» cost.50 perword piUS mail-forwarding or P.O. Box charges. 
CBW Box #s and P.O. Box lis cost $20 pertwo-week ad. Ads maybe paid 
for with Visa, MasterCard, IocaJ check or cash. 
How to use your Personal call® mallbOl: 
After you receive your .. number and private security code, you may 
record your personal introduction. Use your introduction to tall more about 
yourse~ than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last 
name.phonenumberoraddress.Makasureyouaskyourcalierstoleavatheir 
names, phone numbers and the best ~mes to call them. All introductions are 
mviewed by CBWand go on line within 24 hours. 
25-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
0000000000000000000000000 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call® 
Guidelines: 
Personal ads are ayailable for single people seeking relationships. Ads seeking 10 buy or sell sexual 
services will be refused. No lull names, street addresses or phone numbers will be published. Ado 
contalnlng expllert sexual or anatomlcallanguage will not be published. We reserve the right to edrt, 
refuse or recategorize any ad. Advertisers must be over 18 years of age. 
category/Rates: 
FlEE C-IIUI ADS 
o women __ men 
Omen __ women 
o women rr women 
Omen.- men 
$1 PEIIIOID. 2-lIm ADS 
o others 
o companions 
o lost souls 
COnfldentlallnformatlon: 
rNe cannot print your ad vviHhout it,) 
phone:: _______________ _ 
name: _______________ _ 
address: _______________ _ 
c~: -----------------------
state: _________ zip: _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline fREE 
with Personal Calt®: _--'== __ 
add'i words @ 50¢ each: _____ _ 
Without Personal Call® 
all words @ SO¢ each: ____ _ 
others, lost souls, or 
companions @ $1 per word: _____ _ 
CBW Box or P.O, Box (add $20): _____ _ 
Total: _____ _ 
men ... women 
ARTISTIC, PASSIONATE, Renaissance 
man, 40, hiding In Portland wMe-coliar 
lungle. Seeks proof there's a woman 
about, 28-41, fair offace and figure with 
intelligence, confidence, humor and kind 
heart. Love books, movies, theater, paint-
Ing, restaurants, and Intimate conversa-
tion. Enjoy hiking, bicycling, danCing, 
racquetball, fencing for exercise. Am 
physically and emollonally heaHhy and 
easily return what's given me. You're 
down-to-earth wHh smiling eyes, easy 
laughter, unafraid of affection and hon-
estly have time for a relationship. Prove 
to me Maine is not a cold, very-married 
state and I'll redefine adventure and love 
for you. Oh, and I own an argumentative 
parrot! CBW Box 265. 1r 2164 (212) 
BLACK STALlION- SBM, 40, looking for 
the reigning woman who will charge this 
steed and command obedience & re-
spect.Love & romance a definHive pos-
sibility. Great looks and waiting! 
1r 2193 (219) 
BRAINS ARE BEAUTIFUL-I admire inlel-
ligenee and competence and I'll be com-
fortable holding your hand. If you can be 
childlike and playfully fOOlish, call this 
SWM, 36, and be yoursell. I'm childless, 
NlS, aware, responsible. Commltment-
oriented romance full of genlle, Inlimate 
eye conlact1r 2125 (1126) 
DANCE BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON 
wHh DWM, 33, 5'10', 170#, honesl, pro-
feSSional, physically/emolionallylit.Let's 
fill our dance card exploring life's great-
esl gifts 10 lind a fun, loving, romanllc 
relationship. 1r 2t60 (2/2) 
DIVERSITY, THAT'S MEl Creallve and 
analytical SWM, 29. Labels, thafs forthe 
other guy. Arts and sports. Ambitious 
and relaxed. You are SIDF, 21-30some-
lhlng, attractive, slim, NlS, educated, eat 
healthy, romantic, open-minded, classy, 
and cultured. 1r 2120 (1126/94) 
DO YOU WANT A RIDE IN MY BENZ? 
Then use me, use me, if you aln1 your 
average groupie. Successful professlonaf 
looking for light-hearted, attractive fe-
male passenger, 25-35. Kids in back O.K. 
1r 2124 (1/26) 
DWM, 42, lall good-looking, 111, search-
ing for good-looking, family-oriented 
woman. 1r 2191 (2/9) 
GOOD-LOOKING BLUE-EYED DWM,Into 
a loving relalionship wrth dining, danc-
Ing, and just cuddling, looking for N/S, 
25-30. Me 27, are you oUllhere? 
!r 2125 (1/26) 
GOOD-LOOKING, HARDWORKING 
DWM, 43, with a helluva void 10 fill needs 
anangelinwhlte. Be monogamous, warm, 
fun, 35-45, pretty & peine. 
!r 2093 (1119/94) 
HANDSOME DWM, 53, SEEKS 40+ DWF 
wllh eclectic Inlerests, active, person-
able, honest affectionale, caring, Inde-
pendent, seeking friendship, relationship, 
or another life adventure with likeable 
man! 1r 2161 (212) 
HEART WARRIOR- Attraclive, sensitive 
mental health professional, 5'9', 1401, 
seeks splrHuallemale, lale 30's-eariy 40's, 
for exploring the wilderness of mind, 
soul & earth. 1r 2162 (212) 
INTELLIGENCE IS THE KEYI SWM, 28, 
intelllgenl, athletic, attractive, amMious, 
goal-orlenled. Looking for Intelligenl, al-
lractlve SWF, 18-29, who is ambitious, 
goal-orlenled, and fun-loving. 
1r 2195 (2/9) 
LET'S PLAYTOGETHER- WMPG is sweel 
lemptation 10 me. SWM, 30s, lit, pleas-
Ing to lhe eye, BrIBr, 5'11', 1651, NlS, 
lover of music, sports, movies, life, Ben 
& Jerry's. Dreaming of SWF wilh similar 
Interests. !r 2189 (2/9) 
LIFE IS GOOD! Even better with you. 
Happy, healthy, active, fun-loving DWM, 
42, seeks attractive, 111 woman. Lel's 
share the greal outdoors, music, nature, 
friendship, personal growth, good atti-
tudes, paSSion, thoughffulness,love and 
romance. Brunswickarea.!r 2190 (2/9) 
LOOKING FOR A WOMAN who can see 
beyond my license photo or W-2. Nice, 
average SWM, 28. I'm well-read with 
many Interesllng qualities. I'm looking 
for a SF, 20-32, any race, who is Intelli-
gent, fit, and an all-around good person. 
1r 2090 (1119) 
MATURE DCEANIC BEUEVER- Recently 
divorced but kept boat, dog, & soul, 
seeks lOving, pretty, trusling, slender, 
acllve soulmate, 35-44. Take a chance, 
1r 2102 (1/19/94) 
PINING FO R MONTY PYTHON and Tricky 
Dlck- SWM, 28,artisVrepublican (no kid-
ding), seeks SF possessing a keen sense 
of humor and no silver and topaz lewelry 
(redundant, hUh?). Coffee some day? 
le11ers preferred. CBW Box 260. 
If 2103 (1/19/94) 
READ THIS- SWM, 23, 5T, active, out-
going, sensitive, Inl0 reading, hiking, 
walks, painting, karaoke & advenlures. 
Seek fun SWF, 20-25, for friend wHh 
possibilities. If 2119 (1/16) 
SENSITIVE MALE NO OXYMORON- Are 
you 35-45, attractive, spontaneous, ad-
venturesome, physically lit, N/S, guJH-
free and possess enough self;,steem 10 
be Independent? Call this attractive 5'8' 
fit male. !r 2188 (2/9) 
SM, 29, NIS, Looking for honest and 
sincere relationship. I am an aspiring 
artist and potter wHh daytime lob as 
electrical englneer.1r 2194 (2/9) 
SWM NONCONFORMIST STUDENT OF 
L1FE- Smoker, Independent, Inlelllgenl, 
yes, attracllve too. Seeks SWF, 22-30, 
with slmiiarqualHies, to share hollea and 
other herb therapy while we gaze out on 
the ocean and stars and walt for Spring 10 
bring us down to lhe beach. 
!r 2122 (1/26) 
THE ANSWER IS: She's attractive, sin-
cere, caring, complex, open-minded, out-
going, gentle, kind, slable, 25-35, 5'4'-
5'1 0', honesl? Who Is the woman of my 
dreams, Alecl !r 2163 (212) 
TOTAl MAN SEEKS TOTAl WOMAN-
SWM, 6'1', 2251, It.bl.eyes, grayish long 
halrlbeard, professional who Is on the 
beaCh-less-travelled, seeks SWF, 35-45, 
attractive, frt, who loves the ocean. 
1r 2159 (2/2) 
UNCOMMONLY GOOD! DWM, 30. eQual 
parts Yeats, Rush, Ian Anderson and 
Ernie Kovacs, seeks intelligenl, funny, 
passlonale, irreverent F, 20-35, for friend-
ship, nights onthetown, and full-contact 
Twlsler. If 2117 (1/26) 
real uzzle RII DOli I\II/lill 
Fallin 
In August 1944 the War Depart-
ment pubJished "Army Ufe", a 
pamphlet designed to help 
famiJiarize the newly inducted 
soldier with his military surround-
ings. This is a refresher course. 
We'd like to match each of the 
following commands with an 
appropriate graphic, And that's an 
order. 
_ To the rear •.. Marchl 
Left •.. FACEI 
Atten ..• TlONI 
_ Column left .•• MARCHI 
_ By the left flank •.. MARCHI 
About ..• FACEI 
_ By the right flank .•• MARCHI 
_ Column rlght .•. MARCHI 
_ Rlght ••• FACEI 
Parade ••• RErn 
WlLDATHEART-5'11', 1651, SWM,29, 
open-minded, educated professional. 
Athletic, affluenl pagan Inl0 aeslhetics 
and spirH life. Seekslhln, beautiful model-
type wHh similar Interests, 19-29. 
!r 2187 (2/9) 
WOULD LIKE TO GIVE AND GET SOME 
TlC- Sincere dad wHh two kids, 35, Brl 
Gr, lall, lhln, handsome. You are attrac-
live, fit, with similar needs.1r 2192 (219) 
women ... women 
ANARDUOUSJOURNEY embarked upon 
by one wHhout a chart, searching for her 
by day and night, lhe woman to cherish 
my heart. Honesl, loyal, sensual, and 
kind, with a heart ever so strong, waH/ng 
for her in hopes of grace to celebrale 
paSSion's song. 1r 2095 (1119/94) 
ARE YOU MY SOULMATE1lF. early 20s, 
Interests include lesbian fiction, sub-Sa-
haran pre-colonial African history, wril-
ing portey, playing the viola, and swim-
ming. 1r 2196 (219) 
LET'S ENJOY LIFE TOGETHER! Are you 
Inleresled In a solid friendship, sharing 
romantic evenings togelher, cuddling, 
gentleness, compassion? I can give the 
rlghl woman lhls. I'm a WF, 30, 5'6', BV 
BI, medium build, attractive, feminine, NI 
S, professional. You musl be a WF, 28-
40, professional, feminine, attractive, 
gentle. Please call! 1r 2155 (2/2) 
PORTlAND HAS A LOT OF CHARM and 
great things to explore. This could be one 
olthem. Brunette beauty, blue eyes, slim, 
professional, creallve, outgoing and sen-
sual. Seeking woman for: fun, frolic, and 
friendship. Be creallve, sexy, and open-
minded in your phone response. 
!r 2197 (219) 
WHAT 00 YOU PONDER: LOVE, happi-
ness, passion, lrue self? LF, NlS, 35, 
attractive, professional, genlle, spiritual, 
nurturing, respectful, honesl, grounded. 
MY passions: my son, chanting, danCing, 
music, nature, socializing, reading. 
tr 2094 (1/19194) 
WHERE IS OUR REAL COMMON 
GROUND? What draws two women to-
gether and on what can they build? Some 
quesllons lie deeper than who likes 10 
hike, build Volkswagen motors, or read 
books, who's into goddesses, crystals, 
wolves, or what. This mid-lile lesbian, 
loyal, lruly alive, centered, searching, af-
feclionale,audacious, willingly asks ques-
tions that count. CBW Box 261. 
1r 2126 (1/26) 
YESTERDAY I GOT THIS FORTUNE 
COOKIEthatread, "When given the pearls 
of love, wear them carefully." So loday I 
decided 101ake out lhis ad. At filly, I know 
how to be as careful wHh the pearls 
another gives me as with my own. CBW 
Box 262.1r 2127 (1126) 
men ... men 
1994 AND BEYOND! I'm over alone! 6', 
1751, eariy 50s, stable. Seeking secure 
friend to share life: thealer, trips, camp-
Ing, home, friends & family. 
1r 2198 (2/9) 
January 6, 1994 31 
ernie oak RII Llllld/l Hllrnl 
JEANETIE. JEAN EiiE. I AM CRA1~ WITH 
LO\l E FoR yov JEANETrE. I LOIIE THE 
WEIRO SrlOES ON '(ol.iR FEU, I LOVE 
T~E SCAR, A&ove '(ovR LIP I LOVE T\-IE , 
wART ON YOUR lr1VMB J~NE-rrE OH 
JEI\NETIE . MY JEA,"-lE1\E. 
HARE LIP : A CONGENIIA\. DEFoAMI IN 
WHICH 11-\£ VPP!:R LIP 15 SPLII LlKE'1HAT 
FA I-I-"'R.E. Ttll: Sc.AR IS FROM TH EM 
SEWING IT TOGEn\ER. I HAVE; SEEN you 
covE R. Yo ~R MovrH WHEN You TAL K. 
MRS. FENNEWAL.O SAID STOP Cove P.ING 
'(ovR. MOVTH . INSTEAD '(OV STOPP~D 
TAI-KI/ofU . SHE SENT '(OV 10 ThE oFFICE. 
MRS . fet-INtWAL.O HAS THE \-lEAR; AND 
13RAIN> OF A F.Y . OH j'EANE'ITE . 
(LEn: f'ARTIAL.L'j SPLIT o~ DIVIDE'O. 
PALATE: THE ROOFOf TH. MOVTH. 
HAR. : ANY OFVAR'ovS SWIFT Tl.MID 
LONG ~AReD MAMMALS HAVING A 
DIVIDED VPPfR LIP' LONG I-\IND LEGS, 
A 5HORT COCKED IAI L, AN D THE 
'(OVN", FvRRED AND OPEN-E\:1ED AT 
j3IRTI-I. I \-lAVE SEeN :JOV RUNNING 
JEANE-rrE. FIRST PI..A<£ IN THE' IOOYARO 
DASII. 
WHEN Yo\,\ WERE IN THE OFRC.E !>KI;' 
WROTE C.LEF! PAL-ATE ON mE BoARD. 
SIIE WRO,TE HARE LIP. SHE ex.pLAINEll 
Yovll. FA'-e To VS, WHEN yov CAME 
BII(K TIlE MEAfJ ONES KNEW WHATTe> 
CALL YoV. Bvr IT IS AfJ \-IONOR ill BE 
PART RABBIT. WHEN -moe BELL RANG 
yov RAN fASTER TH/'IN ANYoNe, TH'E 
MEAN orIES YeLLED IT. 01-1 JE'AN ~TTe, 
IT WAS ME, ARtJOLD, WHO NAI~~D A 
NAIL IN MRS. Fe;NNEWAU>~ BACk TI R£. 
COME ON GUYS- Let's get inl0 the waterl 
This GWM, serrsltive and honest, 30s, 6', 
BrlBr, swimmer, looking fOR a blond beach 
bum who Wkes to live on the edge.llyou can 
communicate, call1r 2100 (1/19/94) 
RESOLUTION: TO FIND HIMI GWM, 27, 
good-lookingandfit,seeksyoungerGWM 
who's good-looking, fi~ and ready for 
goodllmes. 11's a new year, so let's ex-
plore H togelher. 1r 2165 (2/2) 
M->F TRANSEXUAL- You: 21-50, alh-
letic, discreet. If 2166 (1/13) 
MWC SEEKING SAME for friendship and 
possible inllmate limes. Bolh eariy 30s. 
Let's share some of life's adventures I 
Discretion assured.1r 2200 (1120) EARLY 20s GUY is looking for olhers 
around the same age, 18-26, with similar 
Interests. I'm really Into sports, both play-
Ing and walchlng. Hoping to find others 
who would like to go to a hockey or 
baseball game, and have a good time. 
!r 2131 (1126) 
FRIENDSHIP AND MOREl Sought by 
GWM, 49, loving, heaHhy, Sincere, Into 
lravel, arts, outdoors, leather, exploring 
unconventional Ideas, etc" seeks younger 
GWM to share wHh! 1r 2199 (219) 
GWM, LATE 30s, seeks younger man. 
Kind, consclenllous, handsome, playful, 
financially stable, health-consclous, en-
tertalnment-orienled, yet homey. Lel's 
meet for coffeellealale. 1r 2129 (1126) 
LET'S TALK- GM, Asian profeSSional, 30, 
140#, short, seeks older man and new 
frlends.1r 2097 (1/19/94) 
OUTDOOR FRIENDS- GWM. 35, 6'2', 
2201, looking for same for friendship, 
maybe more. Must be clean. Hairy man 
a plus. Lel's share the fresh air. 
1r 2099 (1119/94) 
SHY GWM, enjoys music, sports, clean 
Maine air. I'm 28, 5'7', 1351. Looking 10 
meet similar GM.!r 2130 (1/26) 
TRUCKDRIVINGMANwantedby501 blue-
leaned hHch-hiker. Bearded? HaIry? Set 
your air brakes and call11r 2t28 (1126) 
WHERE ARE AU THE FEMS? GWM, 40, 
5'11', 160#, BrIBr, Gemini, attractive, easy-
going, sentimenfal, erolic, witty, romantic, 
seductive, enchanting, imaginative, pas-
Sionate, talented, seeks fem, any age, any 
pen:eption, for relatlonshipilrlendshlp. Pre-
fer both! If you're out there somewhere, 
lefschat.llovelemmes! 1r2096 (1/19/94) 
others 
ATTRACTIVE, FIT, professional male, 30, 
seeks female counterpart for intimate, 
sllmulaling encounters. 1r 2133 (1/3) 
BORED. LONELY, FRUSTRATED? Does 
your life lack romance and adventure? 
Attractive,lnlelllgent, sincere MWM, 40, 
seeks SF, 24-44, who is free some week-
days. !r 2168 (1/13) 
SWM SEEKS COUPLES, 20-50, for dis-
creet, aduH fun. Me: 20s, youlhful, fun, 
energellc, open-mlnded. 1r 2167 (1/13) 
companions 
MY BOYFRIEND DOESN'T SKII GM skier 
up from Conneclicut weekends seeks ski 
partners, MIF. 1r 2201 (1120) 
Can you solve the Real PuzzJe? 
First prize is movie tickets to The 
Movies, second prize is "Home 
Vision Video VerbaJ VoJumes". 
Winners wi" receive their prizes in 
the mail. Drawings are done at 
random. Contestants are ineligibJe to 
win more than one prize in a four-
week span, Only one entry is allowed 
per person per wee~, 
Solution to 
AJI entries for this week's puzzle 
must be received by Wednesday, 
January 12. The solution to this 
week's puzzle will appear in the 
January 20 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. 
Send your best guess to: 
Real PuzzJe #208 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 041 01 
There are no winners this week. 
Real Puzzle #206 
1) .. paragus f.m 11) pep .......... 
2) Boston fern 12) philodendron 
3) com pl ... t 13) polson Ivy 
4) dumb ClIne 14) rubber pI ... t 
5) f.tsl. 15) sn" ..... nt 
6) holy besll 16) spider pl ... t 
7) ......... nt 17) umbrell. tree 
&) .. p .......... ple 1&) wendertng Jew 
9) m ..... u.... 19) weeping fig 
10) moth ... spleenwort 
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" these specials will be good through Thursday January 13th. 
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